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In the great realm of subjects suitable for _~ thesis -
/; ' 
such as this, there is none which proves more vita}.-;: :o the= 
interest of the world than a study of our food suppli, an~ 
what we may expect of it in the future. True, practically 
all of our stu~ertdous developments have been along other 
lines. We have develo?ments in transportation, manufactur-
ing, scienc~, and education, which have been sufficient to 
remodjl standards of living all over the world. However, a 
most important question to consider is this:to what · extent 
would developments have been possible in these lines of ut-
most importance had not the food supply been adequately main-
tained? Therefore, I believe that the production of food is 
the backbone of all industry in t~e nation. In order to 
p rove the value of anything, we have but to attempt to live 
without it. The automobile, the radio, the aeroplane, and the 
~~ 
electric light could, with difficulty, be replaced by old-
time substitutes. However, any attempt to do without food 
would result in the termination of life itself. 
For the above reasons, I have chosen a subject such as 
this for my thesis. Inasmuch as a treatment of the entire 
food problem would be too great in length for this study, I 
have chosen a phase of it with _which I have been indirectly 
connected for the past five years. Having been employed in a 
non-operative cauacity by a leading New England packer for 
this length of time, my experience and observations have nee-
esearily been of little consequence;however, I have supple-
mented these with a vast amount of research work, the results 
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of which constitute this report. 
My nurpoae is not to present an expert report and opin-
ion on the subject. Such a purpose probably would be consid-
erably beyond my ability many years from now. On the other 
hand, I can and intend to trace th~ packing industry and its 
predecessor, the live - stock industry from their inceptions to 
the present day. By means o~ this procedure, I hope to pre• 
eent to the reader a comprehensive comparison o~ the indus-
try as it was . and as it is, showing the trend through the ages 
end a more detailed picture o~ the trends now in ooeration. 
Importance of Meat. 
Since it is an est a blished fact that meat serves as 
the backbone of not only the American meal but also of that 
of the most advanced countries or the world, it is essential 
in a thesis o~ this nature that the reasons for this fact be 
discussed. The table on page 4 _ shows the leading meat eat-
e re of the world per capita o~ population. The United States 
Department of Agriyulture gives as the reason for America's 
being fifth, i n this line-up, the f'act. that in each of' the four 
l eading countries, Argentina, New Zealand, Australia, and Can -
a d a, there is a decidedly large surplus of cattle and sheep 
together with a sparse population. Therefore, it would fol l ow 
that these count r ies would consume more meat per capita than 
a country which is more economically situated with an adequate 
supply of meat and a population sufficiently large to consume 
the supply. It is of further interest to note that of the 
1?9 .7 pounds of meat consumed by each inhabitant of the United 
States, pork was most popular with 68.5 pounds;beef followed 
with 58.4 pounds;veal came next with 7.4 pounds;and lamb and 
mutton brought up the rear with 5.4 pounds•. The trend in 
meat c onsumption is shown by the chart on page 105. It will 
be noticed that the highest point in total meat conaumption . 
occurred · in 1907 and the lowest in 1917. The Government furn-
ishes the information that, in that. year, the supply was un-
usually large, and hence the price was very low. Also, 1907 
was the first year o f operation for Federal Inspection in ita 
present efficient form. The passa g e o f the Meat-Ins p ection 
*Figures for 1927 furnished from ~Food Animals and 1eat Oon-
aumntion in the Unite d St a tes·" Pag e 21 . 
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law •f June ~0, 1906 brought abeut a public appreciation 
of the tact that our meat supply was absolutely pure. It 
is n~t surprising, in view of these facts, that our chart 
shows a decided upward trend for that ye,r. The eb~erse 
happened in 1917 when ~e had a decided drop in our meat 
consumption. Associated with this reduction is the fact that 
the meat supply of the world was being carefully guarded in 
order that our fighting men might go into battle with the 
necessary nutrition. 
Leading Countries in Per Capita Meat Consumption. 
pounds 
Argentina •••.•... ;.... 281 
New Zealand........... 212.5 
Australia............. 195~6 
Canada................ 161.2 
United. States......... 1~9.7 
United Kingdom........ 124.7 
Cuba •••....•.•••....•• 124 
Germany ••••••••••• ;... 111.2 
Denmark............... 100.8 
* 
A discussion of the easenti~la of stamina for life as 
brought about by medical authorities will give the reason for 
the importance of meat in the world's diet. Foods are clas-
eified** by the doctors as carbohydrates, fats, proteins, and 
the newly discovered elements, vitamins. Inasmuch as man has 
eaten meat since the world began and scientists, Jeven to the 
present day, have not concluded their research work on food 
values, it would be absurd for me to state that the importance 
of meat in the daily diet owes its inception to the fact that 
it contains so much acknowledged nutrition. There iB no 
doubt, however, that the discovery of this value has resulted 
in a maintenance ~ of this universal meat-eating habit. 
- - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ 
•U.S.Circular 241. Pg. 2). **"The World's Meat•. Pg. 4. 
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Carbohydrates and fats are both composed of carbon, hydrogen, 
and oxygen. The difference between the two lies in the fact 
that the elements are present in varying proportions, fats 
containing a smaller proportion of oxygen. The energy value 
of foo~ depend9 uoon ita ability to combine with oxygen. 
Therefore the fats which have lese oxygen to start with are 
able to combi ne with a larger amount of the element than the 
carbohydrates. Carbohy d rates require solution in water, while 
fate may be digested with out being dissolved. Therefore, 
one ou~ce of fat would contain more nutrition then one oune e 
of carbohyd rate. Proteins differ from fats in that they cen-
tain still lees oxygen and are of greater value p e r unit , 
and have h e added ~reeence : of other elements inclu d ing 
nitr o g en whi ch makes them especially valuab le for build-
ing tissues in the body as we ll as producing energy . Until 
recently, thes e t hree classes of food values were the only 
known e lements, and all three were considered necessary 
to a wel~round e~ diet. Meat has been proved to contain all 
of the required neceeeiti e3 in ~orne quenti~i~a;end meat, to-
gethe r with the foods which are ordinarily consumed with 
it , such as potatoes and other requisites of our American 
tables gives on e the necessary nutrition. 
Prot eins are consid e red to be the moat vit a l of all 
factors and meat ranks very high in protein producins 
materi al . An English scientist , Thoma s, ha e recently, con-
elud ed t ha t as single sources of protein~ beef stood five 
per c ent h igh er than milk.* 
- - - - - - - - - -
•"World's Meat, " by ~cFall . Pag e 19 . 
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Another experiment conducted by a German authority, 
Rubner, was· based on human nutrition in ·an effort to 
determine the relative protein value of animal and 
vegetable products. The subjects were fed on an 
abundance of non-protein foods and the experiment con-
eieted of determining the quality of each of the pro-
tein foods necessary to the diet in order that ~he sub-
jects would not lose any tissue protein. The me thod was 
to consider the balance betveen the intake of nitrogen with 
the food and the loss through excretion. Thus, each of the 
protein foods was added until the intake and lose were 
equal. Thus a nitrogen "balance" was made. The results 
of the biological values of th~various foods are as 
follows:- • 
Beef 104.74 Yeast 70.52 
Milk 99.71 Casein 70.14 
Cod Fish 94.46 Nutroee 69.02 
Rice 88.)2 Spinach 6?.8? 
Cauliflower 8).88 Peas 55.7; 
Cre.bmeat 79.15 Wheat Flower ;9 .56 
Potatoes 78.89 Corn Meal 29.5 2. 
Cherries 78.57 
The results of this experiment are accepted as conclusive 
by such authorities as Starling, the e~inent English 
physiologist; and many additional experiments hav~ been 
made sine~ with practically the same results. With beef 
leading the field in protein valu~ is it anY wonder that 
* "World's Meat", McFall. Page 15. 
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the world continues its stupendous consumption of meat? 
Very little is known about vitamins inasmuch as their 
discovery is a modern achievement. However, they have been 
placed in four classea to date, A, B, C, D. 
Vitamin A, is fat-aolution, is necessary for growth, 
and is valuable for preventing certain diseases. 
Vitamin B, is water-solution, prevents certain die-
eases, and helps growth. 
Vitamin C, is also water-solution and helps in pre-
venting scurvy. 
Vitamin D is very similar to Vitamin A and is espe- -
cially valuable for preventing rickets. 
These vitamins are said to be abundan~ in greens, includ-
ing grass and other fodder which cattle eat. It is fur-
ther known that cows' milk i9 esp·ecially valuable in vit -
am ins. It is probable, then, that there is an abundance in 
the meat which is the product of the eating operation of the 
cattle•. A famous authority, Funk, describes the vitamin 
value in meet ee followe:~The significance of meat as a 
component of our diet is threefold. First, as an im-
portent source of p ~ otein, second, as a source of v i tamin 
When it is used as a sole £oo d ;and third, for its vitamin 
sparing action. In accord with our own eX?erience we know 
of no single food which requires so little vitamin addition 
as does protein materiel, especially meat••. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ 
•' 
•Bulletin 11~8, United States Department of Agriculture, 
1923 ,~ 
•••The World's Meat,• by McFall. Pages 28-29. 
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According to experiments by Funk and Mendel, dried meat 
was ~ound to contain sufficient vitamin A. It is safe 
to say, then, that fresh meat surely would have even more 
of this vitamin, for drying brings about oxidation, which 
nroceee tends to destruct this vitamin. My object in 
presenting this material regarding vitamins in meat is 
to s~ow the meat packers' answer to the prevalent theory 
that meat has not been proved to be valuable as a vit-
amin product. 
•At the Meat Packers' Convention in Chicago, last 
October, Vilhjalmur Stefansson, the famous exolorer 
and author, gave a most interesting address on hie own 
experienceD with meat, the main points of which should 
be mentioned here. Conditione in the Arctic Region were 
such that for about a year both Stefaneson and his crew 
had to live almost entirely on the flesh of fish. Upon 
returning to Boston, Harvard professors told · him that such 
a thing was impossible, for by experiments along that line 
wi th meat at Harvard they had killed countless guinea oigs, 
used a subjects, and weakened a group of students in ten 
days to such an extent that various disorders set in. 
Stefanason ~hen became interested in a meat di e ~ simply 
to orove tha t hie Harvard friends were wrong. 0~ his re-
turn to the Arctic, he lived on caribou meat along with 
seal, when the former was not available. At one time he 
lived nineteen ' months on meat alone and broke in twenty 
other men to exist on the same diet. 
* 1 The National Provisioner,M Octo ber 26, 1929. Pages 
159-164. 
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When Ste~anseon again returned to America, a Dr. Loeb, 
in New Yo~k, instigated an examination of his body by 
eminent apecielieta in order to determine whether or not 
evil effects vere present due to excessive meat. Their 
examination could reveal no disorders - no high blood 
pressure, no hardening of the arteries, or no kidney 
trouble. The results as published in the Journal of 
American Medicil Association and in leaflet form by the 
Institute of American Meat Packers caused such nation ... 
~ide comment that a new experiment was attempted. This 
time, Stefaneson and one of hie companions, Charles 
Anderson, agreed to live on meat alone in New York City 
under modern conditione and under the watchful eyee of 
a committee of hand~picked physicians. The Russell Sage 
Institute of Pathology superintended th e experiment , aided 
financially by the Institute of American Meat Packers, 
although the medical men emphatically stated that they 
were not in the least interested in the meat packers' 
point of view on the ceee. Their only object was to die-
cover the result and broadcast it to the world) regardless 
of what that result might be. These two men ~ere placed 
in the metabolism ward of Bellevue Hospital and after a 
three week period of observation on a mixed diet, the 
meat diet was commenced. After experimenting with the 
quantity of lean and fat meat necessary in each case, a 
standard was established, and the experiment proved very 
successful. 
The observa~ions of this experime nt are as follows: 
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l.Anderson was not a well man when he undertook 
the experiment. Hie bl~od pressure was above 
normal , where it remained for abou-t a month ~nd 
then decrFaeed to normal, where it remained through-
out the experiment. Stefaneson 1 s blood pressure 
did not vary in the least during the entire ex-
periment. 
2.Andereon had been losing hair very consistently. 
At the end of the third week on a meat diet, the 
hair stopped falling out and he lost p~actically 
no hair during the rest of the experiment. ( 'l'his 
result should make wondertul advertising material 
for the packer among the •Going - Going - Gone 
Fraternity• in America). 
,.Andersen was very susceptible to heed c o l d s . He 
ha d had one cold after another for many years. 
A month after he started the meat diet, he was 
without a cold and continued eo for five months • 
. 
During the course of the exueri~en~ he had but 
two or three colds, none of which were severe. 
4.the stamina to counteract diaeaee was accidental-
ly shown a few weeks after the meat diet wae con-
eluded. Anderson contracted pneumonia in its 
most disastrous tyne, the type which usually 
carries off three out of four victims. rte 
went through each of the stages of the disease 
as rapidly as was possible. in a short time he 
w~e as well as ever. 
11 
5. Before the experiment, scientists claimed that 
it would be impo~sible for men living on meat 
alone to endure the heat. That summer was the 
hottest which New York hs~ had ~or many years; 
and the two subjects endured the heat much bet -
ter than their mixed-diet associates. 
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A. 
History of the lndustry. 
In order to trace the development of the packing in-
dustry, and to show the present tendencies, it seems advis-
able to briefly describe its history, for in that way the 
present can most clearly be compared with the past. 
lt is a matter of common knowledge that the primitive 
peonles lived on such foods as their war-time equipment 
could yield in the forest. The translation of hieroglyphic 
inscriptions offers the information that roast sheep and 
goat were of sufficient value in the minds of the people 
as to make suitable gifts for the gods. Charles Lamb, in 
his essay, "Dissertation on Hoast Pig•, has described the 
manner in which roast pig became known to the world.• Bo-
bo, a Chinese boy, accidentally burned down his father ' s 
house, inclu d ing a litter of oigs. (The fact that pigs 
were allowed to live in the same house with humane tells 
us something about the standard of living.) While awaiting 
the return of his father, Bo-bo touched one of the burned 
pigs, thus burning his fingers. Lnstinctively, his fingers 
went to his mouth, and with them, a piece of scorched pork. 
The fame of this delightful taste eo spread through China 
that the practice of burning down homes becam e quite com-
mon, for everyone wanted to enjoy this delightful delicacy. 
Eventually, a philosopher discovered that the same effect 
could be obtained by roasting the pig on a primitive form 
of gridiron. Obviously, this incident ie a product of the 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
•"The Story of Meat" - American Lnetitute of Meat ~ac k ere, 
page 5. 
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mind of that great writer, but at the same time it die-
closes the fact that the Chinese people, long before the 
time of Christ, were enjoying meat products. 
fhere are countless incidents in the Bible to prove 
the importance of the live stock industry in those daye. 
Food eunply was the most important problem of the time. 
and only by proper care of their stock, could the people 
exist. Many of the famous characters, whose deeds are now 
well known, were at some time in their lives engaged in 
live stock p r oduction. David and Amos are but two examples, 
and all students of the Bible have heard of the unique eye-
tem which ~acob designed for breeding sheep and goats, dur-
ing his ~even years• service for Rachel. Sacrifices to 
heathen gods, as well as to Jeho¥ah, were practically al-
ways ~ade of choice live stock, for the products of th e in-
dustry, even in Bible times, were considered to be suitable 
for religious sacrifices. 
The fiorman Conqu e st of England contributed new names 
to edible meat products. From this time, we find pork men-
tioned instead of swin~ when the reference is to the pre-
pared food. Mutton replaced sheep, and many of the names 
in use today had their beginning at this time. Then fol-
lowed the notorious guilds of England for butchers~ and stat-
utee in Rrance on the •profession of butchering.• With 
the arrival of the Industrial kevolution in ~urope, we find 
that the people turned from their farms to manufacturing, 
and thus, those who remained in the meat-producing game had 
a much larger percentage of the world to feed;and hence, 
American to actively engage in packing for export. His prin-
cipal market was the West Indies)and his products, salted 
•"The Story o~ M eat,~ Page 11. 
•••American Livestock and Meat Industry". Clem~n. Pg. '· 
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the business expanded rapi d ly. 
•The next advance came with the establishment of perma-
nent colonies in America. When Cortez landed at Vera Cruz, 
ln 1519, his men brought with them Andalueian cattle and, 
of course, their military chargers. With their military 
prestige once established, these warriors bent their efforts 
to the raising of livestock. When the pilgrims arrived in 
Ne w England, they were forced,at first, to depend on the 
Indian source of food supply- the forests. However, salt-
ed and smoked meat was shipped from England with the early 
cargoes, and lat~r immigrants brought their live cattle 
with them. We can realize the great importance which the 
colonists attached to their meat supply by examining the e-
dicta then in force. The killing without permission of do-
mestic animals of any kind was striclly forbidden. As pen-
altiee for this crime the colonists demanded•"death for the 
principal, burning of hands and lose of ears to the acces-
eory, and twenty-four hours'whipping to the ~ concealer". 
Thanke t6 these precautions, the supply was maintained, and 
by 1750 the cattle indu~try was well established in Connec-
ticut River Valley, and by 1772 Western ~irginia and Penn-
sylvania had themselves adequately su~plied with large herds. 
By this time the American colonies were well set up as ex-
~orters of meat products. William Pynchon••, of Springfield, 
Maeeachueette, "The Father of American Packing," was the fi~st 
American to actively engage in packing for export. Hie prin-
cipal market was the West Indiee)and his products, salted 
•"The Story of Meat," Page 11. 
**"American Livestock and Meat Industry". Clem~n. Pg. '· 
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and smoked meats. 
Along with the gradual development of the West, we find 
the development o~ the livestock industry. The facility 
with which corn could be raised in the Ohio Region gave 
rise to the cattle industry there. However, instead of 
slaughtering nearby, as is possible today, herds were driven 
to Ea stern markets on the hoof, and the re slaughtered. Pork 
pack~n~J a2 early aa 1840 in Cincinnati, gave that city 
the name "Porkapolis~. Due to lack of efficient refriger~ J 
ation, all slaughtering had to be done during the winter 
months. 
Just as the Industrial Revolution gave European stock-
raisers their opportunity for expansion, so the rise of 
manufac turing and commerce in Eastern Unite d States gQVe 
the West an opportunity to develop large ranches and carry 
on the vocation of~upplying the Nation 1 s meat supply on a 
large scale. Thus, with the dem~nd in the East and the 
supply in the West, we have the economic founda~ion for a 
succe eeful undertaking. 
16 
B. 
Economics of the Industry. 
As I have already mentioned, the cattle-raising indus-
try was at first c arried on along the eastern c~ast. From 
here, cattle were easily transferred by ~oot to the eastern 
markets and there prepared for ~oods. The process was as 
simple as it is in country regions now when a farmer kills 
one o~ his stock and prepares it for food purposes. As the 
industry moved westward, due to the movement of the popula-
tion in that dir e ction, and the decreased cost of production 
in t hat section, the growing manufacturing interests rapidly 
d~veloned in t h e East . We have here a change in th~ location 
of raw material for the pac k ing in dustry. 
With this change in location we find new pecking cen-
ters, such as Cincinnati, spring ing up in the West. fhe p r ob-
l e m of transporting perishable products to any distant markets 
was one of the g r eatest difficulties under which the packing 
industry had to operate. Hailroads could moat adequately hand-
le cured and salted oroducts, but had inadequate facilities for 
ta k ing ca~e of fresh meat. ~he only apparent answer was to ship 
the live animal, but, while this was done, the arguments against 
such a practice were heavy. l t was considered both cru e l and 
wasteful to ship the e xcess weight of the live animal to East-
ern markets. When one considers that almost one half of the 
live steer is waste material and was entirely ~aste i n those 
days, he realizes how much the price must be raised in order to 
offset this fr e ight. This increase in price would result in 
mor e difficult disposal of the fin i shed products, so we find 
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that the peekers searched diligently for a method whereby 
shipment could be economically carried on. The answer cacre 
in 1870 in the form of a refrigerator car. From the invention 
of that new form of conveyor for perishables, the meat-packing 
industry has rapidly expanded. 
The Railroad Compan ie s• had prepared themselves fer the 
shiument of live animals to market. With the invention of the 
refrigerator care, the packers would of course cease this waste-
ful practice and turn their attention to shipment by refrigerator 
car. As was to be expected the Hailroad Companies did not in-
tend to scrap thousands of dollars in equipment without putting 
up a fight. the result of this opposition was that the packers 
bought their own care ~nd have continued to buy and main t ain 
refrigerator care even to the present day. These cars are tent-
ed to the railroad on a mileage basis ' and the packer pays the 
regular freight rates on the goode shipped. 
thus, packing took on new life and the City of Chicago 
became the center. The industry attracted some of the out-
atan~ing brains of the country such as ?.D. Armour, u.F. Swift, 
~.A. Hammond, and Nelson Morris. With these men in the harness, 
the business was pushed ahead faster than usual. ~ac~ing began 
to spread, along with the spread in live stock production, to 
make more economical distribution. St. raul, Omaha, Sioux City, 
St. Louis, Kaneae City, Denver, Oklahoma City, and Fort Worth 
became new packing centers. Thus, the packing houses were loca-
ted ae near to the raw materials as was considered wise. Too 
many packing houses would make the business uneconomical in that 
•~History and Economics of the Packing Industryd~ Weld. 
Page 71. 
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they would necessarily be small;and thus, would not have 
the advantages of large scale operations;shinoing facili-
ties would not be as desirable as would those from large 
centers;and the live stoc~ supply for each p~cking house 
would not be sufficient to keep the plant going economically. 
In order to obtain hie raw material the packer has two 
methode from which to choose. He can send hie buyer direct 
to far ms and ranch e s or he can buy from a live stoc k mar ke t-
place, the stockyards. The stock assembled at the stockyards 
is naturally more complete and although it is sold t h rough 
commission men, the procedure of buying in this way is usually 
no more costly and i~ on the whol~ more satisfactory esnecial-
ly in the time saving element. Again it is fairer to the 
f armer, for at the stock-yards, he can be sure of curre n t 
mar k et nrice. The stockyards have proved to be the better 
method in the real meat districts;however, California has 
not ta~en very friendly toward them, as is shown by the re-
cent opnosition to the new stockyards established in Los 
Angeles. 
Meat pa c kers may be divided into three classe s :the 
larger packers, the medium sized pac ~ ers, and the small p a ck-
ers. The l a st two classifications are necessary to take care 
of local production. However, inasmuch as two - thirdo of the 
population is located east of t~e Mississippi Riv e r nnd in 
the same area but one-third of the live stoc k is raised, it 
seems essential that the large scale nacker solve the tr a ns-
portati on nroblem. Thus, live-stock must be converted to 
edible nroducts and shinned to e~stern ma r k ets and in order 
19 
to deliver at a price sUit~ble to the consumer 1 s budget , 
must be done an a large scale. in this way production costa 
can be kept down and waste eliminated. Then, the fundamental 
reason for the existence of large packing companies is that 
they can economically prepare the product for delivery at 
a distance. rhe second class of packer takes care of such 
local raw material as he can handle and delivers the prod-
uct within a small area. Such businesses are often inter-
state and ~ften amount to an annual business of from ten 
to twenty millions of ~ollars. Then the smallest class is 
the local butcher who kills, cuts, and distributes hie own 
meat. This claee is necessary for rural districts and in 
some places even today has a decided advantage over other 
cl~eeee in that it handles nroducts which the trade knows 
ia Eastern stock. Ma~y people feel that ~astern meat has 
better quality than Wester-n even in spite of the feet that 
the business in the ~est is on a much larger and more 
scientific basis than ~t is here in the East. The fact 
that there are these three classes of packers lends a ' de-
cided advantage to our present system; according to L.U. 
Weld; in his pamphlet, ~History and ~conomice of the ~ack-
ing industry•, for we have the advantage of large scale 
production as well as com?etition.• The large producers 
compete;the medium-sized producers compete;the smallest 
producers compete;and all three classes compete with each 
other. All of these classes are essential;and all will last. 
There seems to be a trend at present toward increased vol-
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -*~History and Economics of the Packing Induatry•, l~ld. 
page 76. 
- - - - --------------~--------, 
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ume ~or the smaller peekers. In 1919, the five largest 
packers handled sixty-nine per cent o~ all animals killed 
under Federal Inspection.• This figure dropped ten per cent 
during the following three yeara. The causes were prohibi -
tive freight rates for long shi?ments, increased selling 
expenses for large packers, and curtailment of expenses for 
s::nall packers. 
~~ have seen how the packing industry compared in its 
component parts, now let us see how the packing industry 
compares with other major industries. In the 1919 census••, 
the packing industry(including slaughtering operations) had 
a sales figure of over four -billion dollars. Iron and steel 
were second, with sales of less than three billion dollars; 
and automobiles came third, with a sales of two and a half 
billion dollars. However, look at the picture from the in-
vestment point of view. ln order to do a four billion dollar 
business, the packing industry required a one billion · dellar 
capital;the iron and steel business required two and one half 
billion for a three billion dollar sales;and the cotton re-
quired one and one half billion for a two billion dollar sales. 
The numb~r of employees necessary to maintain an industry 
is a point worthy of consideration. ln that same year, the 
packers required 160,000 men;the iron and steel industry, 
'75,000;the cotton industry, 400,000. ~he volume of sales, 
then, is the only phase of the whole comparison in which the 
meet packing industry leads. ~hese comparisons should give 
the reader some idea of the importance of the packing in-
•"History and ~conomics of the ~acking ~ndustry",Weld. rg. 76. 
••"History and ~cono~ics of the ~acking ~nduetry", Weld. ~g. 78. 
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dustry from an econom i c ~oint of view. 
The price paid for the raw material with which the 
packer ooerates is an item which is understood only by thos e 
who have studied the industry. The packers must buy whatever 
cattle the farmers see fit to ship to the stockyards. The 
arrivals in the market, then, vary from day to dey with the 
result that on days when the supply is small the price is 
high, providing other factora which I mention below do not 
offset the rise;and under ooposite conditione, we have 
opoosite results. Often, farmers become disgusted with the 
packers, feeling that attempts have been made to very the 
suoply in order to reduce prices. However, the packer him-
self operates at a decided disadavantage under this s ystem , 
for not knowing how much raw material he will have a~ hand, 
he has no way of knowing ~hat quantity he eho~ld· · plan for 
distant shipment and how much for his own sales channels. 
The packer has his product, meat, ready for distribu-
tion shortly after the purchase of the live-stock and except 
for a few cuts, must dispose of hie products within two weeks. 
The meat is priced according to the condition of the market 
at the time of appearance. The packer must disp ose of the 
ryroduct at the current price regardless of hie own cost, for 
the perishability factor is the determining one in the case 
of fresh ryroducts. In other lines of products, the manufac-
turer can hold out for a given price, even in the case of 
some perishables, which can be stored away in refrigerators. 
Ho wever, frozen meat , at present, has prRct ically no demand 
in thii:l country and the resul.t. of such a scheme would be 
me~ely exportation abroad at whatever price could be real-
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ized or eventual du~ping in this country. 
The value of meat and by-products as determined 
through competitive bidding in open markets is the fun-
damental factor in determining the price range of the live 
etocl<. Oemand is of course another vital factor in the 
price of meat. Uemand ie likely to fluctuate from day t~ 
da~ depending la~gely upon the habits and custom of people. 
~he peeker who _holds his supply for a fraction nbove the 
market price will find a surplus of stock left en his hands, 
while he whe ~ sells below market price will be sold out and 
corisequently will be unable to supuly his customers. 
Authorities• claim that comp~tition ~lays a more con-
~picuous nart in the packing game than in any other market. 
~ven beef cute show a great variation in price;one may be 
rising while another is falling. ~he whole thing boils do~n 
te a statement that the packer pays for his live stack a 
price which he feels will cover him when he sells h~s prod-
uct a short time later, tempering hia judgment with a knowl-
e ge of the supply of live stoc k in the steck ynrd n the 
day of purchase. In explanation ~f the statement abov~ that 
the price of by-products has something to do with the price 
which the cattle raiser can expect for his products, let me 
cite the situation in 1920 when hides fell from fifty to ten 
cents per pound. ~ ome people expected an increase in the 
Price of meat. riowever, thie was not t he case, for the fermer 
had to take the lees and eell at a much lower figure. If 
such a condition should exist for any length of time the 
result would be a diminished su~ply on the part r the farmer, 
__ .,. _ _,_~-----.,.:-=--- - -~·.,. -
- - - - - - -- -
••The Packing Indu3t r y:Its History and General Economica~.Weld. 
pg. 86. 
ror he could not afford to raise cattle at a lo••· This 
in turn would mean a decreased supply at the stockyards, 
which would follow back to th e ultimate consumer who would 
pay higher prices for hie meat. There is no better example 
of the law of supply and demand than is found in this buaineee. 
The most essential part or any business ie the net 
results of ouerations> or prof'ite. In this phase the meat 
packing game is unique in that the earnings per dollar of 
sales are very small. For a nine year period ending with 
1921, a survey of the prof1ts earned by leading packers s h owed 
an average of 1.~ cents per dolla r of sales•. The facta are 
used by packers to d1eprove tne statements that they are 
responsible for high prices in meat products or low prices 
in live stock. A turnover of stock five or six times a 
year resulted in e net ear~ing per dollar invested of 6.2 
cents. The average return for three hundred corporations 
during tne eame period resulted in a net earning of 8.5 per 
cent of the investment. Hence>. it ie apparent that neither 
the profit on •ales, nor that on investments ia h1gh as 
compared to other indu~tri~e. In 1921, the five leading packers 
lost '60,000,000. ~nis loaa was due to inevita b le losses 
resulting from wartime inflations. tlowever, the packe rs had 
eu~ficient ~oreeight to see the inevitable;and thus, when 
urofite were unusually large, provision was made ~or the 
lean years. 
this leads us to the question, how is it t~at prices 
are relative l y high as compared to the cost of live animals? 
••the ~ack1ng industry:1ts History and ~eneral ~conomics•.weld. 
t"agee 87 ... 90. 
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Live animals are bought for about ten c ents uer nound, 
while some cute from tnee~ same animals wholesal e for as 
high as ninety-five cents per pound. One answer is that 
wegea have increased and are twice as high as the y were 
urior to the war. Freight rates have jumped tremendously, 
. . 
ann all f Bc tory exuenees are much higher. Still, the uacker 
buys for about ten cents per pound and sells a whole aide 
of beef for about seventeen cents per pound. The retailer, 
then, must figure about twenty-five ner cent for operating 
coat. The lciin and rib which constitute about twenty ner 
cent of the eidP, c ontain the cute most in dem and, so there-
fore must bear the higher uricea. The ten derloin consists 
of about nine poundR in an animal, and is very desirable, 
eo must cArry an unusually high price. The cute niminiah 
in value according to their desirability as foodstuffs 
until we arrive at the neck meat which is worth about twenty 
cents, and to the liver and kidneys which are sold for con-
eid'erably lees. When we consider that in theee cute we ha~e 
used only about one-half of the live weight which the nacker 
nurchaeed, and that the balance ia turned into ·r aw material 
for by-products, income from which {e relatively small, we 
reaiize that the nacker is not charging to excese1 but merely 
d istributing the coat over the entire animal in proportion 
to the demand f or the various cuts. An apnreciable part 
of the difference between the price of the live stock and the 
retail price of the more popular cuts is used up in marketing 
exuenaes which have been found to b e nec~seary. A s econd 
expense is the profit assumed by mid d l emen , including in many 
25 
cases the country buyer, the packer, and the retailer. 
The chart on page 26 gives the situation at a glance. Swift 
and Comuany estimates that out of every dollar spent by the 
consumer over half, or fifty - seven and one half cents goes 
to the farm e r for the beef•. Four and seven-tenths cents 
is consumed in the transportation and general marketing 
expenses. This leaves thirty - seven and one half cents as 
combined gross profit for the retailer and packer. When we 
consider that in consideration for all his work and expenses, 
the packer received but fifteen and one half cents as gross 
profit, we carinot . claim that his functions are being over-
claseeJ in remuneration. - After these deductions have been 
made from our consuming dollar we h.ave a balance of t wenty-
two cents which goes to the retailer as gross profit. It 
as first appears incorrect that the small retailer should 
earn a gross profit so much in excess ·of that earned by the 
packer himself. The answer is that the expenses connected 
with the retailing of meat are much greater than those . 
connected with the packing process. The table on page 26 
gives us some interesting figures which make the anew~r to 
this problem somewhat clearer. The wholesale price wh ich the 
retailer has to pay for a side of beef is seventeen and one-
quarter cents per pound. He must take this side and distri-
bute hie cost · over the v a rious cuts, depending upon their pop-
ularity with the trade until he arrives at the p~ice he must 
place on each cut. When he has finished, he must show a 
twenty to twenty - five per cent margin for coat and profits. 
- - - - - ~ - - - - -
•"Swift & Compan y Year Book, 1929". Page 44. 
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A study of the advertlsing material of the leading 
nac kere leads one t? the conclusion that the packer ie very 
enxioue that the nublic know thet the net . orofit which hie 
function receives is but a fraction ef a cent p er pound. 
The re seems to be a terror of being consid~red gullty of 
nrofiteering in the minds of industrial le~ders, which is 
due to exnoeures of old-time policies. Swift & Company, in 
its Yeer Boo~ for 1929, disproves any fallacy which might 
have been in existence in regard to the peekers making too 
muc h nrofit. the nrofite• of this leading concern for the 
yeer 1928 were $14,800,000;the salea were $970,090,090. 
Th ese figures show us that the profit per dollar of sales wae 
but one and one half cents. The figures have been further 
analyzed te reveal a profit of on~ quarter of a cent per 
pound. In order to disprove any theory that the Company has 
used a hand picked year in which to present such figures, the 
s t atement is made that the : average net profit per dollar of 
salea for the pas t th i rty-two yeers is but one and four-
fifths cen~ s . A further maninulation by the statisticians 
gi ves us the fol lowing data to orove the r el ative insignificance 
of the packers 1 profit in the meat prices. If Swift & uompany, 
wh ic h we can rightly assume to be a typical packer, should 
turn i t e entire prof it to the consumers, the result would be 
that the C@neumer c ould buy three dollars worth of meat for two 
dollars and ninety - five cents . If the same Com~any should 
tuTn its entire nrofit to the farmer ~ who ·: produces the raw 
materiel, the result would be a reduct i on of approximately 
one dollar and e half in the price of a tho ue and nound steer•~ 
- ~ ~ ~ ~ - - ~ - - - ~ - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - -
•Figures rrem financial statement, Swif~ & Co Yearbook 1929 · Pg . 8~ . 
•• Figures from financial statement,Bw1ft & ~o. Year6oo~ I9~9•Pg. · ~ 
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Competition is so keen in the packing industry that if 
conditions continue as they now exist it is safe to assume 
that there will never be a sufficiently large profit margin 
to affect prices. The reason, then, that over one thousand, 
two hundred• packers were in existence is 1929 was the fact 
that a very large volume of business was handled at a small 
nrofit, thus giving a satisfactory living to a large number 
of men. 
- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - -
~Figures from financial statement, Swift & Oomoany Yearbook, 
1929, ?ages fifty-one and fifty-two. 
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Sources of Raw Material For the Industry. 
· In treating the subject of raw material, it is my 
intention to first explain the production phase of the 
industry as it now exists;and then, with this knowledge 
as a basis, show the present status of this branch by 
means of recent facta and statistics. 
T~ere are four beef-producing regions in this country: 
The Range Region, The Corn Belt, the Cotton Belt and Gulf 
Coast, and the Apnalachian and Great Lakes Region•. The 
Range Region is composed of those states which, ~ecause of 
inadequate rainfall, are unsuitable for farming, but which 
supply sufficient quality in foraging material for live 
stock nroduction. This area takes in parte of Nevada, 
Ore g on, Washington, Montana, Utah, Idaho, Wyoming, Colorado, 
New Mexico, and Texas. The Corn Belt is known as the fatten-
ing area and consists of those states bounded by the Range 
Region on the west, West Virginia and Ohio on the east, the 
latitude of the southern shore of the Great Lakes on ·. the 
north,(forty-two degrees), and that of the northern bound-
ary of Kentuc ky on the south,(thirty-seven degrees). North 
and east of this Region is the Apnalachian and Great Lakes 
Region, and to the south is the Cotton Belt. 
A large part of the Range Region** is public land, and 
is used for grazing both cattle and sheep. The Na~ional 
Forest has sections well adapted to this industry, due to 
•MAgricultural Year Boo~,• 1921 . Pg. 246. 
** Information froc MThe World's Meat,• McFall. Pg. 129-134. 
$n abundance of open grasslands. The higher regions of-
fer facilities for summer grazing, while the lower regions, 
toward the south, act as an alternate in the winter sea-
aons. Homesteading is gradually taking the place of the 
vast . ranches of the past; but the number of cattle is on 
the increase.• This region is obliged to furnish the bulk 
of the cattle for the fattening operation in the Corn Belt. 
Th~ Cotton Belt Region has both the large type of raising 
an d the homestead · type. In the center of the region, a 
fe~ cattle ar~ kPpt on many farme, while in the surround-
ing territories, the condition is slmil~r to that in the 
Range Region. The Cotton Belt, however, does not produce 
~tock at all equal in quality to that of other regions, 
due to inefficient methods, ~nd difficulty wit h oach dis-
~ases as tick and catt l e disorders. Considerable northern 
be~f is imported for consumption even in the stock r~ieing 
areas, and the ex~orta are relatively small. However, with 
the difficulty being encountered in the cotton industry, 
due to the boll weevil, Southerne rs ar e taking more inter -
est in livestock production, and the United States Depart -
ment of Agriculture superintended the dipping of 17,621,260 
cattle for the eradication of tick disease during the first 
ten monthe of 1928.** These tendencies may effect a differ-
ent condition in this territory a ~ew years hence. Alt~ough 
the Great Lakes Region i~ usually r e cognized as a producing 
•region for catt l e, there ere but few found there in com-
narieon to the production of other areas. The App~lac~ian 
* Information from rtThe World's M~atrt, McFall, Pages 129-134. 
** "Ae;ricultural Year Boo,k'', 1923, Page 919. 
Region is fairly important, for the ~nland pastures fur-
nish splendid feeding facilities> while the blue-grass pas-
tures in tobacco areas of Pennsylvania especially, furnish 
fine feed for final fattening before slaughter•. 
The corn area, which is the fattening region of the 
industry, owes ita importance to an abundance of corn n which 
the animale are fed. (The ration ~l~o includes gr•ss, clover, 
alfalfa, and other ingredients.••) lt is in this terri-
tory that the finishers of cattle operate;and one reason 
for the increased importance of the area has been the recent 
tendency of transferring cattle to another region for fin-
iehing. A writer in 1927, McFall•••, states that about twenty 
per cent •f the cattle and calves received at the sixty-
seven stockyards of the country are distributed in the coun-
try as feeders and stockers. fhe !nstitu~e of American Meat 
P ackers, in 1929, states that the use of finishers is now 
a standard step in American cattle product1on. lt is evi-
dent then, that within the last few years, rapid advances 
have been made in developing the impsrtance of this region. 
Having shown the regions where production takes place, 
the next step is to show the procedure. i here are three 
general classifications of areas:the breeding area, the 
maturing area, and the finishing ground. ihese are not 
necessar~ly in different ranges, but are located in places 
most favorable for the various periods in animal development. 
~ - - ~ ~ - - - - ~ - ~ ~ - - - - - ~ ~ - - - - ~ - - . ~ - -
••The World's Meat,• McFall. ~age 155. 
•••Agricultural Year Hook,• 1921. ~ages 260-261. 
••••The World's Meat, • McFall. 
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The first period• is spent ert the breeding er calving 
grounds(usually of the southwest range);the second, the 
sp~ing after weaning, the cattle are driven to maturing 
grounds;and the following autu~n, or perhaps a year later, 
they are transferred to the fattening area, (usual l y in the 
Corn ~elt.) 
Ordinarily, cattle remain in the same owriersh i p 
until they reach the fattening state, when they are ship-
ped in specially constructed cattle cars to the stockyards, 
where they are placed in pens for inspection by com-
mission men or agents. fhe function of these middlemen 
is to select stack on farmers• orders for shipment to the 
farmers, who fatten the cattle for slaught e ring. A few 
m~nths later the cattle are returned to the stockyards, 
each weighing several hundred pounds mere than previously. 
A modern trend** is evident at this point in that cattle 
are slaughtered at a much younger age than was thought 
wise a short time ago. The result is that additional cattle 
can be raised under the . present system without additional 
exp e ns e . !t was formerly the practice to feed cattle on 
grass for a period of five years before fin i shin g t h em nn 
co rn for mar k et. When we realize that the whole process 
takes less than three years now, we have an excellent rea-
son f~r a decrease in beef prices . 
As in all lines of industry·. the products of the live-
stock farmer are not all of the : $ame quality. Hence, a 
- - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·- - - - - - - - - ~ ~ - - - -
•
8 0perations - Beef and Lamb. 8 Munnecke. ~a g e 1;5 . 
••
8 The Stoty of Mea\ 8 In~t . of Amer i can Meat Packers. Pg. 20. 
system of grading has been established which serves as 
a baeie ror judging all cattle submitted for sale. The re 
are two main classifications: beef cattle, which produce 
cuts for wholesale and retail trade; and cutters, which 
supnly th e less important sausage material and kindred 
.products. Beef cattle* are further classed as: prime, 
choice, good, medium and common. The rating is based on 
the anpearance of the animal in respect to lines, denth 
or body and length of legs. The requisites of a prime 
grade animal l ooked for by the purchaser have been describ-
ed as: "fullness of round and loin, thickness of flesh on 
the ribs, and-thick, smooth and creamy white covering of 
fat on the prime grade c arcass. " ** 
***When the live stock is final ly ready for the packer's 
representative at the stockyards, the farmer's duties ar e 
brought to a speedy conclusion. The cattle are shipped to 
the stockyards, where the stoc kyards comnany assumes respon-
sibility for the welfa re of the animals until they are claim-
ed by the nroducer or his commission firm, through whom 
the cattl• .are usual ly marketed. The actual trading is 
done in a very informal way. Th e buye r asks the commission 
man what cattle he offers of a specific grade. If the stock 
and pric e are satisfactory, the buyer gives his orders as 
to how the purcha~e is to be shipped . However, unlike any 
other transaction, there is neither contrRct nor payment. 
The word of the buyer or seller is good, and it i s the pride 
*"National LiveBtock and Meat Board Report,n 1929, Pg. 98. 
** ~National Live~tock and Meat Board, 6th Annual Re p . Pg. 96. 
*** ~Operations - Beef, Lamb and By-Products,n Munnecke , 
Pg. 1)8-14) . 
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of the industry that such a bargain is invariably 
carried through. The cattle are weighed and shipped and 
the bi ll s are settled through clearing-houses in th e lar-
ger stockyards, and direct in cases where no etodkyard 
c learing-house ie maintained. This method · of sale is not 
a de c idedly modern trend, but one whichhas been in exist-
enc~ for some time, and is still going strong. 
Thus far in this discuasion1 I have referred only 
to the p roduction of beef. the same general tendencies 
and me t hode of accumulation are present in other forma of 
packing-house raw materials. Therefore, it is unnecessary 
to discuea them at this stage of the thesis, for such 
an explanation would be but a repetition of the · above. Now 
let us turn our attention to the modern conditions in the 
livestock game. 
the work of the United States Department of Agric-
ulture, in aiding the live stock producer, has been of 
vital import a nc e to th~ industry during th e laet f~~ y ears. 
ThiQ d ep artment has ru~ni~hed to the live-stock raiser in-
formation concerning the volume of live - stock in th e coun~ 
t r y;stetiatics on slaugh~er;and sectional, national, and 
international conditions influencing demand. The depart-
ment also acta in the cauacity of a police force by cor-
~ecting unfair practices, inauecting live-stock and meats 
for consumut i on, and r e gulating methode of handling stock 
to insure health to the nation, and satisfactory results 
to the farmer. ln conjunction with educational and in-
duetriel institutions, the department is constantly con-
ducting researches and experiments, the results of which 
ere printed for public information. 
As a combatant of disease, the department has proved its 
worth. It• has succeeded six different times in defeating 
epidemics of foot-and-mouth disease, which is permanently 
established in Asia, Europe, and parts · or South America. 
Texas fever has been abolished in six hundrea and forty-
three different counties, and from all indication~ it 
will be entirely eradicated within a rew years. Cattle 
grub damage, the loss from which has been estimated at 
$50,000,000 annually, (not only to the live-stock raiser, 
but to dairymen, butchers, and tanners as well), has been 
brought under control. The department has recently p~b-
lished suggestions for the prevention and eradication of 
abortion••, a disease which, by causing breeding disorders, 
costs t he country $50,000,000 each year. The Agricultural 
Year Book or any year h a s countless recommendations to mem-
bere of the industry for the prevention of disease among 
cattle as well as definite statistics concerning the scooe . 
of th e various diseases. There is no question but that this 
industry receives much benefit from the fact that it is 
now under . the Department of Agriculture instead of the De-
partment of Commerce, as was formerly the case. 
The Federal Mar k et News Service, which is operated by 
the Department of Agriculture be~ad to function in 1916. 
This unit collects and distributee, by means of daily, week -
ly, and monthly reports, information on recei pts and dis -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ 
*"L i v e Stock:The ~aw Materi a l of Pecking". Wallace. Pg. 56. 
**~U.S. Agricultu r al Year Bookn . 192 1. Pa g e 43 3. 
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tribution of live atock;eupply, demand, and price of meate; 
and general market conditions. One of the diffieultiee 
which this service early encountered hae reeulted in great 
benefit to the induetry. It -a• impoesible to publieh 
reporte without a standard eystem of grade~ for live etook. 
Therefore, with the help o~ the packers and univereitiee, 
the department devised a eystem of grading1 which I have 
already explained, and which haa eo eetabliahed itaelf 
throu~hout the country that, today, a Mnumber one or choice 
steer", is the same in Chicago as it ia in Boaton. The 
modern trend of distributin~ thia in~ormation consiste of 
leased-wire service from coaat to coaat, aa well aa bread-
casts from the more-powerful radio etationa.(forty-aeven 
atationa · were used for thia eervice in 192;)• 
Authorities• claim that the service of the department 
in diatributin~ figur~a on farmMholdings, market aurplua, 
and expected movement of live stock ia tending to atabilize 
the industry. The reason ie that, with a knowledge of facta, 
the marketing of livestock can be done at times of need 
rather than at tim•s of •ver-supply. As an illustration 
of the work being done in thia line 1 consider the aur-
Yey. of the pig crop. The rural mail carriere, working 
under the Department of Agricultur~ make a semia annual 
report of the number of pigs of varioua ages on the farms 
in their territoriee. In thia way, the whol~ c•untry 
kno~s the exact situation eo that int•lligent marketing is 
the final result. The eame ayetem is carried out with respect 
- - - - ~ ~ - ~ - Q ~ - w ~ 4 ~ ~ ~ - - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ -
•"Live Stock • The Raw Material of Packinz'. 1illlC6, fll ~p, 
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to other live stoc k classes. the price of lamb formerly 
was subject to radical fluctuation, due, it was sunp@sed, 
to oversunply in uersey City and New Xork markets between 
the middle of June and the mid dl e of August every year • . The 
Denartment of Agriculture w~rked . on this problem and arrived 
at the conclusion that the difficulty was not eo much an 
overeunply of lamb as it was an overe~pply of inferior 
lambs. With the cooperation of the stockyards and meat 
packers, the department has eliminated, to a large extent, 
this unsatisfactory condition. 
•An interesting reference was made to the work of the 
Department of Agriculture by F.S. Snyder, of Boston, at 
the convention of meat packers in Chicago last fall. He 
stated that the advance inform~tion received from the gov-
ernment reports was not sufficient to remove the ~lement of 
speculation from the industry. With the eurplus of animals 
in the industry approximately .three millions, in 1928, this 
authority feels that the government should increase its ap-
nroniations, and alter its methode if necessary, ao that the 
information regarding pr obable receipts may be more dependable. 
~ven were this step taken by the government, it would be irn-
possible to adjust the eupnly of raw material to the prob-
able consumption with the same degree of efficiency which 
ie possible in other businesses. Besides the rang~ areas 
of the West, livestock is raised on about Gix million farmo 
in this country. The difficulty with which the production 
on these ecatte~ed farms can be controlled, ia the main 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --•~National Provisioner~, October 26, 1929. Page 177. 
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reason ~hy the amount of raw material on the mar~et cannot 
be completely stabilized*~ 
In the past, many buyers of cattle were of the opinion 
that violent fluctuations in market receipts were advents.-
geoue to them because of the decreased prices which resulted 
in times of over supply. However, the modern buyer, as well 
as all others interested, realize that this line of thought 
is based on a fallacy, for a heavy receipt one day brings a 
glut on the market, which of course brings iower prices, 
while on a day of light receipts the obverse takes place. 
Therefore, attempts at stabilization have been made, which 
have greatly aided the industry. The results of these efforts 
in their early stages may be seen by the following percentages 
of cattle receipts at Chicago. The first column shows the 
condition before stabilization was attempted and the second 
co1umn seven years later••; 
1911-1915. 1922. 
Monday 4; % of week's re:c eipt·s • 35 %-
Tuesday 9.8 18.2 
Wednesday ?? 1s.a 
Thursday 9.9 18.4 
Friday ).5 7-5 
Saturday .7 ).5 
These ~ercentagee show a decided improvement · which tends to 
make the price steadier and at the same time helps the pack-
er maintain a more consistent flow of . material through his 
organization~ 
- - - - - - - -
~ 
- - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
• it Live Stock - The Raw Material of' Packing". Wal l ace. Pg. 49. 
**"Live Stock 
-
The Raw Material of Packing".· Wallace. Pg. 54. 
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• Dan. D. Casement, a leading breeder and feeder in the 
livestock game, addressed the meat packers' convention laat 
fall on•~r~sent Trends in Live Stock Production•. A modern 
trend is evident merely in the fact that the live stock lead-
era and packer• realize that in order for both to eperate 
economically, it ie neceaeary that the two get together. 
In the paet, the live stock man haa had an hereditary dia-
like for the packer due to the unjustified belief that the 
packer waa responsible for loaaes to cattle-raisers. Case-
ment in his address, brought out •everal leading trends in 
the live stock industry today. 
·First, demand for producte haa gradually but unmia-
takably shifted from heavy animal• to lighter ones. This 
I 
change, except in the ca. a e of:l ambs, haa not as yet be en 
given sufficient emphasis by the etock~rai~ers. Inasmuch 
a s the population o~ the country ie in favor of lighter 
cute, it is up to the . producer to forget hie paet eucceseea 
with he•vy stock and turn hie .attention to products which 
meet the .taste of the public. 
Second. : t he demand for beef·.which ha.a been grown to 
maturit y on the pastures of the Weet(in the Range Region) 
is rapidly decreasing. It is necessary now for cattle men 
to turn their products over before maturity to the feeders 
in the Corn Belt. 
Third, the cattle industry in thia country needs ad~quate 
tariff protection. Washington "red tape" seems te be hold-
ing up the legislation which ie necessary for the future 
• Mpreeent Trends in Livestock ProductionM. Natl. Prov. 
Oct. 26, 1929. Page~ 127-129. 
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success of the cattle man*. 
Fourth, there is drastic need of more advertising for 
the products of the live stock industry. The agency to su-
p e r viee this work ia the nNational Live Stock and Meat Boardri 
which is now finan~ed by e tax of five cents per car, col-
l ected by commisiion men, along with an equal amount contri~ -
buted by the packers. The general plan for financing further 
advertising ie along this line. However, a rec~nt ~lan, 
submitted by Oakleigh Thorn e J seems to be the favorite at 
the p ~esent tim~. Aicording to this plan the packers would 
b i d for l iv e stock with the understanding that a deduction 
of from two to ten cents per head is to be turned over to 
the M ~at Board along with an annual contribution of the com-
bined packers, amounting to $100,000. The cooperation which 
this plan would produce between the packers and the stock-
raisers is expected to result . in greater efficiency for the 
entire industry. 
The fact that the meat supply in this country is auf-
ficient for but sixteen days•• supports the statement that 
the live stock industry will always be important. How-
ever, there has b@en s~me fear lately a~ to the future of 
the American live stock and meat industry in the competing 
world. ~ survey of the cattle producing countriee of the 
world shows that there are 167,000,000 cattle in the entire 
group while in this country al9ne, there are 65 1 000 1 000(one 
third of the total). The industry in the rest of the world 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -*"N~tional Provisioner,• October 1929. Page 178. '~he present 
tariff rate is $4.00 per hundred, considered complete 
protection by such ~uthorities as F.S. Snyder, Haston.' 
**Information ~rom "Institute bf American Meat Packers" records. 
oage 179. National ~rovisioner. 
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is growing in importance at a more rapid pace than it is 
here. For instance, Russia haa been importing fine breed-
ing stock for the past few years and the day is not far away 
when Russia will be in . a more favorable position for world's 
c ommerce. Tariff protection will protect our industry here , 
but America may lose much of its foreign commerce;and a 
greatef aupply · of cattle in the rest of the world cannot 
avoid showing some effects in this country. 
As I have shown in this disc us sion, the modern trend 
in the meat producing business ie cooperation. Instea~ of 
several different industries, each acting independently for 
~n individual goal, we find that the pr6ducer of live stock, 
the otockyard, the stockyard agencies, the packers, and the 
retail dealers are all working together to accomplish the 
effic ient production of m~ at. 
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D. 
The Modern Packing Plant 
Thus far in this thesis I have shown th e importance 
of my subject, have traced its history from ancient t im e s 
to th e present day, and have explaine d its economics and 
sources of aup?ly. The next logical step is a discuss i on 
o f the actual meat packing operation, which I propose to 
accomplish in this section. I intend first to show the 
modern methods of slaughtering, cutting, curing, and amok -
i ng, together with the p r inciples involved in the manufac -
ture of sausage goods. Follo•ing this, will be found an 
enu meration of some of the modern trends now prevalent in 
the packing house. 
At the conclusion of my discussion of the raw mat e rial 
. 
in section "0 '1 , the packers' agents had purchased and o r der-
ed delivery of the cattle. Upon arrival at the packers' 
yarda, the cattle are placed in resting pens, whe r e they 
are usually allowed to re~ain over night. The reason* for 
this delay is that cattle ordinarily have ridden for some 
distance and a re both tired and excited. Immediate slaught -
e r in this condition tends to produce a meat which i s fie r y 
red in appearance and poc3ibly unwholesome. When the ani-
male are c ompletely rested, they are driven to the knock-
ing pens on the top floor of the slaughter house. These 
pens are narrow runways with built-up sides, at the top of 
which stands a "knocker", who hits each animal in the mid -
dle of the forehead with a four pound hammer. (The form e r 
* "The Modern Packing House", Wilder. Pages 72-75 
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practice at this point was to cut the spinal cord of the 
animal ~rom above, using a long, sharp-pointed spear. The 
disadvantage was that the blood would not flow freelJ, but 
collected in the neck, thus causing a~ additional step, the 
trimming of the neck.) *As the animal drops, stunned by 
the blow, a trap door opens sufficiently wide to allow the 
shackling ot the front legs. With the tipping of the floor 
and the opening of the eide of the pen, the animal is rol-
led out and automatically hoisted to an overhead rail, in 
position for the sticker. The sticker cute the important 
blood vessels of the neck and provides receptacles for catch-
ing the blood. Thia is a modern addition to the system, 
for, before the extensive development of by-products, blood 
was of no valu~, and therefore was not retained. The car-
case then travels along the overhead rails to the first 
butcher, who remove• the head. The head ia marked eo that 
it can be identified if the animal is not passed by govern-
ment inspectors. Instead of the old-time method, by which 
one man handled all of the cutting-up operations on a single 
animal, we find now a modern string-gang operation similar 
to that employed . in the manufacture of Ford machines. **The 
"legger" cuts off the forelegs at the knee and the hindlegs 
at the hoof; _ th~ "eider" removes the skin; the "caul puller" 
takes out the caul fat, having first split the carcass open 
all the way down; the next workman saws the breast bone, thus 
loosening the windpipe; the next man removes the remaining 
skin and cuts off the tail. The operations are continued in 
this specialized manner until the vertebrae is split, thus 
- - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - ---
* lnformation from "The Modern Packing House", Wilder, pg.72-75 
** "Live Stock and ~acking ~nduetry~, Clemen, pg. 331-333 
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separating the carcass into halves. The ragged particles 
o~ flesh are then removed; the spinal cord is taken out; 
and, as the last step, the forequarters are pumped up and 
down, thus removing the blood. 
*Tho parte removed from the carcaas all bear an iden-
ti~ication number, for, although each animal is superfici-
ally inspected before slaughter, more thorough inspections 
are made of the internals; therefore, it is essential that 
the parte of any one animal can be collected in caee of 
evidence of disease. A government inspector is placed in 
the line o~ operation to examine each animal ~or the pres-
ence of disease, before it is entirely cut up. Carcasses 
which are unsatisfactory are stamped "U.S.Retained", which 
means that before these carcasses can be processed into 
food, another more rigid inspection must be made in the 
retaining room. In this room, government experts decide 
as to the extent of the disease. If only a part of the 
carcass is infected, that part is marked "u.S.lnspected 
and Condemned", aftei which it is sent down a chute to the 
tankage room. I~ the entire carcass is unfit ~or food, 
the parte are collected, all stamped, and all sent below 
for tankage purposes. All parte found satisfactory upon 
more minute inspection are stamped "u.S.lnepected and pass-
ed"; and are sent to the washing room, where all carcasses 
are carefully washed and wiped. When the beef halves are 
ready for the chill room, a government representative plac-
ee the inspection legend on each unit in at least five dif-
ferent places, · (usually on loin, rib, chuck, plate, and 
*Information from "Liventock and Packing Industry", Clemen, 
p. 333-336; and qK egulatione Governing Meat iuapection", u.S. 
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round). This symbol is stamped on the meat by means of a 
met al or rubber stamp , and the words used are "U.S.Inspe c t-
ed and Passed", together with the assigned number o~ the 
p l a n t. This number identi~ies the meat so that if any di~-
~ i culty should come up, anywhere along the line o~ distri-
bution, responsibility could be placed on the proper party. 
This inspection mark is necessary on all shipments between 
states, except the products o~ farmers who slaughter i nde-
pendent l y. 
•The beef is then pushed into the "~ore cooler'', in 
which a temperature of ~rom ~orty to ~orty-five degrees i s 
ma i ntained. The fo l lowing da y, the main c ooler is used, 
and here, a temperature o~ thirtyMsix degrees is maintained. 
Much attention is being given to the cooling systems today, 
~or it has been ~ound that much spoilage, formerly blamed 
on various conditions, has really been due to incorrect us-
age of cooling facilities. For instance, care ie taken, to-
day, that carcasses are kept bone to bone to prevent dis-
coloring; and that the carcasses are hung at least one ~oot 
apart during the first twenty-four hours to prevent unchil l ed 
or scalded spots on the meat. After t h e beef has been sub-
jected to cooler atmosphere for forty-eight hours, it is 
ready ~or cutting up , i~ this function is carried on at the 
main packing house; and for shipment, if branch houses or 
other distributors receive the whole side. 
•~calves, sheep, and ~oats are slaughtered in the same 
manner as cattle. However, it is of interest to note the 
~ ~ - - - - - - - - - - -
*In~ormation from ~The Modern Packing House", Wilder, pg. 89-97 
and "American Live Stock and Meat Industry~, Clemen pg. '5-'6 
** 11 The Modern Packing House", Wilder, pg. 2'4-2'9 
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radical improvement i n the slaughtering and dressing o ~ 
the sheep, due to the instal l ation of "string gangs" in 
the slaughter houee. A "string gang" can handle two hun-
dred and ~i~ty sheep in an hour, wh i le, in the same spac e 
(;2 x 100 feet), under the old system, by which each man 
slaughtered and dressed one sheep at a time, the plant was 
taxed to capacity in handling seventy sheep per hour. Thus, 
we see a decided saving in space as we~l as time. 
Hog slaughtering . is not sufriciently similar to that 
o~ cattle to allow pa e sing over this item without some ex-
planation. Like cattle, hog s must be thoroughly rested be-
fore slaughter. *Then they are placed in shackling pene, . 
where men pla c e hooks, attached to the end of a chain, on 
a hind leg of each hog. The other end of the chain is then 
hung on a hook, several of which are attached to the rim 
of a large whee l . As the wheel turns, the hogs are dragg ed 
~rom the floor, and as each h og ~eachee the rail, (whi c h is 
~ound nea r and parallel to the cei l ing i n all parts o f th e 
slaughter house'), it is automatically transferred, an d s l id-
ing along the rail, head down, the hog is in position f or 
the work of the sticker, who, with a single incision, cut~ 
the princi pal arteries of the neck. There is lit t le suffer-
ing involved, for the hog is unconscious within a ~ew sec-
onds. The hog is then pushed along the rail to a huge vat 
of scalding wate r , maintained at a temper~ture of one hun-
dred and forty degrees, fahrenheit, into which the carcass 
i e dropped. Bes.ides superficially cleansing the animal, 
- - - ~ - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - -
*information from "Operations-P ork and 1te ~roducts", Mayer, 
Pi· 179-184; "American Live Stock and Meat ~ndustry, Clemen, 
pg. ;55; "Modern ~acking House", Wilder, pg. 89-97. 
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this step loosens the hair and some of the skin. •nehair-
ing" is the next process, which is now accomplished in an 
automatic scraping machine. Here, the hair is almost com-
pletely removed by the revolution of flexible beaters, to 
which are attached dull steel knives. The head and feet 
are then cleaned and the former is cut almost entirely 
off, when a government inspector looks at the cervical 
glands in the neck, which is the point of examination for 
ninety-three per cent of the tuberculosis cases•. The hog 
is then passed through the •chain gang" in the same manner 
as the steer. The digestive organs are removed, the ham 
facings are removed, the leaf lard is pulled, and the hog 
is epli~. The slaughtering and dressing of hogs is claim-
6d to be •the first manufacturing process to be carried 
out on the principle of moving the material past the opera-
tive at controllable rate of speed".** The facility with 
which large groups of men can be controlled, both as to 
speed and as to efficiency, is the argument for the moving 
chain system now in use. By this method it is possible 
for the large-sized house to dress hogs at the rate of five 
to six hundred per hour. 
The hog is now ready for the cooling process. A modern 
trend is evident here in that formerly it was considered 
wise to allow hogs to remain for a number of hours after 
slaughter in the ordinary temperature of a well ventilated 
room, or even out of doors. This theory has been cast aside 
now because weather is likely to change, making a condition 
- - - ~ - - - ~ ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
* "American Live Stock and Meat Industry", Olemen, pg. ??7 
** "uperations-~ork and Its Products", Mayer, pg. 18?-185 
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either too warm or too cold ~or the pork; and because the 
labor expense involved in handling is greater then the coat 
of refrigeration saved by outside "airing". 
Between thirty-six and forty-two hours are required 
for the chilling process, after which the pork is transfer-
red to the cutting room. From the management point of view~ 
the cutting room is one of the moat important departments 
in the entire plant, for well directed and wisely chosen 
operations in this department will result in satisfactory 
yields from the pork carcass. As a control of the effici-
ency of this eection, tables such ae the following have been 
formulated, showing the proper weight for each of the prin-
cipal pork cuts, based on a 250 pound hog: 
Hams 1~ Fat Backs 5% 
Should ere 1~ Leaf Lard 2b 
Bellies 12% to 15~ Rendered Lard 12~ 
Loins 9~ Jowls and Plates ?~ 
Miscellaneous trimmings and offal 5~ •• 
By comparing his actual yield with the standard, the execu-
tive can tell just where he stands. This method is some-
what different from the "rule of thumb" system of the past. 
The hogs enter the cutting room upon a moving table. 
The first step is the. sawing off of the hams. Following 
along on the moving table, the carcass next stops for the 
removal of the shoulders. The shoulders are sent in one 
direction, where they are further cut up to make New York 
shoulders, blades, boneless butts, tloston butts, or what-
ever types of cuts the provision d~p~rtment orders. The 
- - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - ~ - ~ -
• "uperations-Pork and Its Products", Mayer, pg. 18?-185 
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hog middle goes on another belt, at the end of which the 
ribs are cut, and the loins are pulled, thus leaving the 
fat back and belly. The items designed ~or fresh consump -
tion are shipped, and the balance, which is approximately 
thirty-five per cent o~ the live weight of t h e hog,* is 
sent to the curing department for further proces~ing. 
••The curing 9f meat is a science in itself. Consider -
able skill is necessary to insure prop e r temperatu r es and 
correct mixtures, for alight va riations in e ithe r case are 
euf~icient to spoil large quantities o~ products. There 
are three chief methods of curing now in use: the pickle 
process, the dry salt process, and the dry cure process. 
Th e pickle process consists or placing from twelve to f or-
teen hundred pounds of the same pork cut in huge vats and 
then adding a mixture of salt brine, sugar (or molasses), 
and a small quantity or saltpeter. The vat is located i n 
a curing cellar, the temperature of which ia maintained at 
about forty degrees. The cuts must be moved around consid-
erably in order that all surfaces will be exposed to the 
liquid. Medium average bellies, hams, and picnics are the 
usual cuts to be cured in this manner. The bellies and 
picnics require from three to four weeks tor curing, while 
the hams require from six to ten weeks. The dry salt method 
is important only for less expensive cuts. The meats are 
piled one on top of another, with salt in between the lay-
era. The piles have to be shifted around every other week 
- " q - - ~ - - ~ ~ - - - - - ~ - - - - - ~ - - - - - -
* "Operations-Pork and It~ Products", Mayer, pg. 187-189 
** The information on curing was gained partly from Mayer, 
186-189, but princi~ally from an inspection of a modern 
curing plant at T. Wharf, Boston, Massachusetts. 
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and the effect of the process is to harden the product 
by removing th~ moisture. 
The third method is representative o~ the modern 
trend in curing, for the method itself has but recently 
received universal approval, and the fact that, by employ-
ing this method, the packer obtains a superior product 
prove~ that here is another instance of the trend toward 
improvements which is constantly in operation. The dry 
cure method is used on light fancy bacon and once in a-
while on other cuts which require a mild cure. The stripe 
of bacon are piled in huge containers, each having a ca-
pacity of about six hundred ·pounds. Between the strips 
is sprinkled a small quantity of salt, sugar, and nitrate. 
The theory is, that aided by these three ingredients, the 
bacon will cure in its own juice. The fact that the pack-
ere are placing their first quality trademarks on dry cur-
ed bacon proves that this method is the beet one yet die-
covered. 
When the pork products are thoroughly cured, they are 
transferred to the smoke house. Since eighty per cent of 
all cured pork products are smoked before being shipped, 
this phase of the industry is very important. The smoke 
house is usually located in a separate section of the plant 
and takes in several floors. •Before being smoked, the 
products are carefully washed, inspected, and graded, for 
even in the dry cure bacon, some strips are more desirable 
than others. The strips of bacon are all handled on one 
- - - - ~ - - -
*Information on the smoking operation was gained from a 
visit to the smoke house of a Boston packing concern, on 
Blac~etone Street, Boston. 
floor, and the hams and shoulders on the floor above. The 
smoke house itself consists o~ large rooms, the floors and · 
ceil ~ngs of which are made of iron grating. These room~ 
are constructed one on top of another so that the smoke 
can be utilized over a large area. The articles. to be smok-
ed are hung on large racks by means of hooks, which resem-
ble large rorks. The rack is suspended on a steel rail, a 
duplicate of that round in the slaughter house. A fire 
made of sawdust ie lighted in a container located on a low-
er floor. An automatic blower rorces the smoke up large 
pipes to the smoke house. These pipes are situated both 
vertically and horizontally throughout the smoke house. 
The operator pushes several racks of cured products into 
the smoke house, closes the iron door, releasee a chain 
control and smoke pours out, thus giving the products a 
rlavor which, up to the present time, at least, has not 
been attained by any other method. The sawdust employed 
in the plant which I recently inspected consisted of oak 
and mahogany. Hickory and other hardwoods are also used, 
and one Boston packer* advertises that "corncobs produce a 
smoke of unusual fragrance, free from the harsher qualities 
of wood", and therefore, his best grade hams and bacon 
are smoked with corncobs as fuel. 
**Another product of the packing house which is ateadi-
ly growing in importance is sausage in its various forms. 
The trimmings rrom the cutting rooms are transferred to 
*F.S . Snyder, Boston, in leaflet, "The Story of Snyder Cure 
Hams and Bacon". 
•• Information on sausage manufacture from "By-Products In 
The Packing Industry", Clemen, pg. 2~7-251; and a visit 
to Batchelder & Snyder Company's sausage factory, Boston. 
uniform size and shape. I recently watched the operation 
or a new machine for sausage manufacture. The function or 
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the sausage factory, together with other selected pork and 
and beef, which is not especially suitable for sale in it& 
original form. This material is placed in •rockers" where 
a series of parallel knives chop it to the desired degree 
of fineness. The amount of chopping necessary depends on 
the product to be manufactured. Frankforts require a fine 
mixture, while luncheon loaf needs a coarser one. While 
the ingredients are mixing, an experienced sausage-maker 
blends the seasoning into the ingredients. The casings 
for sausage products are intestines of animals, mainly hogs ' 
and sheep~s.These caein~s enter the sausage factory in bar-
rels from the slaughter house. They are then thoroughly 
washed, inspected, and cured. After the spices in the sau-
sage material have had an opportunity to permeate the meat, 
the mixture is placed ia a stuffing machine. This machine 
has a large bowl on one side, where the sausage material 
is placed, and a narrow outlet resembling a gas jet on the 
other side. When the power is turned on, the meat comes 
out of the outlet and enters the casing which has been plac-
ed ever its tip. As the meat is forced into the casing, 
"linkers" twist the casing every four to six inches, thus 
making the individual frankforts or e~usages. Formerly, 
the stuffing operation was done by hand, and the advantage 
of the present machine-age facilities is realized when we 
consider this unsatisfactory and unsanitary method, by which 
it was practically impossible to obtain a smooth product of 
uniform size and shape. I recently watched the operation 
of a new machine for sausage manufacture. The function of 
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this innovation was to link the sausage. Thus, instead of 
a group of men working on the sausage, one machine automa-
tically linked the entire output of thA stuffing machine. 
However, an employee told me that the device wan to be re-
turned to the factory 1 tor, although it did the work re-
quired of it, it was adaptable to turn out various lengths 
of sausage only with considerable adjustment. Another dis-
advantage was that the machine required the attention of 
one man, whose salary, plus the expense connected with the 
machine, would not allow sufficient saving to warrant a 
modification of the established system. 
Sausage products are smoked only to improve their ap-
pearance. The usual sausage smoke house consists of a 
large brick-walled room with a long gaa pipe along the floor. 
This pipe has holes all along it, similar to the pipe in 
an ordinary gas oven. Thus, when the gas is lighted and 
the sawdust is piled ~n the pipes, there is a smoldering ef-
fect which changes the color of the sausage casings. Sau-
sage products are ordinarily left in this smoke house for 
about one-half hour, after which they are placed in the dry-
er. The modern dryer is a large oven, the temperature and 
humidity of which are automatically controlled. The dry-
ing process tends to improve the flavor as well as to in-
.crease the keeping qualities of the products. 
One modern trend in packing plant operations is the 
combination of packing of meats and distributi~n of these 
and other products. Many branch houses perform the function 
of packing,(curing, smoking, and cutting) meats and} at the 
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same time, act as delivery agents ~or these products as 
well as soaps, butter, eggs, fertilizers, etc. The inde-
pendent packer ie inclined in this direction at the pres-
ent time. For instance, the firm by which I am employed 
started business about fi~ty years ago on Blackstone 
Street, Boston, handling only loi~s and ribs. Aa business 
developed, new lines were established, until today, we 
~ind this concern one o~ the leading packers in New Eng-
land. *Besides a curing plant at "T" Wharf, this company 
has a smoking plant, a sausage factory, a bacon and ham 
processing department, and thirty-one refrigerators and 
freezers distributed through nine buildings. The seven 
merchandising departments of this house include: the pork 
department, the beef department, the poultry department, 
the fish department, the fruit and vegetable department, 
the produce department, and the canned goods department. 
ThP- economies effected by this development are evident 
when we consider that a single telephone call can insure 
deli~ery in a single shipment of all items needed by re-
t ail dealers or wholesale consumers. 
The results of ecienti~ic investigations and research 
work will be discussed in detail later. However, modern 
trends in the operation of pa c king houses are so closely 
related to these two fields that some mention should be 
made of them here. One such result is a decided saving in 
** 
the time required for curing. Modern research has discover-
*Information from "New England's Own", Batchelder & Snyder 
Company, Foreword. 
** "Shortening the Cure of Hams", Lewis, "National Provi-
sioner", -October 26, 1929, · pg. 151-15;. 
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ed a cure which will accomplish satisfa~tory ' resulte in 
twenty-one days, thus showing a saving of seven weeks in 
some c~ eee, over the old system. Another result of re-
search is the vast utilization of machine methode of pro-
duction. For instance, the "B.& D." electric.eaw is ca-
pable o~ splitting an entire beef carcaee, and an unskilled 
operator can split rifty carcasses in an hour by means of 
this tool. Another device is a machine (The Improved 
Electric Driven Calvert Bacon Skinner)* which is capable 
o~ ~kinning more bacon in one hour with one operator than 
can b e done in an entire day by two men. These illustra-
tiona are sufficient to show that a predominent feature 
o~ modern meat-packing is increased efficiency at decreae-
ed cost. 
Another item worthy of mention is the tendency toward 
packaged goods in the packing industry. The moat recent 
trend in this respect is the operation of the Bir~seye 
quick-frozen method, by which practically all cuts of the 
packing house are packaged in consumer sized containers 
and frozen under a new process. This process is explained 
in detail in a lat er section. Packaged goods are not con-
rined, h owever, to frozen products, for bacon, lard, eau -
sage products, and other articles adapted to this type of 
wrapping are now sold in cartons, with trade names clearly 
marked. 
**A trend closely related to packaging is the marking 
of retail cuts of meat. For the last fifty years, packers 
- - - - - - ~ - - ~ ~ - - - - - - ~ - - - ~ 
* "National Proviei~ner", October 26, 1929. pg. 89 
**Swift & Company "Year Book", 1929, pg. 17-19 
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have been placing marke of identification on their hams 
and bacon. However, when the product ie sliced up, the 
trade-mark diappears. Swift & Company now uee a system 
whereby each slice of bacon and each cut o~ beef or lamb 
is plainly marked by a "dot method", which assures the 
customer that he is buying the products o~ a epeci~ic 
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E. 
Distribution, ~olicies and ~roblems. 
Distribution in the packing industry will be treated 
in two parte:first, an explanation of the methods of dis-
tribution no~ in use;and secondly, a discussion of exec-
utive problems involved in distribution, with emphasis on 
those effected by modern trends. 
fhe most important distributin~ elements are the branch 
houses. However, there are other methods of distribution 
~hich shou ld be mentioned. * Jobbers fo rmerly were important, 
but their inability to handle other packing-house products 
besides staple goode turned distribution to other channels, 
mainly, branch houses. The consignee method, by which the 
packer ehips his products to agents in small towns who sell 
to dealers from • central storehouse, is still i n use, and the 
lat~st available figures show that there are about fif~y* 
such agencies still in existenc e. The packers have found 
agencies more economic in small-oize communities whete branch-
houses would be too expenaive, but the trend · is decidedly 
away from this system. it is apparent that an agency, which 
i n addition to being an outlet for the packer, ia also a dis-
tributing point for fruits, vegetables, and other perishables, 
for which it has adequate facilities, is iell pre~ ared to compete 
with a branch house economically. How e ver, modern business 
hae devised a metho~ of diatrib~tion which diaolacee to a 
large extent the imp~rtance of the consignee system. ! refer 
to the car route service which delivers packing-house products 
to areas in which there are no branch houses. 
- - - - - - ~ - - - ~ 
*~American Live Stock and Meat Industry~, Clemen. Pgs. ~98-~90. 
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A branch house has been described as ~a wholesale 
meat store, usually located in a large or . medium sized 
city--~-which receives frequent refrigerator car shipments 
from the company's producing plants and su~plies retailers 
in its own community end in nearby smell towns with truc k 
o~ expre ss shinments of the c omoany'e products.~• The f'ir st 
branch house was established in Albany in 1885. Bacon and 
hams wer e received in pickled form from the West, and the 
branch house was equipped for the function of emokiqg pork 
products, which function forme r ly had been done by consign-
ees and brokers.** This branch was the first step taken by 
pac~ers t~ward comnlete distribution of amoked meats. Aa an 
outgrowth of this enterprise, a brokerage agency was nurchased 
by Armour & Company the following year and changed over to a 
branch house. The year 1889 marks the beginning of the 
branch house trend in packing house distribution, for in that 
year the five leading packers had five hundred and forty-
four houses•••;in 1908, the number had increased to eight 
hundred and eighty-seven;in 1916, to one thousand;and in 1929, 
* * :.,. ~ Swift and Uomnany alone operated four hundred••refrigerated 
branch houses and six hundred car routes. Among Armour and 
Company's branch houses;;. ~r~ sixteen complete packing 
plants, and fifty-nine packing and slaughtering organizations. 
The branch house organization is a unit of distribution 
in itself. Each branch has a manager, and office force, a ___ ._ _ _ 
•~The American Live Stock and Meat industry,~ Clemen. 
••"Swift and Oempany 1929 Year Book~ Page 26. 
)8:7- ;590. 
•••Statistics from ' Federal Trade Comwi~sion Report, ~art 4. p. 
••••~Swift and Company 1929 Year Book~, Page 24. 
••••~Statistics from ' Federal Trade Commiesion Report, Part 4. 
I ' Page ? -~. 
eelee o r ganization, and ~ d ~ l ivery unit. A ~ield su?erin-
tendent is responsible for a group of branches, -twenty-
five ~n number . in the case of Armour & Company - which com-
p r ise a ~district~. The . field superintendent is r esponsible 
to the general br~nch house superintendent in Chicago. Thus, 
while each branch is a unit in itself, it is closely sup-
ervieed by the m~in house. The branch house is charged on 
the main office books with all tte shipments, and although 
the manager does not work on _commiesion, the goode are fig-
ured on commission basis ranging from forty-eight to sixty-
five cents per hun1red. fhis system furnishes a basis on 
which to judge expenses incurred in the operation of any one 
plant. Since the manager is made to feel that it is his 
duty to watch out for his Company 1 e interests in hie terri-
tory, the aver~ge man is alm6st as much interested in the 
welfare of hie branch as he would be were he conducting his 
own busineae. Wilson & Company have gone a step further in 
this respect by the inauguration ~f a policy which plans for 
the assignment o~ a definite capit~l for each branch•, very -
ing with its requirements, and . for which the branch is 
charged interest. !n order to control the diotribtition of 
~aeh product, general sales managers are appointed for each 
class of nroducts. ~hese managers watch carefully the sales 
of their own products and are responsible for products coming 
under theit jurisdiction. In addition to sale• force• in the 
branch houses there are •pecialty salesman ~hose duty is to 
push the sales of partieu~ar products. Besides the regular 
branch houses, some of the companies mai~ain s~bsidianies 
- - -· - - - - - ~ ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - -
• Information on br an ch house organization from pages )90-
?91, dAmerican ·Livestock and Me~t ~n~uct~yd. Clemen. 
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called "Subs~ocke", which are aimilar to other branches, 
except that they have no accounting department, and all 
clerical work is done in a neighboring branch. This is a 
modern trend worthy of note, for by combining the office 
work of t wo or more branche s we have a decided saving in 
equipment and personnel. 
Facts About Swift & Comuany 1 s DistributinL 
Me t hods. 
Branch Houses ..•••• ~·· 
Car Routes ..•........• 
Foreign Sales Agencies 
Refrigerator Cars ••••• 







The above information is the latest available and 
shows the immense importance attached to the branch house 
method of distribution by one of America's leading pac k ers. 
A similar degree of importance is placed on branch houses 
by t he othe r leading packers, as I have already shown. 
Swift & Company believe so thoroughly in this method of die-
tribution that they have separated .the United States into 
thirty branch house territories, in each of _which they main-
tain a group of branches. Several reasons are submitted 
for the maintenance of branch houses••. Principal among 
I 
these is the element of perishability which requires immed-
iate distribution. Unnecessary handlings in the course of 
delivery to consumer cause delay which is greatly minimize d 
by having one company retain ownership throughout. Since . 
- - - - - - - - ~ - - - - ~ - ~ ~ - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - -
•ftS wift & Compe ny Year Book". 1929. 




demand for products from the packing houee ie very 
likely to change at any time, (due to weather conditione, 
statue of supply of these or other items used as sub * 
stitute for these), it is especially convenient for the 
packer to have immediate contact with most of hie dis-
tribution factors, the branch houses, which contact aids 
him in preventing gluts and shortages. The quality of the 
packer'• products is safeguarded when all handling is done 
by the Company's employee•, for supervision can insure 
arrival in fresh and wholesome condition. fhua, dealer 
and consumer gooft-will ie gained for the Company. Since 
some distributing areas are locate d at some distance from 
Chicago, the packer can organize ~ a smoke-house, sausage 
factory or other operating department at hie branoh and 
thus deliver the product · with the same quality etandard 
but in fresher condition, and in addition can effe~t 
economies for himself by aueh a procedure. The fact that 
modern tendencies in packing house practice are toward the 
processing of most by ... prod.ucts in addition to the main 
products make~the branch house more valuable as a dis-
tributing uni~ for many products can be distributed through 
the one chann~l at a price not considerably more than that 
of distributing meat alon~, and tremendously lese than the 
cost of distribution would be, were each product placed in 
a eenarate channel. For example, Swift & Company distributes 
through its branches, soap, sausage, lard, oleomargarine, 
and other by-~roducts and in addition, butter, cheese, eggs, 
and other related product s . The large volume of business 
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which each branch house handles results in economies w~ich 
tend to keep prices at a minimum. Uue to . the fact that 
practically all products originate at the main plant, the 
packer is well adapted to distribute throug~ his branches 
the type of goods the cu~tomere in each area desire. rhus, 
Boston can obtain brown egge;New York, white eggs;New 
England, heavy beef;~hiladelphia, light beef. AnGther 
advantage of the branch house ~ is found i~ the fact that 
the average retailer likes to see the beef or pork ?TO• 
ducts which he purehasee. ~he retailer is able to 'shop 
around", visiting several branch houeea, comparing quality 
and prices, and thus can obtain the products best adapted 
to his needs. rhe effect of thia ~base of packing houae 
distribution ie that intense competition results, causing 
the branch house manager to keep his products in the beet 
of condition and to keep the main office well informed as 
to conditione concerning competition and general business 
in hie territory. rh~ science of branch house distributi~n 
has been very important in the development of packing houaea 
in this country. We find that as distributing units they 
are well ~quipped, by means of refrigeration, expert .per-
sonnel, and adequate delivery systems to link up the pro-
ducer with the ultimate conoumer. 
Another method o£ diatribution is the car route 
service which ia re~lly the eutgrowth of the peddler 
car service. Hy this means, the packer reaches con-
suming centers which ere too sparsely populated te 
•~nformation frem Swift & Co., lear Book, 1929, pages 51-56. 
~American _Live Stock and Meat ~ndustry,~ page• 400-405. 
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nermit the establishment of branch houses. The former eye -
tem w~e to send out a refrigerator car over a snecified 
route in charge of a salesman whose dutY- was to sell the 
contents of the car na quickly as possible. This method was 
costly, since the salesman was without work or material, 
many miles from the ulant, as soon as the ~roducte were dis-
posed of. Also, there was no guarantee for customers at the 
end of the route that the goode in demand would be available 
when the cer reached their station. The modern method is to 
have a salesman cover his route by automobile, take orders, 
and mail them to the neareet packing house. Swift & Company 
maintain over six hundred such car routes and over seven 
thou s and towns and villages are supplied in thia way. Some 
territories have service once a week; some, twice;and : some, 
even oftener. The goods are packed in refrigerator cars in 
station order, that is, the shipment for the first customer 
is placed nearest the door, eo that when the car arrives, de-
livery is not delayed. These care operate on a set schedule 
which means that the customer knows exactly when to expect 
d elivery. Inasmuch as the packer owns his own care, the e-
quipment is well taken care of and the shipments are e~re to 
arrive in g ood condition. 
For areas near packing house or branch house locations, 
a similar system is employed except that automobiles take the 
place of the refrigerator care. Armour's system gives us some 
idea of the importance of this phase of distribution. A report 
issued by the Federal Trade Commission states that Armour & 
Company covers twenty thousand eight hundred and thirty-six 
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towns by auto truck service, about one-fourth in the south 
central states ~nd one-fifth in the north central states. 
New York state, Pennsylvania, and Virginia each have one thou-
sand trucks, and Texas has sixteen hundred. Auto truck service 
in large cities is daily, while that out o~ town is sometimes 
daily and. sometimes three or four times weekly. Usually, a 
salesman rides on each truck, (sometimes designated as ~Whole-
sale Teams,M) who has previously called on the telephone the 
customers on' his route, and therefore has a sufficient supply 
in his load to take care of their demands, and, in addition 
a smell surplus to use for unex~ected demand. 
Thus far in this discussion I have treated only the die-
tribution o~ packer's products in . our own country. Our ex-
port trade in meat is important, but insignificant in compar-
ison to our home consumption. The chart on page 70 shows the 
tr e nd in meat exports. For the period 1907 to 1914• the bal -
ance of meet exports (including lard) of the United Stat es 
a vera gea six hundred and nineteen million pounds annually. 
During the years when war conditions prevailed (1915-1919) 
the average was 1,597,600,000 pounds. Since that time the ex-
porte hav e had one upward trend in 1922 and 19?~, and since 
then have taken a radical drop. However, the fact that the 
industry was able to meet war-time demand shows ua the poten -
tial ability of the meat trade. We are by no means facing a 
crisis because of our decreasing export trade for there are 
very good reasons why American meat products are not so prom-
inent abroad. Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, Argentina 
- - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -~~ederal Trade Commission Report, Part 1. Page 144 ~ 
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and Brazil are all able to undersell us in Europe because 
our ~rice level is higher than that in these countries. The 
Latin countries have developed a dislike for frozen bee~ 
since they desire more of the blood fla~or in their meats. 
Since we cannot profitably ship meat a l l over the world with-
out some freezing, we are usually competing at a decided die-
advantege;however, later on in this thesis I shall diseuse an 
innovation in the business which ~ay overcome this difficulty, 
for, wit h the Birdseye Quick Frozen System, the product is in 
condition equivalent to fresh meat when it is thawed. Another 
item which helps make this decrease is bacon. Bacon exports 
have decreased considerably due to difference in demand be-
tween American and English products. Befo~e• the war broke 
out in Eurooe, American packers had difficulty in competing 
with Irish, Danish, Swedish, and Canadian ba con. Then with 
war conditiono, the American .product edged itself into Euro-
pe an commer~e, and showed a tre~endous increase in 1918. 
When conditions returned to normalcy again, .people went back 
to old desires, thus ~arcing American ehinpers to withdra w 
from first place. The difference between American and British 
demands in pork products is such that were Ame rican ~roducers 
to attempt competition in Europe, they would be forced to alter 
the!r entire system of production. The hog to suit American 
tastes weighs about two hundre* and twenty-five pounde;the 
hog for English use weighs from one hundred and twenty-five 
to one hundred and seventy-five pounds. The American hog is 
thick and symmetrical;the English hog is Mlong, deep-sided, 
- ~ ~ - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - -
*This information is contained in ~~istribution of Meat 
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and lean-steaked.• The American bacon side weighs from six 
to ten pounds;the English, ~rom four to eight pounds. It is 
evident, then, that it would be impossible for the American 
packer to export the same products which he distributes in 
this country. In this country, we consume ninety per cent of 
American pork products and ship to England about four and one-
half per cent, (one per c cent of which is bacon). Denmark, 
one o~ the leaders on the British ·market se~ds eighty-seven 
and one-half per cent of its pork products to Engla~d. There-
fore it is inadvisable for us to attempt to meet English de -
sires in pork products at the coat of neglecting our own de -
sires, which constitute ninety per cent of our demand for 
nork products. 
!~e WoEl~'s Mea!-!l!l£lQg ~n~mals. 
Countr~ea. Number of Cattle. 
Arg;ntina ..••..•.. ~ ••.... 37,035,000 
Australia •...•••••••••••• . 13,309,000 
Br~zil .•.•..•.••.•....••• 57,521,000 
British India ••..•.•...•• 150,952,000 
China··············-····· 21,997,000 
France •.•..•..•....•..••• 15,373,000 
Germany ........•..•..•.•• 17,202,000 
England and Wales........ 6,252,000 
New Zealand.............. 3,452,000 
Poland................... 8,800,000 
Russia .....•••..•••.•.••• 36,669,000 
Siberia ........••••••.•.. 14.069,000 
Union South Africa....... 9,738,000 
United States ••......•••• 61,996,000 
Uruguay ••..•••.•• -~······ 8,432,000 
• 
Up to this point I have been discussing the actual 
mechanics of distribution in our own country together with 
*"The Story of Meat•. Appendix. Inat. of Amer. Meat Packer& 
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the reasons why we do not carry on an extensive export 
business. Now let ua turn our attention to diatribution 
from the executive point of view. In the firat place, 
~ist~ibution ia merely shifting surplus products from 
· the area of aupply to the area where \here is demand for 
them. The importance of thia atep ia well realized when 
we consider countries which do not have adequate die-
tribution. Ruasia, for instance, has tremendoua natural 
resources. Yet parte of Ruasia are in atarving con~ition 
most of the time because of inefficient dietribution. 
Distribution in thia country ia on a moat efficient basi~ 
for it is eo organized that sections beat suited for the 
various industries cari become apecialiete in their adapt-
ed linea, thus causing economies for all. Thia condition 
ie especially true in the case of the national packer, 
for it ia his duty to aaeemble and prepare products from 
areas of great supply and distribute to areas of great de-
mand~ . The local packer on the other hand tends to collect 
hia raw material from a amaller area and distributes with-
in that area. It is evident, then, that in order to 
place his goods on the market at a price in line with .that 
of the local pa~ker, the national packer must have a large 
. 
volume of buainesa. The prime duty o~ the packer ia to 
study the demand and meet ita requirements with an adequate 
supply. 
The distribution of meat product• is an easential to 
the welfare of the countr~ for distribution is a help to 
the farmer in changing crops into human food. Were there no 
7~ 
distribution through ?acking hous~ efforts f6r the prod-
ucts o~ the live-stock industry, the basis o~ our ag-
riculture would be teken awey. Instead of eating hay, 
oats, end barley, we are eble to eat the meat which is the 
result of feeding these foods to animals. · Thus, on dis-
tribution, rests the delivery of these products to the 
consumers in the demand areas, and without adequate dis-
tribution, it would by useless for the live-stock indus- -
try to continue to function. 
In distributing hie products, the packer has many 
?roblems confronting him. Every section of the country 
has ita likes and dislikes in meat products. For instance, 
New England must have heavy beef;and the f~rther south one 
goes, the lighter are the desires in beef, until, in the 
heart of the Southland, one finds a demand for very light 
and very lean beef. In the same manner, parte of the 
desire light cattle;and part, heavy cattle;and the same 
principle anpliee to lamb and pork. The packer must be 
prenared to ship the required type of products to these 
various centers ; and in addition, the packer must main-
tain a sufficient number of outlets to insure a market 
est 
for all types of his nroduct~. For instance, a local pack-
er would dispose of his cattle in a small area, and there-
fore would have but one geographical demand preference to 
meet. However~ the national packer must be sure that he 
has an outlet for his light weight animals after he ships 
the heavy ones to Boston. 
Another item with which the packer is vitally con-
cerned is seasonal distribution. Live stock is marketed 
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more extensively in the winter than in any other season. 
The heaviest demand for meat is · quite tikely to come in 
the summer time when the energy - demands of the diet are 
most prominent. Therefore, if meat were marketed im-
mediat~ly upon arrival at the packing•houee, the price in 
the winter would be very low and that in the summer es -
pecially high, due, of course, to the . large supply in the 
winter with the small demand, and a small su~ply in the 
summer with the large demand. The su p ply of meat products 
is adjusted to meet the demands for them by two agencies, 
refrigeration and curing. The imPortance of both of these 
factors is explained in other parte o~ this thesis. Two 
thirds • · of the hog carcass and one-tenth of the beef 
c arcass are preserved for ~uture use through these methods. 
Beef cannot be held over for any great length of time in 
fresh condition and generally speaking, there is a decided 
d islike of the word •frozen• among the consuming trade. 
Therefore, the packer's problem is to keep hie supply of 
beef moving rapidly towards consumption. By handling the 
beef in strict rotation(in order of its arrival from the 
stock-yards) and keeping his storage quarters at the proner 
temo e rature, the packer is able to stay in line with demand. 
In oeriods when receipts are heavy, the packer often has to 
hold beef for almost a month before disposal, while in peri -
ode of lese supply ten days is the average time. 
The period of heavy supply, for pork operations especi-
•"Distribution of Meat Products•. White. Page ?36. 
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ally, ur?videa an onnortunity for the packer to cure 
nroducts for future consumption, for at that period, 
nrices are bound to be low end the packe r can hold the 
cured products until the consuming market is favorable for 
their absorption. The nart which distribution plays in the 
i ndustry may be shown at this noint when we compare th~ 
nresent condition with the past from the curing point of 
view. The necking industry got its name from the fact that 
in the absence of refrigeration or proper preservative for 
fr e sh meats, it was necessary to "pack~ all surplus prod-
ucts. Therefore, only those persons living near a pee~-
ing plant could obtain fresh goods. The surnlus of meat 
wh ich could not be distributed in fre sh condition, due to 
the lack or trsn2nortetion facilities, was pickled or salt-
ed, barreled, and piled up on the prairies until the ar-
rival of the consuming season, when distribution was effect-
ed in such a man ner as was then available. Thus, we see that 
distribution imnrovements have been a revolutionizing fact-
or in mod e rn oac~ing house procedure. 
Another uroblelli ~or the pa c ker ia concerned with his 
physi c al · ag e nts of distribution, the railroads. Service 
must be maintained at all times in order to avoid famine 
in the industrial regions. Even railroad strikes of short 
duration are su fficient to raise havoc with the whole in-
~ustry, for such ~tri~es diminish the supnly of meat in con-
suming centers, thus raising prices to unwarranted levels, 
and at the same time cutt ing off the outlet for live-stock 
products, thQ3 discouraging the producer from continuing 
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to place large su~pliee on the market. Therefore, even 
after the strike is settle~ the industry is very likely 
to be in chaotic condition, for with the producers de-
creasing their output, supply diminishes, while demand re-
maine constant, thus causing increased prices. The pack-
ere have also encountered considerable difficulty with rail -
roads on ·the question of rates and service. Under the sub-
j ects, Re~rigeration and Economics, I have touched upon 
these difficulties. A recent question has come up, how-
ever, which will illustrate the difficulties with which the 
packer must contend in ehi~ping hie products. •The newly 
discovered quick-freezing methode for preserving food-
stuffs is now bein~ applied to ~ruits and vegetables;and 
some of the packers are very much interested in this new 
apnlication, for the same plant that is utilized for freez-
ing meats can be used in freezing agricultural products. 
The bulk of this ~ruit and vegetable freezing is being done 
in the West, and is shipped to the Atlantic coast regions 
for coneumption. The western railroads from the Pacific 
to Chicago are willing to carry these products at a rate 
slightly in advance of that of canned food stuffs. The 
eastern roads, however, demand a fresh, perishable rate 
for cartage to Boston from Chicago. It is evident that 
with a new product entering the market in direct com-
netition with standard canned and fresh g6oda, it is 
impossible to p ay high cartage tates and still maintain 
a favorable c~mpetitive position. The results or this 
difficulty are not yet known. However, western railroads 
-- - - --- ~ - -- - - -
•Informa tion from Traffic Manager of Local Packing House. 
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are now conferring with eastern companies, in an effort 
to arrive at some satisfactory conclusion. 
There are two more problema in the price class which 
the executive must face. The first refers to slow moving 
products. As an example, let me cite the case in the 
le~ther and woolen market in 1920, when there was little 
de~and for theae by-products • . This decreasing demand was 
due to an accrued supply left over from the war years. 
How~ver, hides and. skins were credited back to the animals 
from whose backs they had come, at the supposed value on 
the day of slaughter. Falling markets meant heavy losses 
and the fact that a large supply was on the increase meant 
added storage chargee. All this time, ·meat was being dis-
tributed at a price which assumed the former high value of 
hides. A lose was inevitable, and tesulted in financial 
difficulties in many concerns. Therefore, the packer 
must watch slow~moving products, and before ~he arrival 
of ·a crisis, distribute the margin of decreasing value 
over his other products. 
•Along this same line is the problem of moving the 
lese no~ulir portions of the .animal. The greatest de-
mand, for .instance, in ou~ pork products is found in the 
highest grade bacon and hams. This quality .is derived 
only from a high grade hog, the aides of which amount to 
only eight or nine per cent of its total weight, and the 
total weight of hams and bacon from this grade of animal 
- - - - - - -- - -
* Information from Distribution of Meat Products.~ White. 
Page ?45. 
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amounts to only eight and one-hal~ per cent of the total 
In cattle, the same condition prevails, for 
loins an d ribs together average but 14.~ percent of the 
live weight, and approximately ten per cent of the 
dressed weight. These popular cuts are sold with com-
parative ease;but the problem of the packer is to so price 
the remainder of the carcaae that a market may be found 
for absorption in sufficient volume to balance the other 
cuts. 
No discussion of distribution would be complete 
without a discussion of the final step in distributing 
packers' products, the retail organization, private and 
chain, and the relation of each to the other, and of each 
to the packing industry. •The last census showe~ the 
presence of 200~ 000 retail meat dealers in the United 
States; and a total of 122,105 persons were actually 
employed in the industry as meat dealers and butchers. 
There is considerable doubt in all industr~es today con-
cerning the future of the independent meat etore, as the 
chain store seems to riee in importance. Those interested 
in the welfare of the independent merchant point out his 
significance in the United States by the use of statistics.•• 
There are more than 1,~00,000 retail outlets in this 
country and ;5,000 wholesale outlets. The total invest-
ment amounts to $15,000,000,000 and the total sales of 
retailers and wholesalers $60,000,000,000 annually. 
• Figures from MThe Story of MeaT•, page ~6. 
••Statistics from "Trends in Retailing Foods, 1 J. Frank , Grimes. 
page 1;9. "National Provisioner,"October 26, 1929. 
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This business is approximately fifty times as big as the 
largest single industry in existence(General Motors 1,)00, 
OOO,OOO~it engages the services of seven million people 
and about twenty.five million are dependent for their 
existence upon the wholesale and retail - distribution. 
I have quoted these figures to show how gigantic an 
industry we are displacing if the chain store operations 
should be successful in putting the individual dealer out 
of business. 
Until recent years the packer had not been especially 
interested in chain stores as an outlet. Chain stores in 
the food line originally were merely "slot machines" which 
sold food on a price basis. The first step in handling 
perishables came with the introduction of bread to the 
line of merchandise. Next, came fruits and vegetables, 
and within the last year and a half we have seen rapid 
development in the handling of meat~ for in that p~~iod 
over 12,000• retail meat departments have been opened in 
chain stores, and new ones are being announced constantly. 
The reason for bTeaking into this new industry ie that the 
needs of the packer seem to fit into those of the chain 
store systems with the result that chains and packers have 
been able to get together. 
•The chaine require a supply of standard a~ticlee 
which can be delivered regularly at prices in line with 
their policy. The packer can meet this requirement, for 
• From "Present Trends in the Distribution of Food",G.O. 
Oorbaley. "National Provisioner•, October 26, 1929. pg.l?4-8. 
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one of hie problema is to find an outlet wh ich deals di -
rectly with the consumer and which can handle a large vol-
ume in a form suitable to the nonsumer. The second re -
quirement of a chain store is that the products be es -
tablished brands which can be featured as specials, but 
which can be bought sufficiently economically: t o pay a 
profit. The packers are looking for an outlet for estab-
lished brands. In conjunction with this subject, a de-
cidedly modern trend is evident*. Swift & Company are now 
placing the name ~Swift" on every retail cut of meat. Bacon 
and hams have had distinguishing marks for the last fifty 
years, but only recently has a "dotting" device been pro -
duced which allows the name to appear on pork, lamb, beef, 
and on each individual alice of bacon. The chain fur-
ther is attempting to develop a line of leaders which will 
attract cuotomcra and thus increase profit. The packer 
is des i rous of making contact with an organization which 
is able to move, as snecials, surplus quantities as they 
accumulate, thereby decreasing etorage.**With these purposes 
in accord, it would seem that the packers and chain-store 
leaders should get together on a large scale for real 
econo~ies, and it is true that such is the desire of 
those at the top in both class~s. However, the spirit of 
cooneration does not seem to have as yet developed among 
those further down the line, with the result that the needs 
- ~ ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
•Information from Swift & Company Year Book, 1929~ - Pge. 17-18. 
**This ia the opinion of many leaders, esnecially Gordon 
C. Corbaley, President of the American Institute of Food 
· Distribution, National Brovisioner, October 26, 1929. 
page 1;8. . 
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of each of these two classes of distributors are not taken 
care o~ by the other. 
This l e ek of cooperation is apparently being remedied 
by more su~ervision from above;and the opinion of one 
leader• in the packing industry is: MThat the pecking 
in dustry during the next five years is going to experience 
a very fundamental revolution in trade methode and trade 
~ractices - Bnd the the chaine are going to be primarily 
responsible for the change. I expect the retail meat busi-
ness of the future to develop along the lines of chains and 
voluntary chains." 
However, the independent retailers are not foolish 
enough to believe that they can e~pect to compete with 
chain stores unless they organiz~. One such activity on 
the part of the independent dealers was explained at the 
Convention of American Meat Packers, last October, by J. 
Frank Grimes, National president of the Independent Gr~cers 1 
Al liance. His address was filled with arguments against 
the economies of chain stores. By organizing a group of 
8,000 to 9 ,000 independent stores, which in agregate do 
a business of over $5,000,000,000, practically all the 
economic advantage of chain store organizations are poe-
eible without the disadvantages, which according to this 
authority are detrimental to the welfare of our country. 
The chain store manager does not have the interest in hie 
business which a store owner would have. (This point is 
•"Merchandising". E.L. Rhodes, Asst. Director, Institute of 
Meat Packing. --"National ProvisionerM, October 26, 1929. 
Page 156. 
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debatable, since an opposite point of view was presented 
by a later sneaker at the same conference.•) This I.G.A . 
(Independent Grocers' Alliance) system has been able to 
decreas e the average operating expense or each member from 
18! per cent of sales to l ess than 11 per cent. The advan-
tag es which chain stores have, such as buying power, mer-
chandising, are found in independent systems. The fina l 
result is a combination, efficientl y operating, with the 
aim in mind of nreserving the individual in industry. 
••There ig a tendency toward the app lic ation of chain 
store principles to packing house distribution. The dia-
gram on page 84 illustrates the savings which couid be real-
ized if the packeis and r~tailers would get together, ac-
knowledge each other's needs and muke s.ome attempt toward 
bettering conditions. This is being done to a l arge exten~ 
today, due partly to comnetition of chain stores, which 
competition ~orcee all distributive factore _to operate on 
th~ most economic basis possible. The effic i ency shown by 
the chart is attained by arrangement among the factors of 
distribution. The lines o£ the chart from dealer to dealer, 
repr.esenting .the . :toutes of salesmen, each of a competitive 
house, who must call on the same customers, show up unneces-
sary effort for the accomnliehment of .the same object. The 
same dunlication is present iri delivery service, accounting 
onerations, sunervis ion , and all other operations. The en-
tire system is comparable to our mi lk delivery service in 
* This opposite point of view was given by E.L.Rhodes, Asst. 
Director , The Amer ican Institute of Meat Packers. 
•• Th is mat erial is th~ res ult of work done b y the Ins titute 
of American Meat Packers . ~ Nati~nal Provie ionern , 
Oct ober 26, 1929, Pg. 156 . 
l~rge cities. We ~ind ~ive or six different companies 
sending delivery wagons for milk down the same street, 
each making but few deliveries. In the packing house dis-
tribution, the various groups of eervice · men not only call 
on and make small deliveries in the same area, but even in 
the same store. The improve~ system is to have a common 
warehouse, which may be one of the packing houses, fvom 
which delivery is made to all customers in a single trip, 
by one truck, instead of many tri~s by many trucks. The 
~ccounting and general office work can be carried on by 
means of a simple, unified system, which results in a de-
cided saving in salaries and equipment. While this system 
is Utopian as far as the majority of packers is concerned, 
it has been found workable in five different cities in the 
United States; and from all indications, it seems that this 
is a trend which will receive much attention in the future. 
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RerrigeFation. 
The - ~roblem or adequate refrigeration has con~ron~ed 
master minds for centuries. History tells us that as early 
as 1550 a Roman doctor discovered . a system of refrigeration 
which, by means of dissolving saltpeter in water, produced a 
reduction in temperature. Later, the famous Francia Bacon 
is said to have made extensive studies on the problem and 
hie death was the result of a cold contracted while he was 
conducting an experiment involving the stuffing of a chick-
en with snow•. However, the first practical steps occurred 
in the eighteenth century when Dr. William Cullen invented 
a crude machine which was the first to mechanically manufact-
ure ice. His method was to •reduce the atmospheric pres-
sure upon water in a closed vessel with an air pump, the 
evaporation from the surface of the water being so increased 
as to produce intense refrigeration and ice"**· Such a 
~ 
system sounds ridiculous from a modern commercial view-
point, yet, from this beginning, improvements and alter-
ations were made until a system was devised which was really 
practical. A Newburyport man, Jacob Perkins takes the credit 
for producing the machinery which is the foundation of our 
modern system. By circulating brine through a system of 
Pipes which were enclosed in an evaporator containing ether, 
he wee enabled to reduce the tem~erature to five degrees 
Fahrenheit. The pipes then led through boxes containing 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
• •American Live Stock and Meat Industry•. 
•••American Live Stock and Meat Industry•. 
Clemen. Pg. 212. 
Clemen. Pg. 212. 
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water which was frozen, and then r~coiled back to the 
evaporator where they again came in contact with the 
refrigerating properties of the ether. Four principles 
established by this system are still in use:the compressor, 
the condensor, the expansion, or a regulating valve and 
the evaporator. Improvements were contributed by e~ch 
men as Professor A.C. Twining of New Haven in 185;, Dr. 
John Gorie in 1851, whose patent was the first to cover, 
by mechanical refrigeration, the manufacturing of ice in 
the United States, and Ferdinand P.E. Carre ' of France in 
1860;the result of whose invention was the estab lishment 
of our frozen meat trade. 
The first cold storage plant was the result of in-
vestigations made by A. & E. Robins, poultry and game 
dealers of New York, whose procedure is explained by D.B. 
Beemer, of Nebraska, then a prominent meat man as follows; 
~On obtaining access to the room, my hurried glances about 
revealed V shaped galvanized iron tanks hanging d own th re e 
or four feet from the ceiling(to which they were attached) 
and glistening with frost, while there were also broad 
flat, shallow pane, or platforms of galvanized iron sus-
pended by iron rode from the ceiling, at about six feet 
from the floor, upon which were piles of fine ice and salt. 
The bottoms of these pans we re glistening with frost, as 
were also the galvanized iron walls of the room, while 
boxes and barrels of frozen ?Oultry and loose piles of 
game were scattered about the floor. The tanks and pane, 
I knew, had salt in them, cutting the ice, else there would 
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have been no freezing or frost. Lead pipes led from both 
the pans and the tanks to the sewer to carry off the waste 
water. Back against the sides of the room were aide tanka. 
This plant embodied in embryo the plane ~nd ideas, whic~ 
subsequently enlarged and improved upon, formed the basis 
on which have been built up the most success~ul system~ 
o~ modern cold storage involving the use of ice~•. 
The author of the above description built a similar 
system in Chicago which proved to be a decided success. 
The first Chicago re~rigerating plant was installed 
in the Allbright- Nell Packing House, in lg8o, by W.A. 
Allbright. This proved so s~ccessful that within a very 
short time every packing house of any size in the country 
was so equintied. 
The time was now ripe for a system whereby packers' 
products could be transported to points of distribution. 
The annaratus used in the packing plants could not be placed 
in freight cars, for space was at a premium, weight had to be 
minimized, and simplicity of operation was absolutely nee-
eesary. In another part of this thesis, I have enumerated 
the factors which led to the necessity for refrigerator 
care.(S~e Section B.) It is probable that the first steps 
toward ~ice-boxes on wheels• were taken by the Michigan 
Central Railroad during the period of . railroad expansion 
in the United States••. Fresh meat was successfully shipped 
in these care from Chicago to the Easter.n Coast. From two 
. ~ ~Ice and Refri~eration•. Sept. 1901 • Vol. XXI, #3. p.78. 
. 
**MReport of Federal Tra~e Commission on Private Car Lines~ . . 
19~0. pg. 26: 
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to three thousand pounds of ice was placed in each of 
two bin~ which were built at either end of the car. 
Drainage and facilities for packing both ice and meat were 
provided. The disadvantages lay in the difficulty with 
which the car could be repacked with ice, for this op-
eration could take place onli when the car was empty, and 
secondly, in the fact that meat would keep but two or three 
days when so packed. However, cars were attached to pass-
enger trains in Chicago and carried as far as Suspension 
Bridge, New York wh~re they were side~t~acked and the con-
tents transferred to fast freight trains which completed 
the cartage to New York City. Thus, meat arrived at the 
consuming center within three days and was in good condition. 
However, it is apparent that such a procedure was very 
I 
costly and~herefore unsuitable for extensive use. 
I 
There followed many attempts to overcome this obw 
etacle. Some inventions brought forth wonderful systems 
which really solved the present difficult~ but which had 
other disadvantages which made them useless. For instance, 
one type of car was apparently alright except that it was 
too complicated for the ordinary railroad employee to take 
care of during transit. Another allowed the sides of beef 
to ewing from the roof, which action caused the car to sway 
and was responsible for many wrecks. The final and most 
revolutionary stage in the process was due to the efforts 
of Gustavus Franklin Swif~ who is really the father of our 
modern distribution system. Mr. Swift had be~n a packer for 
a number of years when he realized that the great need in 
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hie industry was an adequate means of distributing fresh 
products. Therefore he employed the services of a prom-
inent engineer, Chase of Boston, who discovered the fun-
damental principle of modern refrigerator car operation, 
namely*:"that a current of air allowed to pass through 
an ice bunker in the upper corner of a car becomes chilled 
so that it is heavier than the air with which it comes in 
contact, and consequently sinks and circulates through the 
c~r, the warm air passing out through the ventilator." 
Chase's plan was to place a bunker for ice in either end 
of the car. These bunkers were filled by means of an open-
• 
ing in the roof which was closed by a plug and sealed by 
a door. The car was cooled by me ans of a circulation of 
cool air through the entire storage space. 
The advantages of this new invention were evid e nt 
at once and the leading packers fell in line, thus bring• 
ing about a new distribution system which revolutionized 
the industry. Meat could be prepared under ideal conditione 
and d elivered throughout the country resulting in a decrease ) 
in the importance of the local butchers, and an increase in 
that of the c e ntralized packing houses. 
Th~s discussion leads us to the modern refrigerator 
car. As I have already mentioned(See page 17 )Jthe opposition 
of the raiiroads to the refrigerator care caused the packers 
to purchase their own care and thus it was that Gustavus 
Swift in 1g77 had twenty care built to his order and start-
ed th e successful Eastern marketing of Western products. 
* "Private Freight care and Am e rican Rye", L.D.H. W el~, 
6 
,, 
pg. 1 • 
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Today Swif~ and Comuany owns six thousand refrigerator care. 
The feet is even more surprising when we consider that Swift 
ia but one of thirty packing concerns which own their own 
care. Other smaller comuanies use cats leased from the rail-
roads. However, it is the opinion of the Interstate Com -
merce Commission that packer ownership of care results in 
beet possible service to the cugtomers •. A few further eta-
tietics recently released by Swift and Company show the im-
uortance of refrigerator to the industry. 
•In 1928 four billion pounds of perishable products 
were inclu~ed in one hdndred thousand carloads of perish-
abl~ products. Four hundred and fifty thousand tons of ice 
were used in pre-cooling and plant icing, two hundred and 
foity thousand tons in addition w~re used in re-ici~g en-
route. An average of twenty-two trios were made by each 
ccr in a journey of over thirty-one thousand miles. 
Swift end Comuany maintain a special staff which han-
dlee the building, repairing, packi~g, icing on starting 
and at points along the way, and returning of the empty car. 
The cars are so equipped that the creamery products which 
the Com~any handles can be packed underneath the heavier 
meat which hangs of hooks from a reinf orce d roof. The cars•• 
are cooled in a manner very similar to the early system, ex -
cept that brine tanka, containing a mixture of crushed ice and 
sa lt, have · been found more effective in producing a steadier . 
and more intense cold than a system employing air currents 
oassing over ice alone. 
- - - - - ~ ~ - ~ ~ -
* Figures from Swift and Company's Year Book, 1929. p. 21-2). 
** Swift and Company's Year Book, 1929. p. 21. 
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r. 
Financial Phases of the Industry. 
Inas much as the basic industry upon which the 
meat-packing industry is built, is the American 
li~estock industry, t~e efficient financing of the 
latter ie essential to the iuccess of the former. 
Th eref ore, be f ore discuss i ng the financial prac-
ti ce$ of the nackers, it is well to present some facts 
c on c e rn in g tho s e of t h e a t a· c k- r a i a in g b u a in e s a • • 
There are three groups o~ organizations which now 
finance the liveeto~k induatry:cattle loan companies, 
li vestock commission companies, and the source of 
finance for a ll in d ustries, the commercial bank. 
The most important of these loaning agencies is the 
cattle loan company which is beat suited to meet the 
dema nds of the industry for the following reasons: 
a. The commission companies are in the habit 
of handling only feeder loan3, and in hand-
ling this type of loan their main purpose is 
to increase their commission business. 
Feeder loans are loans made on beef steers 
which are ready to enter the last stage of 
feeding before being sold to the packer. It 
is evident that at this stage of the process 
the live-stock raiser is practically through 
• Information from ~American Livestock end Meat Ind-
ustry" - Clemen. 
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with his part o~ the production and therefore 
require• funds with which to finieh hia beef. 
There is very little risk ~or the commiaeion 
company, due to a shorter period involved, a 
more easily marketable product, and a prod-
uct not aa eeverly af~ected by disease, 
weather, and accident as is that of financiers 
of other st~ges in the game;and such loans 
tend to increase their business. However, 
this is not the stage where most of the her-
rowing is required and therefore, the function 
of the commleai~n c 9mpany is not aa importan t 
ae th~t of the Gattle Loan Company. 
b. tianks are limited on th~ amount which they may 
lend to one individual, and banks with sufficient 
capital to make substantial loans are not, as a 
rule, located in the smalle r stock-ra ising centers. 
ther e f ore , the larger banks are not in a p Qe ition 
e~itable enou gh for judging the ~erita of cattle loans 
to war r ant risking much cash. ~t fol l ows that the 
primary function of the bank in this business 
is to buy cattle paper from financing organiza-
tiona. 
c. The Cattle Loan Company has not ae yet been 
encumbered by any legal restrictions. It 
~as branches located in the production area and 
therefore ie favorably equ ipp ed to judge t he 
mer i ts or pr oposed loane. This Company obtains 
i ts ~inances by reselling the loans it mak~s 
a nd thus fills in the missing link in the fin-
ancial chain. Many of these companies have 
independent organi.zations1 but the trend at 
present seems to be toward a combination of 
cattle loan companies and national banks. 
The cattle loan company has the same officers as 
the bank but conducts those phases of the bus-
inees · •hicb, for reasons mentioned in (b) above, 
the bank is not equipped to carry on. 
The cattle loan company, before granting loans, 
has certain requirements which m~st be _met. The three 
•ore• o~ all credit organizatione(character, capacity, 
canital) are the fundamentals upon which the loan 
companies operate. Character is considered moat 
important or in the words of the industry, ~The brand 
on the man is worth more than the brand on the cattle••. 
The company o~ course conducts a rigid examination of 
the cattle offered as security. Brande, methode o~ 
raising, general appearance o~ surroundings, classes, 
values and weights are among the items which are ' sub-
jected to severe scrutiny.- The loan to be made must 
be the only one on the cattle, for i~ other financial 
agencies claimed ownership on the same stock, a dif-
ficulty would arise in claiming property, should the 
loan not be renaid. Ordinarily, the receiver of a 
~ - - - - - - - - ~ ~ - - -
* 
1 Methods o~ Livestock Financing.• Clemen. Page 514 
•American Livestock and Meat Industry.• Clemen~ 
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loan must be the owner o~ hie own ranch~ not neces-
eerily to be put up as collateral for the loan, but due 
to the ~act that the rental of pasturage o~ten proves 
a very heavy burden, and again if the loan should be-
come doubtful, a mortgage on the ranch would foresta ll 
lo ss to the loan company. 
The period for which cattle loans run depend 
unon the kind o~ cattle involved in the loan. · Feeder 
loans, covering cattle almost ready for market, usually 
run ~rom two to ~our months. Stocker loans apply 
to cattle which will not -be ready for a longer period 
of time,(a year or more). Loans o~ this type are 
usually planned for six months duration, but i~ con-
ditione remain eatiafactory,are advanced without 
diffic~lty; The trend is toward increae~d renewals, 
for the normal percentage of renewal s has be€n from 
~ifty to seventy-five per cent, while recent figures show 
that from seventy-five to ninety per cent of all loans 
made on stockers have been renewed.• This would 
· indicate that the financial agencies in live-stock 
productions are increasing in importance. 
Except in periods of eev~re drought, such as 
occurred in 1919;or breaks in price, such as were 
experienced in 192l;the losses on cattle loans have 
been \ very small. The average annual loss is a et at 
one twenty-fifth to one-tenth of one _per cent••. 
- - - - .- - - - - - - - - - - - -
~ 
- - - - -
* " "Livestock and Meat Industry". Clemen. Page 517. 
••"Livestock and Meat Industry". Clemen. Page 5)2. 
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The~e lOs~es have been attributed to lack o~ efficiency 
on the nart of loan companies during neriods when money 
was easy.· In ord e r to obtain business, companiea were 
inclined to neglect proper margine, and requirements for 
borrowers, with t he result that dishonesty worked into 
the scheme and cattle loan comnanies so flooded the 
raising regions with capital that over-expansion wee 
pres ent to an extent beyond that justi~ied by the finan-
cial position. To overcome a recurrenc~, the loan com-
panies have two alternatives, the adoption of a policy 
demanding larger margine, or a policy providing for 
more careful inspections, income statements, and stoppage 
of sneculation and over-expansion.• 
Clemen suggests that in spite of the fact that the 
system of finaricing t he industry has proved adequat~ there 
ie still room for improvement. His criticisms are as fol~ -
lows**; 
a. The machinery now in use for taking care of feed -
er stock for a loan of six months duration is 
suitable to this type. However, the br~eding 
class requires about three years and the maximum 
loan period ie still six months. While, as I 
have shown above,new loans are usually received, 
there is no definite assurance held out to the 
cattle man; therefore we find some discourage-
ment pr~valent, which might be very easily over-
* 
"American Livestock and Meat Industry, If Clemen . page 
519 




b. Supervision and inspection of livestock loans 
have been rather poorly conducted. Con d itione 
must be improved if reasonable rates are to 
exist for all livestock raisers. The reason 
is found in the fact that the rate must be 
increased for al~, when losses, which result 
from inefficient inspection, have to be ab-
aorbed by profits on successful loans. 
In order to give the reader some idea of the prob -
lem of financing the meat packing section of the in-
dustry, let us consider as an example, the purchase 
of a small shinment of pigs. When these pigs are 
delivered to the packer, payment must be made. The 
nacker may have the nece~sary funds on hand to pay the 
farmer;if not, he must borrow from a bank. Hi~ 
function, then, is to transform the pigs to edible 
pro ducts, pork, and by-products connected with the in-
dust r y. Before he can realize ·a profit on the tran-
s e c t ion, he must complete this function, This process 
requires additional fu~ds which must be produced by 
the pac k er or borrowed from some financial a gencies. 
There are salaries connected with the plant and office 
operations which must be paid when due. There is con-
eiderable expense involved in securing equipment with 
wh ich to wb r k. Then, at this stage of the procedure, 
the pack e r can nlace a portion of hie product on the 
market as fresh pork. The remainder requires further 
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orocesaing in the wa y o r cu r ing and smoking, which op - _ 
e r at i one sometimes take as long as three months. Dur-
in g t h is time the pac k~ r has had repeated expenses in 
th e f orm o f wa ges and other manufacturing items. If 
when the prod u cts are . fina l ly in condition for consump -
tion the producer is fortunate enough to find the law 
o f suuply an d demand operating in his favor, he can sell 
at a nrofit, return the borrowe d capit a l, and satisfy 
his stock - holders. However, if there is a small demand 
o r a large supoiy on the market he must either find out-
side buyers f or his products or hold them until the mar k et 
i s more favorable. Either decioion will require more 
expen d itures . Thus, 'hen the nacker finally disposes of 
h is pork in edible form he has, only by careful planning 
and with t he prooer euoport of finan c ial institutions, 
comoleted sati~factorili his f unction and realized a 
p rofit for himself . This illustration is a small scale 
e xplanation of the financial problem prevalent in the 
oac k ing industry. A few figures will help the reader 
t o realize the magnitude of the packing-house finance. •Dur-
ing the y ear 19 28, 76,499,628 heads of live stoc k were 
s l aug h t e red in pac k ing houses under government supe r vision. 
In the same year, the total production of dressed me at 
w a~ 16,955,000,000 pounds&~ 
There are three main c lasses of exnenditures for the 
oacker, raw material, pay-ro l ls, and supplies. Live stock 
- ------ ~ --------- ~ - - - ~- - ------
•Statistics from . U.S.Dent . of Agricul t ure Circula r 241. 
p ages 15 and 16. 
••Statistics from U.S. Department of Agriculture Circu l ar ?41. 
n a ge 16. 
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is paid ~or on the day o~ purchase;pay-rolls are met each 
week;and supplies are ordinarily paid for within the usual 
ten days in order to obtain the benefit of the cash discounts. 
It is apparent then that the packer must sell his goods on 
abort time credit. As a rule, packers sell on a weekly 
basis, although packers selling to large consuming trade, 
such as hospitals, schools, governm e nt and state institutions, 
have to meet th e thirty day credit limit. Many packers send 
out wholesal e teams which collect for the previous week 1 s 
delive r y while delivering this week's merchandise. 
In export•• .sales, th~ packer has three methods of 
eelling: c onsignment, Open priced ordets, or C.I.F. terms. 
Packers ha~ing f?reign branches use the consignment met h od, 
for when a sale is made, the foreign branch collects and 
deposits in the central bank o f the foreign country, 
which deposit is drawn by means o~ cable transfer by the main 
office. Those packers not maintaining branches in other 
countries make arrangements with foreign agents whereby 
th e packer places the shipment on the ship, presents hie 
documen~e t b · the bank and draws against the agent, sixty 
to eighty per cent of the v alue of the goods. Open priced 
orders are those whose price ie to be determined by the market 
price U?On arrival. The packer draws against the receiver 
the same percentage as before, sixty to eighty ner cent. 
When C.I.F.{Cost, Insurance, Freight) terms are used the 
price is a delivered price and the packer can draw drafts 
for one hundred per cent of the value of the sale•. 
- ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
*Information from ~Financing the Packing In du stry~. E.A. 
Cudahy, Jr. · 
••Informa t ion from ~Financing the Pac king Indus tryM. 203-210. 
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Collections in the packing busineaa are cond~ cted 
in either of two ways, by the salesman who made t ~~ sal e , 
~. 
or by collectors. If collection were an end in itae~f,_ 
the banks would · nrove the best type of collector possible, 
but inasmuch ae ~ftermaking a collection, the packer must 
retain the goodwill of the cuetom!r for future business, 
it is beet for the packer to avoid this method. The bank's 
chargee in cash are sma ll ( t to i of 1 % ) but the ill - will 
which result& is very detrimental to the company's welfare. 
Therefore the most common method employed is salesmen col-
lectione. If the customer cannot pay, for some sufficient 
reason, the packer grants an extention. At that point, the 
credit department starts ita o perations by writing the cue-
tomer. If considerable corre~pondence does not produce 
results, a draft ie drawn against the customer, which, when 
protested, is proof or refusal to pay. An attorney, then, 
i s the only recourse, and his efforts u sually produce results. 
Branch house collection is handled by the individual 
branches except in cases where the central credit department 
feels that its services are required. In order to accomplish 
this check, each branch house is required to furnish weekly 
or monthly• trial balances showing the condition of each cus-
tomer 1 s account. Thus, the main office has a compl~te control 
of all accounts receivable. In the principal packing organi-
zationa, each branch is a unit in itself and . its manager is 
reenonsibl~ for the results in hie territory. The cord of 
financial relationship between the branch and the main pack-
ing house is easily maintained. When the branch-house cashier 
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makes his daily deposit and sends a duplicate deposit 
slip to the main office, a clerk there credits the branch 
house account with the amount deposited; the treasurer draws 
dr~ft against the bank for the amount of the company's credit 
at stated intervale. Thus, the financing of live stock pur-
chases in Chicago may be effected by the transfer of funds 
from a Rumford, Maine bank. 
Certain conditions which I have already diecussed; t he 
necessity for cash payment in purchasing raw material, the 
advisability of cash payment when purchasing supplies, the 
necessity for maintaining a supply of meat in cure and storage, 
the requirements of the by-product phase of the industr~ which 
involve considerable capital and time, all furnish the 
words and music to the meat-packers parody on the famous 
song, ~That's Where My Money Goes~. The average packer is 
unable to expand his business on his earnings to a s~tisfac-
tory extent and therefore must assume the role of borrower 
in one or more of the following waya:by means of bonds, 
bank notes, debenture not~s, and commercial paper. When 
making extensive expenditures the packer usually has one or 
more of the following reasons in mind: 
•1. To expand an old business along old lines. This 
purpose in the packing game might consist of en-
larging the slaughter-house or packing-house, or 
increasing the equi?ment to handle additional buei-
ness, which would result from enlarged sales force. 
2. To expand an old business in a new direction. A 
* nAmerican Livestock and Meat Industry.n Clemen 
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the organization o~ a Boston house which origi-
nally handled only bee~, but gradually developed 
to pork, poultry, fish, canned foods, sausage 
products and even fruits and v~getables. Today, 
this concern handles many times its former beef 
inventory and in addition ia a complete supply 
house for dealers and institutions•. 
;. To buy out competitora or to combine with them. 
This seems to be the modern trend in large size 
corporations, and its presence in this industry 
is well exemplified by the recent purchase, in 
Boston, of a consolidation of two former com-
petitors by a third leading packer. 
4. To provide temporary working capital. Such a 
reason is present at times when the demand is low, 
when stock must be carried along for some time be-
fore disposal, or when there is considerable cur-
ing material on the market at a low price. 
Inasmuch as the methode in use among the pack-
era in raising funds ~or the industry are similar to those 
employed by other linea of business, I will attempt the ex-
planation of only those m~thoda which are most important to 
necking house ~inancing • . 
Commercial paper, which consists o~ unsecured promis-
aory notes, is issued by packers to secure financing ~unds 
f or current transactions. This type of paper is distributed 
through commercial-paper houses and note-brokers who sell 
to banks when the latter wish short-term commcercial paper. 
* Batchelder & Snyder Comryany, Boston. 
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fhe broker receives no leas than one-quarter o~ one per 
cent for his efforts and the notes as a rule run from three 
to a ix .months. It is advantageous to the packer to use this 
tyue of borrowing, ~eoecially in the winter when hog . receipts 
are heavy and large quantities of meat must be put in cure 
and carried over for . several months. It is possible that 
during this period, the packer has used his full line of 
bank credit, thus, hie recourse ie to place commercial paper 
on the open market. 
fhe largest part of the current borrowed funds for use 
in the packing-house is obtained by means of bank loans. The 
system by which these loana are made is simple. The bank in-
vestigates the request for a loan, and after satisfying it -
self as to the financial con~ition of the packing company, 
allows the packer to establish a llne of credit. The terms 
of this credit understanding are that the · bank promises to 
advance funds within stated limite, in security for which the 
packer deposits from ten to twenty per pent of the maximum 
l oan, for which deposit the packer receives no interest. 
Loans a r e usually cleared up annually and requests for fur-
ther lo~ns are usually not honored within sixty days of the 
due date. 
A rather import a nt method of borrowing is by warehouse 
receipt. When the oacker'e meats are nlaced in a warehouse 
(either hie own or a public one) which has been a ? proved by 
the b~a r d of treJ e, a board of trade warehous·e recei p t, prov-
in g the oacker 1 s ownership of the goode, is issued. Thia 
receiot is then used aa security for loans. The law demands 
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MEAT PRODUCING STATES ================~==== 
SYM SOLS 
L~S!> Tt,Q.rl 1 "/ "' whita 
I 't<' 3 •/• • 
' '' 7 °/o • 
7 " ,,,,, • 
0 VCil I 0 ~t. flU 
State No. of Value % of 
E!!tab's .. Tote.!. 
TI1Tnois --81-- 66"3·- ----21.7 
Kansas 29 249.5 fL '-
New York 117 224.15 8. 
Iowa 21 ~12.)5 7. 
Neb raska 14 18).27 6. 
Minn. 12 173 -78 5.7 
Misaouri 45 168.)6 5.5 
Ohio 120 1: )7. 08 4.5 
Penn. 152 1?1.47 4. ; 
* Production in Millions 
000,000 ommitte d 
(to nearest 100,000) 
Stat e No. o f Value % of 
Estab's • Total 
---
94 ___ 
12'4-:55L -4:2 Cal. 
Ind. 58 9).17 ).0 
Texas 24 84.59 2.7 
N.J. )5 77.54 2.5 
VIi a . 19 75 .. 79 2.4 
Me. se. 40 5 ·3.80 1. 5 
Mich. 45 5) .14 1.7 
All 
_Q~~~£! __ 2~2 _____ 2~~~65 __ lQ~~-
TOTAL 1,249 100% 
TOTAL V/ILUE ~ 2,051,?15,718 
Source:- U.S.Deo't of Comme rc e 
HReference Book-on the Meat 
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~hangea Effected by the Aid of Science . 
. In ~ recent lecture, Professor Wells, of Boston Uni -
versity , made the statement that the ideal type of organ-
ization is the line and staff organization. This type de-
manda the flow of authority throu~h properly designated 
chann~la from the president to the laborer, and at the 
same time , provides for a staff of experts whoee function 
is t o advise executives as to matters pertaining to linea 
in which members of this staff excell. This staff has no 
vested authority, but makes recommendations which·are con -
eidered by those in actual power. 
The f oregoing paragraph adequa tP ly describes the 
position o f scientific men in the meat-packing industry. 
Since chemistry made ita entrance into the industry, prof-
ita have increased, systems have improved, and better prod-
ucte have been turned out. At first, men who had be~n in 
the meat business for years were inclined to underestimate 
the value of chemical analysis in the industry. Their 
procedure had been a rule of thumb method, whereby ~ast 
experience was the only criterion; and if profits were in-
adequate, the condition was blamed on the times. The men-
tion of a few ways in which chemists made goad during the 
first few years of their packing-house career will serv~ to 
illustrate my point.••The heat present on newly slaughtered 
• Lecture given in Graduate B-1, November, 1929. 
** rtThe Packing Industry", William D. Richardson, Pg. 261. 
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cattle was known as ~animal heat". The oacker considered 
this heat altogether different from orainary heat and if 
not allowed to escape from the carcass before placing the 
latter in a cooler, the meat would spoil. The same idea 
pre vailed r€garding poultry and other meat animals. 
Scientific men entere d the game, and by a~alysis proved 
to the eo ca l le d nractical man that the ~shelling over", 
which results from running the carcass into the freezer 
while animal heat is still evident, is beneficial rather 
than harmful to the product. The old time curing man car-
ried his formulas in hie inside pocket and would have died 
rather than hand over information to inter~iewere. H~w­
ever, with the advent of chemistry, one man no longer 
held the secreta of the trade, but the chemical lab-
oratory wor~ed u~on them and made such improvements as to 
show where the industry had lost hundreds of thousands of 
dollars through lack of definite knowledge r Fga rding c ur -
ing ouerations. La f ge quantities of hams and ba con had 
been destroyed, du e to no known cause until science worked 
on th e nroblem. Microscopic organisms were in the curing 
vats and their ,reeence caused sooila ge in the meats. Ohem-
iete suggeeted sterilization methode which, when applied) 
settled the problem. The use of salt in curing is a big 
item in the uacking business. The packer always in-
sieted that only salt from a definite region was suit-
able for his · industry. The chemist proved that one salt was 
as good as another for the preparation of meat cures. 
The chemist had a difficult time in getting a foot-
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hold, for while he could prove hie conclusions, the 
packers did not appreciate his point of view and con-
eidered only the habits which they had developed years 
before. Rather than attempt to understand hie language, 
pack~re were prone to believe that the chemist was use-
lees, and attempting to show unexisting benefits in order 
to earn hie money. The condition has changed rapidly 
eo that today, the chemist ie the most i~portant part 
of the packing-house personnel. President Wilson of - t he 
Institute of American Meat Packers said of the chemist:• 
~The chemist has turned in practical channels of income 
what was in former times not only waste, but a source of 
expense for its r e moval.• Wilson referred in this state-
ment to the vital part which the chemist has had in the 
discov~ry and. improvements in by-products. When we con-
eider the fact -that all parte of the animal are now used, 
and that the chemist is gradually finding more valuable 
uses for the by~products than those now employed we can 
realize wh~t a revolution he has brought about in Am e rican 
industry. As an illustration, formerly the greater part 
of the packing-house residue was used in fertilizer. To-
day, through analyses by chemists, but ten per cent of the 
former quantity ie now used in fertilizer and the balance 
ie diverted to animal feeds which produce a higher rate of 
income. 
I will treat by-products in detail a little later, eo 
now let us see what . the modern chemist is able to do in the 
•"Ame rican Live Stock and Meat Industry", Clemen. Pg. ?4.J. 
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packing industry. The laboratory of the modern packing 
plant consists of eight divisions which are described as 
follows by Wm. D. Richardson is hie lecture: •science in t he 
Pac k ing Industry•: 
~ 
1. Meat curing , hams and bacon, sausage, ets. 
This department handles analyses ~f. raw materials 
o f curing and pickle, such as salt, sugar and saltpeter, 
vinegar, etc., and makes analyses of meats, both in fresh 
condition and at various stages during the cure, in order 
that a proper control of the curing processes may be main~ 
tained and a uniform product assured. It also ~akes analy-
see of the finished hams, bacon, sausage, etc. 
2. Fate and oils. 
This department makes all analyses required on pro-
duction and shipping samples of fats and oils, lard, tallow, 
coc onut oil, cottonseed oil, and other oils and fate used in 
the margarine industry, and on raw materials for the so ~p 
industry. 
;. Soap and glycerine. 
Analyses of raw materials and supplies for the 
soap factory, caustic soda, soda ash, salts, oils and tallows, 
fatty acids, cottonseed foote, essential oils ~or perfu ee, 
soap in process, finished soap 1 soap powders, soap flakes, 
and competitors' soaps. For the glycerine refinery, samples 
of glycerine lyes and of crude, dynamite, · and C.P. glycerine. 
When the soap factory is located away from the main packing 
plant, an independent laboratory organization is usually 
maintained. 
--- - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - -•~Science in The Packing Industry~. Richardson. Pg. 269. 
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4. Glue and gelatin . 
In thie department are made all analyses connect ed 
wi th the raw materials of manu f acture, glu e and gelatin 
l iqu ors, and the finished product. The exigencies of 
modern trade demand many more and much more careful ana l y-
~es and tests than were made formerly. At the present time 
the methode of testing are undergoing thorough revie~on and 
more elaborate and more precise methode are being developed. 
5. Fertilizer~. 
The organic residues of the industry, such as dry 
blood tankage and bone, are analyzed in this department; an d 
also the raw materials and manufactured products of the mix-
ed fertilizer . industry, such as acid phosphate, potash, ni-
trate o f eode, sulphate of ammonia, and various complete 
fertilizers for shipment. It ie customary also to maintain 
branch laboratories at commercial fertilizer plants. 
6. Animal Feeds. 
The amount of material from the packing industries 
going into the fertilizer trade during the past ten or f i f-
teen y ears has become less and lese, with a corresponding 
increase of that ~oing into animal feed production, e o 
that at the present time comparatively little of the organ -
ic residues, such as blood, meat scrap, cracklings, and 
tankage, are used for fertilizer. In the future, still 
lese will be eo used;consequently, the control work on 
animal feeds takes a prominent place in the analytical 
laboratory. 
7. Engineering supplies. 
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A large amount of work is done in this department 
on water supply for general packing-house plants and for 
boiler purposes, on the analysis of coal and other fuels, 
a s well as on paints, varnishes, iron and steel, various 
alloys, such as braes, babbitt and solder, and the general 
supplies and materials of engineering. 
8. G~neral eupplies. 
All supplies purchased in the pac k ing i ndustry are 
bought on analysis or teet and are carefully analyzed and 
examined in the laboratory for grade or quality.• 
As an example of the function of the packing-house 
chemis~ let us examine a phase of the process involved in 
curing ham. In curing~ ham•, salt penetrates the ham f r om 
the l ean side, since the fat layer will not allow water 
or salt to pass through. It follows then that in the pr oe-
' > 
e s s of curin~ salt will gradually work its way into the 
ham, but the salt will be deposited unequally through the 
ham, the portion nearest to fai having the least salt. At 
the conclusion of sixty days the average ham will ha v e about 
six p e r cent o~ salt on the outer layer and but t wo · or three 
per cent next to the fat. The correct amoun t is about four 
per cent dietribut~d as evenly as possible through the ham. 
This is made possible by soaking the ham, thus reducing the 
salt in outer portions. Formerly the product was oversalted, 
' 
underealted, unevenly salted, over dried or soaked. Today 
chemi~ts have arrived at definite formulae for handling th e 
curing of hams so that the pickled ham produced today is a 
•Information gained from Mscience in Packing Industry" -
Richardson. 
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better product ~nd the results to the packer are more 
s~tisf~ctory. 
The chemists' function in the packing industry has been 
summarized by one ~uthority. R.A. Clemen, as follows:• 
l.Waste prevention. 
2.Imurovement in methods and precesses of operation. 
~.Utilization or recovery of products in a more valuable 
form. 
4.Initiation of new processes. 
5.Direction of ind~~trial research and applic~tion of the 
researches until ulaced on a commercial basis. 
6.Investigation and putting on a commercial basis new 
industries and lines of activit~ allied and associated 
with the packing industry. 
The importance of the chemist in the business is shown 
by the coste of m~intaining laboratories in the p~cking 
in nuetry. The large packe!s have an annual expenditure of 
from $100~000 to $400,000. These figures presented relative-
ly sre 1.4 cents per head of cattle slaughtered;l/200 of a 
cent per pound of live etockj~/100 of one per cent of ealea. 
The distribution• of expense is 
On Edible Product 










•MAmerican Live Stock and Meat Industry", Clemen. Pg. ;74. 
•• MScienc~ in P~cking Industry,• Richardson. Pg. ;12. 
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-By Products. 
Perhaps the most important trend in the packing 
business is the utilization or the entire animal for 
some pro duct. Everything which goes into the packing 
house comes out in a useable state, with the exception or 
the squeals and cries of distress of the animals as they 
~walk the plank". Formerly the packers faced a very 
imnortant nroblem in pro~er disposal or material now 
use d for by ~roducts. An intere_sting example of this 
statement is found in the difficulty which workmen en-
countered while excavating for a modern packing house 
in the Union Stockyards at Chicago. The workmen struck 
a gummy unworkable material beneath the surface of the 
earth which could not be removed by ordinary methods. 
This caused c6nsiderable delay and the obstruction had 
~to be removed in its entirety before work could be re-
eumed. The substance proved to be the heads of thousands 
of hogs which some ~erly packer had buried as a method 
of disposal. Inaem~ch as the heads were comnosed main-
ly of fats, it is not surprising that they resisted de-
cay and, even at the time they were discovered, · resulted 
in en appreciable profit for the rendering house which 
removed them•. 
Thus it wee that the old time packer wasted much which 
today nroves valuable to all persons in any way con-
nected with the industry. Since by-product material is 
included in the value of the cattle when the oacker makes 
- - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
·' • ~ National Provision e rft, Jan. 16, 1915. Vo l .LII #3; 
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hie purchase, a higher price is paid the farmer. Since 
by-products are of value when the ~eat is sold, the pack-
er is able to se l l the total product at a lower return 
than would be possible were there no by-products to be 
cons ide red. Therefore, from the standpoint of the pro-
dueer, he gets more for hie raw material;from that of the 
consumer, he gets a reduced price;and from that of the 
manufacturer of by - products, he has a most important 
business o~ further processing the numerous by-products 
which formerly were not used. 
Rudolf Clemen in his book •ay Products of the Pack-
ing Industry• has enumerated the following necessities 
for proper utilization of any by-product•: 
!.Practical oommercial process of manufacture. 
2.Actual or potential market outlets for the new pro-
posed by-products. 
;.The need of adequate supplies of waste used as raw 
material, gathered in one place or capable of being 
collected at a sufficiently low cost. 
4.The need of cheap and satisfactory storage facilities 
for perishable products. 
5.The need of technically trained operat.ives. 
In another section of this thesis I shall diseuse the ben-
efits derived from research work done by chemists. This 
factor is -of course the predominating one in practical 
manufacturing processes for only through the efforts of these 
men has it been noseible to discover new usee for by-prod-
ucte and better methode of production for old products. 
• •ay-Producte of the Packing Indu~try•. Clemen. Page 1 
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The second necessity stated by Clemen is handled in 
greater detail under my discussion of channels or dis-
tribution • . It is sufficient to say here that as quickly 
as new commodities can be economically manu~actured, 
just so quickly can channels and methods of distribution 
be found to take care or them. The nackers have their 
regular wholesale and retail .outlets for edible products 
and their subsidiaries .and allied by-product companies for 
in-edibles. Modern trends in the packing industry well 
illustrate the realized need for centralizing the cutting-
UP ~rocess not only in order to insure adequate eupoly or 
waste at a central ua cking house, but also to minimize 
transportation coats. Instead of shipping whole beef, for 
instance, in many cAaes, packers ship trimmed cuts read y for 
usP. Thus, the waste remains ~t the packing house and the 
~roduct is eh~pped at a net weight. The newly discovered 
Bi rd se ye nrocess of ~re ezing meat and shipping it ready 
for use(diecuased in Section ~Jd)minimizes the cost on 
these two ~unctions still further. The avera ge packing 
house is well equipped with storage faci l ities, and special 
arrangements are made to take care of other material than 
the meat oroner. Ren de ring · concerns and other by-product 
manu~actu re r~ are ready to remove their raw material as 
zoon as it is re moved from . the b eef. Technically trained 
ooeratives are being attracted to thia induetr~ a s is 
sho•n by the large analysis dePartments which the packers 
maintain. Only well tr~ined employees could hope to do the 
work which these denartments demand. 
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When we consider the total income derived by the 
packer ~rom the raw material which ie ~urther manufac-
t ure d into by-products we hav e a eurp r i~ingly large figure. 
However, when we compare that with the total obtained from 
the salr of th~ main product alone we discover that this 
f igure is d e cidedly small. The chart and table on page 116 
eho w t he nerc~ntage of income which each class of l ive-
stock yields in main product and by-products. It is ap-
parent from thia char t , that including the hide or pe lt , 
sheep is the most va l uable in percentage of by-products 
while b~ ef is second. Hogs yield only ;.4 % from by-
products material. However, the slaughter figures re-
cently released for 1928 show the following: 
•Swine 
Cattle 








These figures indicate that ther~ are more t han six 
time s as many swine slaughtered in the United St ates as 
there are cattle, and almost four times as many awine ae 
'sheen and lambs. Therefore, while the yield per hog is 
small, the immense v olume which is handled makes the 
hog of very important economic value in the commerce of 
America. 0~ course there is another point of view for t he 
reader to consider. A small percentage of total income 
from by-products mesne a larger percPntage from the main 
*U.S. Dept. of Agriculture Circular 241, page 44. 
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product, whoee v~lue would be decidedly larger than that 
of by-products. 
Inasmuch ae by~producte play euch an important part 
in t h e ~ctivity of the packing industry, and to euch an 
extent that in many caees all o~ the actual proceeeing 
o~ the by-produc t s ie done under the direction o~ the 
packers themeelvee, no theeie on the subject of MModern 
Trende• ie comolete without a diecueeion o~ the various 
by~producte which are now being manufactured. These by-
producte are claeeified into two classes:edible by-prod-
ucte and inedible by-products. The edible product• are 
manufactured from euch parte• ae kidneye, livere, tonguee , 
~ate, btaine, heart, 'ox tails, blood, sweetbread, rennete, 
and caeinge. Ae illuetratione of eourcee for the inedible 
products we have: bones, glands, viscera, fate, blood, einewe, 
hair, hidee, wool and inteetinee. In the following par-
agraphe I will diecuee each of the more important by-
p~o ducte from the packers' point of view. 
Despite the great importance attached to all by-
products which meet an existing demand, to my mind, the 
moet important of all are thoee which coneerve human life. 
Recent diecoveriee have contributed much information regarding 
the uee o~ former waete material o~ the packing house ae an 
aid to the medical profeeeion in bringing about cures. The 
firet thought entering my mind in thie field ie a caee about 
wh ich I have definite knowledge. An individ u al ha d · been euf-
~ring for eome time from he~d-a ch e e, general run-down con-
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patient was found to be anemic and ~as given as a medicine, 
calves liver extract, which was very expensive but very 
nowerful. After a week, a decid¢d improvement was noted; 
I 
and now, after about three weeks treatmen~. the patient 
has improved one hundred per cent. This case and hun-
dreds similar to it are all the more astonishing when 
we realize that only a few years ago, this disease was 
considered fatal. •However, scientists have discovered 
that a diet of beef or calves livers increase the ac-
tive red corpuscles in the blood and their hemogoblin con-
tent. Attempts are now being made to discover what prop-
erties are · tesponsfble for these activities. It is ob-
vious that if euch a discovery could be made, these prop-
erties which are of value in curing the disease could be 
segregated and delivered to t~e patient in a concentrated 
form. Another important donation of the industry to the 
medical profession is the surgical ligature. This ma-
terial is made from sheep intestines which have been in-
spected and thoroughly sterilized. The whole process is 
carried on in such a way that the surgeon can feel cer-
tain that the ligature with which he sews uo the wouftd 
of his patient after operation is absolutely sanitary. 
When we realize the great number of operations we can 
easily see the great importance anplied to this rel-
etively insignificant by-product. 
Science has discovered that preparations manufac ' -
tured from the glands of slaughtered animals are a very 
-- - - - - - - - -
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important aid of medical men in curing disease amon~ 
human b~ings. While this thesis would not be complete 
wiLhout mention or these very important factors in the 
medical aids derived from packers, it would be absurd 
for a non•medical man to attempt an explanation of these 
items. Therefore, in order that their number and value 
many be shown
1 
it suffices to list the more important 
glands and their medical usee as stated by Clemen•· in 
his discussion of Phar~aceuticals. 
"Pituitary: Surgery, prevents shock;relieves gas paine, 
obstetrics, contracts uterus, expels foetus. 
Pineal: Mental backwardness. 
Th~mus: Rickets. 
Pepsin: Dyspepsia and digestive disorders. 
Thyroid(used in desiccated form' and also, i n extract 
form:thyroxin): Deficiency of th~ thyroid gland, simple 
goiter. 
Spleen: Supplies iron to syst~m. 
Orchic: Sexual neurasthenia. 
Suprarenal: Yields epinephrin , largely used in s urgery . 
Suprar~nalin: Powerful heart stimulant;increaee~ blood 
pressure. Styptic, stope blood flow. Snake bites. 
Ovaries: Yields ovary extract and corpus luteum~part 
or ovaries). Menstrual troubles;surgical and ·natural men ... 
opause. 
Mammary: Menstrual disorders. 
Pancreas: Yields insulin for diabetes treatment. Di-
gestive troubles;predig~sting foods, like milk, starch and 
fat. 
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Paratid: Replaces saliva in subject deficient. 
P~rathyroid: Tentanue(Ouased by deficient parathyroid): 
Paralysis agitans. 
gery. 
Kephalin: Styptic, used in light surgery. 
Lecithin: ~onic. 
Thromboplastin: Treatment of hemorrhagee;dental sur-
Red bone marrow; Tonic.• * 
In quoting this list I have by no means exhausted the 
large class of items which contribute to this phase of the 
industry. From the muscles of beef is prepared a peptone 
solution which is used hyperdermically in treating urticaria, 
migraine and bronchial asthma. Other forms of this substance 
are used in analyzing milk, water sewage~ as foods in a pre-
di gested form, often mixed with malt, as a nourishment for 
invalids. As a final example, let me mention Thrombo-
plastin, a substance manufactured from the brains of kosher-
killed cattle.(This item cannot be manufactured from the 
brain of ordina rily killed cattle since the method of slaugh-
ter is by stunning, thus destroying the t~asues of the brain.) 
This preparation ie very valuable in checking capillary 
oozings when sprayed directly on a bleeding surface, or 
applied by means of gauze•. 
There are many other contributions made by the peck~ 
ing house to th e extension of life, but I have shown suf-
ficient to pr ove that the packer has not only r evolutionized 
• •By- Products In the Packing InduetryM. Clemen. Pg. 221. 
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his own industry by the utiliz~tion of his by-products, 
but h~s to a certain extent brought ~bout a change in 
the methods o~ tre~tmen~ for hum~n diseases. At th~ aame 
time, the packing industry haa not been contributing these 
aide from a philanthropic point of view, as will be proved 
by ex~mining the purchase price of any e£ the~e products. 
The industry h~s realized a tremendous profit due to the 
great demand for these medical aide and the volume is con~ 
stantly on the increase. 
Hides and Skins. 
Considering the by~products of the packing industr~ 
from all ~nglee, one comes to the conclusion that the 
prize for import~nce should go to hi~ a~d skina. Long 
be~ore commerci~l meatapacking was dreamed of, hides ~nd 
skins were articles of commerce. These items were of vast 
importance in tr~ding ~mong the "c~ravan salesmen" of 
Asia. The Babylonians, Egyptians, Romans and Hebrews 
were ~11 f~miliar with the manufacture and uses of hides 
and skins ~nd to the ever alert Hebrews we owe the dis-
covery o~ tanning by means of oak bark. However, in hie 
*Iliud 1 Homer has given the first definite proof that the ) 
~acta were known in his time by a discussion of the 1 Sham-
oying pr~cess• of t~nning which consists of w~shing, beat-
ing and rubbing the hide in prep~ration for use. 
~pp~rent, thenj that the preaent uses of and systems for 
preparing hides and skins are n~ ne~ but rather are built 
on a foundation centuries old. 
Now let us examine this phase -of the industry from 
12~ 
another view point. I have already stated that the 
utilization o~ by~products diminishes the cost of the meat · 
proper. Therefore, the relative value of the individual 
by-products is a point worthy of consideration in deter-
mining their importance. The average weight of a steer 
hide is sixty pounds, or six and one•hal~ per cent of the 
liTe animal. When we consider that this percentage is 
based on the total weight of the steer before slaughter 
we can see that the hide has a . much larger percentage 
I 
after slaughte~ for there is considerable weigh~in the 
steer which is not suitable even for tankage. The fig-
ure placed by experts on the value of the hide places 
it at ten to twelve per cent of the gross Yalue of the to 
tal products(including the meat proper). Again,the hides 
and skins alone constitute one third of the total value of 
all by~producta. The chart on the following page shows 
the trend in hide values during the first quarter of the 
century. There is no doubt that the trend is downward 
showing that the beef induatry has had more favorable con-
ditions than the hide, although it is evident that hides 
alone have had their periods of high value(in 1902-1908, 
and 1914-1917). It is the opinion of some ~conomiete that 
"the downward trend will tend to stabilize with the present 
relationship as a low point."• 
After the sk i nning process in the packing-house the 
hides are dropped down a chute to the hide cellar. Exp erts 
examine and grade each hide. A period of two hours is 
* "By-Products in the Packing Industry," Clemen. Pg. ~0. 
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allowed to elapse in order that ' the animal heat may 
work out of the hide before any processing is done. Af-
ter the ears of the animals have been split, the work-
men make piles of the hides, packing about sixty pounds 
of roc k salt over each hide. There is as much science 
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ing a load of hay . Hides correctly packed will keep 
for two years, but if incorrectly packed are apt to 
show signs of salt stains within a very short time. 
Hides are us ua lly allowed to remain packed in 
this manner for about a month, after which time they 
are separated and washed and then allowed to soak for 
three days. These ~perations remove the salt and at 
the same time cleanse and soften the skin. The hide 
is then subjected to a solution of limewater and sodium 
~ - ~ - - - u - - ~ - ~ - - ~ ~ - ~ - - - ~ - --
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sulphide which loosens the hair, and fits the skin to 
receive tanning by swelling and splitting the fibre. The 
loose hair and outer coating of akin are then scraped off 
by forcing the material against the blades of a revol-
ving roller. This operation ia called de-hairing. Then 
follows acuddin~ which forces all extraneous matter from 
the pores and hair follicles. In thia step, the skin 
is placed on a beam,(a convex, wooden slab.)and by means 
of a curved two~handled knife, the material is forced 
from the skin. When hard leather ie desired, the raw 
material is ready at this stage to go direct to the tanning 
process. In the case of softer leather~, one more pre-
.1 iminary pr oc ee s is nee es s ary: the bati-ng p roc e a a. This 
process consists of immersing the material in a large 
vat c~ntain~ng a solution of pancreatic enzymes, and 
ammonium chloride. This solution halt~ the swelling 
and rubbery activity of the lime, makes the skin flabby, 
and tends to dissolve the elastic fibres prevalent in 
the skin, thus making the grain surface more easily 
extensible. A decided improvement in the solutions• 
used for this step makes the work much more agreeable 
to the worker than heretofore. 
The enrlie~t method of tanning was to treat the 
skins, at this point, with grease and brains of the 
animal itself, working these ingredients into the pelt 
by means of stretching a nd pounding. This method was 
disca~ded for one employing smoke, and that for one 
*~By~Products in the Packing Industry,M Clemen. Pg. ;4. 
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containing salts, and although each ~as an improvement 
on its predecessor, it is believed that the acme of ~er­
fection is now realized. Two processes are in use to-
day:the vegetable process for the tanning of heavy 
leather such as sole leather and machinery belts; the 
chrome system .for use of leathers designed for lighter 
our~oses. Under the vegetable tanning system, the hides 
and skins are hung in a vat containing a weak solution 
of tannins. Daily, for about · ten days, the pelts are 
transferred to a stronger and fresher liquor. At the 
end of that period, they are fully tanned. The action of 
the tannin on the skins is such that the fibers are per-
meated, and the gelatin-like proteide are converted to 
leather. 
The chrome system ia comparatively new. Under this 
method the skins are placed in a pickling solution of 
diluted sulphuric acid and common salt and then treated with 
another of basic chromium sulphate. The elements of this 
last solution spread through the skin combining the col-
lagens and chronium in forming chrome leather. The leethFr 
is prevented from becoming brittle by means of the union of 
protein and sulphuric acid. The comparative ~ullness and 
solidity of vegetable leather as against the light p~ia­
bility of the chrome leather is explained by the fact that 
under the chrome system the collagen fibers combine with 
about eleven oer cent as much material by weight as they 
do in the vegetab l e system. This is the particular step 
which determines t he quality of the finished goods. 
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A~ter the tanning operation, the leather is made 
softer and more pliable by the application of fat li-
quoring and coloring, followed by an emulsion o~ oil. Oil 
covers the outside of the leather an~ when dried, perietrates 
the fibers, thus making the leather more pliable and at the 
same time stronger. After a polish of gelatin and case~n, 
the leather is readt for use in manufact~ring other pro-
ducts. 
The changes in our habits have brought about radical 
changes in the usee to ~hich leather. baa been subjected. 
Lea~her formerly was used in support of defensive armor, 
for liquid containers, for drumheads, for parchment, vel-
lum, clothing, for harness, and other uses connected with 
the vanishing horse. The transfer of our desires as a 
nation to low oxfords rather than high shoes for both men 
and women has meant considerable to the leather trade. 
However, in addition to the new uses which have re p laced 
the obsolete in our own country, the fact that the rest of 
the world is rapidly becoming civilized has meant that 
peoples in European and Ori e ntal coun~riee now wear lP.a th-
er footwear in olece of the make-shift pP.1al coverings 
formerly in use. The increase in our own purchasing pow-
er has brought about the desire of many(eapecially wo~en) 
for several naira of shoes, of various styles, rather than 
the lone pair, with which we wer~ formerly equipped. Among 
the nrincinal modern uses of leather we ~ind shoe leathers, 
sporting gQode, novelties, gloves, book-binding, incid e ntal 
manufacturi ng nu rn oeea in the automobile business, hat and 
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clothing manufacture, machinery belting, and bags o~ all 
de scriptions. It would not be impossible to write a thesi s 
of this length on a dis cu ssion of th e usee of leather. How -
ever, it suffices to say here that the ma nufacturer's sl~-
gan:"Nothing Takes the Place of Leather", carries conaid-
erable food for thought. Experts have been attempting, since 
before the World War, to discover substitutes for leather but 
as yet no great s .uccesa has been attained in this field. 
One of the principal reasons is th i s: Leather is . a by-product 
of one of the world's leading industries and as long as there 
i s life there will be demand for the main products. There-
fore, it fo l lows that hides will always be present and their 
discard would b e economically unsound. The net result of a 
gigantic campaign for substitutes causing keen competition, 
would be a temporary decre a se in the demand f~r some cla sses 
od hides. However, live - stock would still ~ be slaughtered 
for food utilization, hence the supply of hides would not 
decrease, but raw stock prices would decrease to such an 
extent that a state of equilibrium would · be established. 
Wool. 
•Wool is the one textile for which no substitute has 
as yet been discovered. Rayon serves in place of silk for 
many purpo•es and fibrous combinations adequately replace 
cotton and linen;but wool still stands supreme in ita class. 
While only fifteen per cent of the entire American wool pro -
duction can be considered as a by-product of the packing 
industry•, this fifteen per cent represents about 50,000, 
OOOpounds annuall~ which amount is sufficient to merit 
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by the application of slaked lime on the 1kins. After 
thie chemical has worked for one da~ it is washed off and 
'he wool ie easily separated from the pelt. The modern 
process, known as the depilat•ry process is similar to 
the lime process except that. instead of lime, eodium 
sulphide, sulphuric acid, and ground oyster shells form 
the compound applied to the flesh side of the skins. Af-
ter this c•mpound has been allowed to work for about ,ten 
hours, it is washed oft and the wool is ready for grading. 
Before the wool is removed from the pelt ~t i1 graded 
according to the degree of fineness and the length. The 
grade placed on the wool depends a great deal up n the 
length of time which hal elapsed bet~een shearing and 
sl~ughtering. The wool from those sheep which have had 
but a short time in which to grow new coats i1 cla1sed a1 
clothing;while those which have had a period of six months 
usually produce a carding wool. Very short wool is usually 
found on skins which have been aheared lese than four weeks 
before slaughtering. This wool, ordinarily lese than one 
inch in length, is not removed from the skin but is allowed 
to g o through the tanning process and is used for the lin-
ing of sheep-skinned coats, elippers, and hats •• The fine 
distinction which is made by the sorter of pulled wool 
makes this type of wool very desirable as a raw material 
for machine manufacture, since it involves no further 
sorting. Shorn wool(that which is remove f rom the sheep 
while still alive)shrinke from forty to sixty percent while 
pulled wool ha s a shrinkage of but twenty to thirty per 
country during 1925 due to recently realized value of 
cattle hair. This hair is usually cut from the tails of 
cattle and goes through a very simnle and inexpensive proc-
ess, _ consisting mainly of sterilization, before it is 
ready for the manufacturer. The fact that automobile 
manufacturers have been constantly competing in the de-
velopment of speed in their machines carri~s with it the 
necessity for comfort in riding. This comfort depends 
unon the filler in the automobile upholstery. Here is 
where the necking business fits in another source of 
nrofit, for cattle hair has been found a most satiefa c -
t ·ory material for this function. The qualities desirable 
in t he manufacture of automobile seats and cushions are all 
found in this by-product, viz:permanent softness, non-
absorbent, non-heatable, and resiliency. Hog hair 
is also used in upholstery for automobiles, furniture, 
and mattresses and as an insulation by the building trades. 
Lard~ 
~hen we con s ider the number of successful substitutes 
on th e me rk e t to take the place of lard we are inclined to 
believe that its consumption is rapidly descreae ing . As a 
matter of fact, the use of these substit~tee has tended to 
exnand the demand for vegetable fate rather than decrease 
the distribution of lard. In support o~ this statement 
let me state the average per capita consumption of lard 
for rive year periods starting in 1907, as stated by the 
Bureau of Animal Industry. The first period showed an aver-
age consumption of 11.8 pounds;the second, 12.~ pounds; 
the third, 12.4 pounde;and the fourth, covering the per-
jod o~ 1922 to 1926, 14.~ pounds. Thua, we show a steady 
increase in consumption since 1907 covering ~ total incre~se 
o~ two and one hal~ pounds per person.• 
Rendering i~the proceas by which ~11 lard is man-
ufactured, and is uaed to melt out fat from ~atty tissue. 
There are three kinde of lard now manufaetured:kettle-
rendered l~rd, neutral lard, and prime steam lard. The 
first two products are made by a dry tendering proceas and 
the last by a prime steam process. 
Kettl~·rendered l~rd ie produced by grinding up raw 
fate, pl~cing them in a steam-jacketed kettle, and boi·l-
ing out their moisture. The dry fiber ia separated from 
the lard and the latte~ while warm
1
is placed in tubs or 
tiercee. This lard ie the darkest in color ~mong the three 
products. Inasmuch ae only the better grades of fat ~re 
used in thia proeeas the result 'ie a-fine quality lard, 
considered the beet flavor for cooking purposes. 
Neutral lard is also composed Of ground up fats, but 
which h~ve been prev~ously chilled. Thie aubstance is 
placed in the water~jacketed kettle, and by means of slow-
ly heating the water in the jacket the fat is separated 
from the fiber. This product ie white, practically fla- . 
vorlese, and is valuable as an element ~n manufacturing 
m~rgarine. 
Steaming, which ia the process ueed in the preparation 
of the bulk of our lard, consists of collecting the raw 
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ingredients in a cylandrical shaped steel tank, closing 
all o~enings eave one small one, and forcing steam unde r 
a forty pound pressure into the tank. The pressure is 
appli e d until the ureeeure inside ie forty pounds or until 
the pure lard is seuarated from its original raw material. 
The f act that under this system the mixture is cooked by 
means of direct contact with steam makes this plan d is-
tinctive and gives it the name •steam lard•. 
The method is suitable for processing all fatty parte 
of the ho g which are fit for the edible classifications, 
yet the name •prime steam lard• is reserved for only 
steam lard manufactured from fresh hog fat . When this 
system of rendering is used, the lard is usually refined. 
Refining is a combination of clarifying, bleaching, and 
dryin g the lard. The former method was to agitate caustic 
soda(or borax, lime, alum, sodacrystals, bicarbonate of 
ao da)in solution with melted lard in order to neutralize 
the fatty acid already in the product, and to remove the 
e xcess of coloring matter. The modern trend is to ward de-
colorizing agents, which when agitated with the lard in a 
r e fining tank bleach and clarify. The agents are th e n 
fi l tere d out and the product is ready for market. 
•The refining of l a rd in the packing-houses is an in-
novation, since only within the last thirt y -five years have 
the ptinciual packers adde d the refining of lard to th e ir 
activit d. es. Under their sponsorship, ho wever, we find tha t 
the in dustry has flourished. The only vital question to be 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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settled is the demand. lany people who do not know the 
~hemical characteristics· of lard prefer a cheaper sub -
stitute.* The packers seem to agree that the solution is 
an e xt ensive educational campaign in order to m~ke public 
the facta. 
Soap. 
It is quite difficult for us of modern times to im-
agine an existence without the use of soan. It is indeed 
the very essence of civi li zation. Yet, there are no rec-
ords to prove the manufacture and use of any kind of soap 
until the period of Rom·an supreme.cy. Excavators have but 
recent ly discovered what is believed to be the ruins of a 
eoap f actory at Pompeii, where it is claimed that soap was 
first made. An interesting anecdote has been unearthed 
by Clemen regarding the discovery of the value of soap.** 
Romans, according to history, were accustomed to make sac-
rifices of calves and lambs to Roman deities on Sapo Hil l , 
near Rome . After the ceremony, the melted tallow from the 
eacrificed animals mixed with the soil, and this, aided 
by rain, worked into the soil, and down to a stream at th e 
base of the hill. The Roman women discovered that the 
stream was the ideal washing place, since the ooil there, 
instead of dirtying clothing, tende d to facilitate cleansing. 
The spot for some time was considered a hallowed place o f 
the god s until a level-hcad~d Roman found that the chemical 
potash (found in the ashes of th e burned wood), when dis svl v-
ed in water results in a cauotic solution which combines 
* nBy Products in the Packing Industry", Clemen, Pg. 114 
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heat which facilitates control. The proceeg of eapon-
ification(or conversion of the ingredients into aoap by 
combination with an alkali)* then takes place, in which 
a solution of caustic soda is added and the whole mix-
ture boiled again in order to insure union of the elements. 
A strong salt solution is usually added for the graining pur-
poses thus causing a senaration into curds. The boiling 
is continued in order that any stray fat not al ,eady in the 
mixture may be includ ed in the soap. W~en the heat is turn-
ed off, the excess al~ali and glycerol are denosited in the 
bottom of the t ank and are removed. None of this is waste 
for this residue ie boiled with fresh stock and when en-
tirely anent, the nart having lye is used as glycerol an d 
the alkali retains its strength for more soap. From this 
point on, the manufacture consists o f removing whatever 
foreign elements are still clingiQg to the product and 
nrenaring the soap for its man~ usee, such as toilet soap, 
washing soa~, sand soap, soap flake~ and chips, etc. Each 
of the prDducts a made on the orinciple I have outlined 
above and their final for~ and purpose determine the proc-
€ee o~ manufacture from th i s stage. Since my reason in 
mentioning soan is merely to show the part which the pack-
ing industry has in this product, there is no necessity 
for a fur ther discussion of the manufacture of soap. 
While soap oroducing i s not usually directly associated· 
with meat-packing, it is a fact that meat-packers are important 
producers of soan. In Swift & Company's Year Book of 1929 
* Webster's Dictionary. 
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the rollowing divereiried list of soap products was il-
lustrated in colors:* Wool Soap, Maxine Elliot Complexion 
Soan, Arrow Borax Soap, Quick Naptha ~oap, ClaJsic Laundry 
Soap, Sunbrite Cleanser, Wool s ·oap Flakes, Quick Nantha 
Soap Chips, Wo0l Soap Shamryoo, Pride Washirig Powder, and 
SnaP Machine . Soan. The enumeration of these products proves 
that soap manufacture deserves an important position in the 
laboratory of the packing nlant. 
Fertilizer. 
The ingredients used in fertilizer are those which 
have proven to be rich in plant-life elements necessary on 
farms . as a source of soil fertility. Animals had obtained 
t h eir v a lue on farms~ therefore, it seems reasonable that 
r e coverable parte of the animals, processed correctly, could 
be returne d to the farms, thus improving the condition of 
The annual depletion of the soil, both in this 
country and in Europe, has been responsible for the growth 
of this important by- product of the pac k ing industry. 
Before 1880, fertilizer wa~ indep e nd.ently ma~ufactured 
fr~m raw material, such as b l ood, bone, and tankage from 
the pac k ing house. At first, the in d ependent fertilizer 
manuf acturer obtained considerable waste material of t h e 
p ac k ing house without charge, but the use of t he b y -products 
develoned so rapidly that this gratis system was soon 
abolished. It was not until 1893, however, that the packers 
be g an to realize the undeveloned gold-mines in the ir waste 
pile~. In that same year, C . H.MacDowell*•, of Armour and 
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nhoephates; and potassium•. The ingredients obtained 
from the packer conei~t of bone, blood, tankage~ hoo~a 
meal, hornm eal, and tankwater. The method of manufacture* 
h~e und e rgone a radical change within the last few years. 
In the pas~ the interior af ~ plant was built in the 
shaoe of a letter"A". ln th~ center was an immense acid 
phosphate nile, and on eithe r side were bins containing 
blood, potash, s alte 1 tankages etc. Labor was chea~ eo 
an army of men was employed i n shoveling out the ingred-
ient e, wheeling them to scales, weighing them, and dump-
ing them into the mixing machines. In a factory having a 
daily output o~ one thousand tons) one hundred and fifty 
men were required to carry the material as far as the 
machin es, not considering the additional labor required to 
mix, sift, bag and load the fin~ehed product. Today with 
t h e substitution of labor saving machinery, such a s over-
he a d c ranes, automatic scales, and ten ton hoppers, twenty 
men can handle the same amount which formerly required one 
hun dred and f i fty. The saving in -man-power ia well over 
e i ghty per ~ent, while the employees, now in command, re-
quire the salaries of experts rather than the wages of 
laborers. Hence, this additional expense added to the cost 
of machinery, means that there is not a great deal of sav-
ing in manufacture. However, the eaving in efficiency is 
important, for the farmer can have his product ·when he 
wa~te it, _with a lmost no possibility of meeting labor dif - -
fi c ulties or taxing the plant beyond it ~capacity. 
The manuf a cturers of fertilizers, today, are attempting 
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Oomnany ~stablished the first successful fertilizer fact-
ory to be directly connected with a large packer. The 
results were most satis~actory, with the result that the 
fertilizer industry has become one of the principal side-
lines of the pac k ing indu s try. 
Fertilizer manufacture has for many years been the 
source of disposal for waate material not otherwise val-
uable. The results of scientific investigation, ho wever, 
have greatly reduced the amount of slaughtering waste which 
enters into its manufactu r e. Thirty years ago, the fertiliz e r 
busin~ss absorbed the largest part of the blood and tan k -
a g e of the nacker. However, recent figures• show that 
ninety per cent of the high grade tank~ge and seventy-five 
per cent of the blood saved by the National Packers have 
gone into the manufacture of anima l feed. With the changes 
brought about by expe~iments on animal nutrition, we find 
p hat the packers did not relinquish their hold on fertilizer 
manufacture. The greater part of the raw material used by 
manufacturers comes from mineral substances rather than from 
the waste of animals. Yet, inasmuch as the packers control 
the manu~acture of this product, and still d~spose of an 
appr e ciable quantity of their waste materiel her e , it is 
still considered a by-product of the industry. 
Fertilizer is made today on various formuels to suit 
various types of soil. The fundamental e lements of these 
formulas are nitrogen, found in meet by-products, sulphate 
of ammonia, nitrate of soda; cyanamid, and nitrate of lime ; 
* •ay~Pro d uc te in the Packing Industry,• Clemen. Pg. )11. 
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to minimize the numbeF o~ brands manufactured end standard-
ize the grades. It is claimed that, in the past, fertilizer 
salesmen have been too hasty to recommend, and farmers too 
hast y to purchase · low-grade products because of low prices. 
As a matter of fact, this is false reasoning because chean-
er nriced goo d s are necessarily low-analysis products, and 
the transoort a tion, preuaration, and bagging coste are the 
same for a low as for a high grade product. The high grade 
goods are more concentrated and hence are lees expensive 
oer nound of plant food than are the Mbargain~ grades. We 
note then, that the manufacturer has to meet the demand 
created for his product. If the public wants produc t s of 
lo w-test, it is his function to produce that type, and 
orobably his distribution will be greater with that type 
than with a better grade, for the former will require more 
volume for satisfactory production than the lattP.r. 
interest and oride in hie business prompts the manufac -
turer to standa~dize grades and minimize brands, thus for-
cing the ourchasers to uae the moat economical materials, 
and at the same time educating them to the vast improvements 
possible in crops by taking advantage o~ the results o~ 
research and chemical analysis. 
Animal and Poultry Feeds. 
As I have already stated in my discussion o~ fertili-
zers, the modern trend in the disposal of the residue from 
packing plants is towards the manu~acture of animal feeds 
rather than fertilizers. Scientific resear c h has shown 
that feeds made as pack i ng-house by-products are essential 
to the welfare of farm - raised ani~als. The production of 
eggs has shown an increase when crushe~ green bones and 
cho~ped meat were added to the ordinary grain mixture. 
Hogs hav~ gained in weight faster by feeding on a meat 
residue mixed with the old stand-by, C¢rn, than by eating 
the letter alone. Scientists claim that in meat residue 
are found three necessary elements of nutrition*;protein, 
fat and minerals. Protein ia derived from tankage and dried 
blood;fat is present in practically all reeiduee;and min-
erals are found in bone in the form of lime and phos-
phate. 
Inasmuch as this phaae o~ the by-product industry is 
the most important user of plant residue, I shall mention 
briefly the more important types of feed obtained from the 
slaughter-house•: 
Meat meal is used for a basis in preparing hog, poultry, 
and other meshes. This product is prepared from ground 
dried residue after the ~ate and oils have been removed. 
Cracklings are used as feed for hogs and poultry and, 
in mixture~ with grain, produce a scratch feed and ia used 
somewhat(when no bone is present)in manufacturing deg 
biscuit. This product is the by-product of lard manufac -
tu~e ' ae it is the residue left after the . moisture is drained 
from the steam-jacketed kettle. The product is ground and 
the result ie a high teet ~eed. 
Raw bone feeding meal is the product made of cattle 
honea from the killing floor. Thi~ is the basis for most 
animal feeds and because of its high mineral content is 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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especially valuable as ~ supplement to diets of hoge, 
sheep, horses, poultry, and cattle. In order to be 
classified as raw bone feeding meal1 the product must 
analyze ae "not lese than 23 per cent protein, 48 per 
cent phosphate of lime, ; per cent fat, and not ove r 2 
per cent crude fiber"*• 
Poultry Bone consists of hard cattle bonee which 
have been boiled with steam fo ryabout ten hours, thorough-
~ cleansed, a nd ground into three sizee:chicken size, 
pullet eize, nd hen.e i ze. 
I 
The m~in element in thie bone 
is phosphate of lime whi c h has proved the nutriment for 
forming egg shells. 
Blood meal consists of dried blood in granulated form. 
It is used successfully •• a nourishment since it is 97 
p~r cent digeetable and ie,the highest protein feed man ... 
ufactured. A small amount of thie product ie sufficient in 
a mixture of feed.(The Iowa Experiment Station recently 
announced the formula for daily diet as nine pounds of 
corn, one half pound blood meal, and a small quantity of 
' salt. Under this formula, hogs gained two and one half 
poun~ e daily.) It is especially valuable as a medicine 
for aick calves. 
Meat scrap is an acknowledged essential of the poul-
try game by such authorities as the A. end M. College 
of Texas. The pioduct is made from meat scrap and screened 
cracklings and muet have an analysis of 50 per cent pro-
tein, six ner cent fat, and not over two per ~ent crude 
- - - - - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - - - - - - - - - ~ - ~ ~ - - - ~ -
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~iber. Meat scran and bone are similar except that, in 
addition to the above formula, it must contain twenty per 
cent phosphate o~ lime. The value o~ these mixtures · lies in 
their ~aculties of producing rapid growth, egg-making, 
and egg-shell building. 
Snecial steamed bone meal is heavy in l ime content 
(having a minimum of 65 per cent phosphate of lime~. For 
this reason, it is valuable in supplying to cattle the mi n-
eral salts lacking in pastures which have been grazed to su c h 
an extent that they do not have suf~icient time in which to 
recover their mineral properties . This meal alao _provides 
rapid growth in young cattle, and ie suitable as a lime 
base in poultry ~eed. The use of packing-house by-prod-
ucts as animal and poultry feeds owes its rapid development 
to t wo cond itions: 
1. The experiments and s6ient i fic investigations made 
by institutions of learning, as well as by state experiment 
stations, have brought to light the value of packing house 
residues as animal and poultry feeds. 
2. Improvements in systems in the packing house op -
erations have served to mike the residues more applicable 
to the manufacture of feeda. F~r instance, a dry rendering 
process in place of a wet urocesa mak e s the by-product more 
concentrated and t hUs a better feed. 
Glue. 
The manufacture and uae of glue are by no means new 
discoveries, for Egyptian c abinet makers used this product 
over three thousand years ago, and it has continued to 
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be an imoortant item in wo r ld industry ever since. There 
are, however, certain improvement~ which science has con -
tributed to the manufacture of glue. The old-time manufac-
turer boiled any stock he had on hand in a large kettle, dried 
the extract, and called th~ product glue. The modern man-
ufacturer conduct~ his business on a basis of chemical con-
trol by which he knows what elements to put into the manu-
facture and how to process them. Hide and bone are the 
principal bases for the glue manufactured in this country. 
In 19~6•, 60 per cent of total production(l04,000,000 pounds) 
or 62,000,000 oounds of hide glue was manufactured;the re -
maining 40 per cen~ or 42,000,000 pounds were turned out 
in bone glue. This product, priced at wholesale, fifteen 
cents per p6und, has an annual value of over $15,000,000. 
The raw materials consumed in glue manufacture include 
cartilage and bone, skin or hide and connective tissue of 
calves and cattle. The packing-house is the direct source 
of material, since sinews, glands, heads, feet etc., are all 
removeti there. These substances all contain the product 
from which glue ie prepared, collagen, which is not soluble 
in water of ordinary temperature but decomposes- to form 
gelatin or glue in boiling water. 
In the manufacture of glue there are many systems used, 
and various ty~ee of products turned out. Therefore, I 
will mention the main pointe in the production of the most 
important type of glue, hide glue. The hide is washed in 
machines similar in principle to an ordinary washing-
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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machine. Liming, which is the second proceas, con-
siete of soaking the pieces of hide in an immense vat 
with a milk of lime solution f or from thi rt y to ninety 
days. The result of this process is that alkali attacks 
the contaminating materi~l , (albumene, mucin, some fats) 
making them better ada? te d to solution, thus facilit a t-
ing their removal. The stock ie then washed with d ilu te 
sulphurous or hydro chl ori c acid, which bleach and swell 
the material, ~t the sam~ time removing all tissues of 
salts. After another washing the substance is slowly 
J 
heated to a boiling point and it ie while under t hi e 
heat that the collagen breaks down into glue. Aft e r 
cooking for about four hours more, the liquid glue is re-
moved an~ hot water placed in the original kettle. This 
proc ~ ss ie continued until all of the colla~en ie broken 
down into glue. The product i~ c ooled, drie~ and ground 
up ~or commercial use. 
It hae been said ~that glue holds the world together.~ 
This statement eeeme worthy of considera tion when we con-
~ider the variety of ·usee to which glue is placed.• The 
wood-working industry uBes about twenty-five to thi rty 
p er c e nt of our total p~~duction and of thia p e r~entage 
the furniture business consumes over one half. From twelve 
to twenty per cent of th~ total production is involved in 
the manufacture of paper~ gummed tape, and paper boxes. 
The Kaleomine industry ueee ~rom five to fifteen per cent. 
Sandpaper manufacturing and match-making consumes five 
- - - - - -. - -•~By Roduc ts of the Packing Industry,~ Clemen. Pg. 292. 
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pe~ cent. Upwards to fjve per cent ie req uired of each 
o~ the foll ow in g i ndue tries:coo p e rage, bookbinding, 
rubber, automobile body, emery wheels. 
Gelatin. 
**The raw materi~le used in the manufacture of gel-
atin are very ~imilar to thoee ueed in glue exc pt that 
the Federal Government standards of purity re u 3t be eat-
ie~ied both ee to material and ae to procedure~ Hide 
ge latin is mad~ from clean skins of calves and hogs, as 
well as selec t ed trimmings from ot her animals. Bone gel-
atin ia made from bones found in heads ~nd feet of hogs. 
sheep and cattle. The akins are thoroughly soak e d in a 
vat conta.ining milk of lime. Aft e r being cleansed they 
ar e cooked . several times. The first liquor s ar e reu3 ved 
at ab out 130 ' F a hrenheit(which ie a low te mp e ra t ur e ) . 
More runs are taken off as the t emperature rieee until 
seven or eight diffe r e n t b~tche ho· e be~ n remo ved . The 
produ ct is coo led by placing it in sheets on an automatic 
cooler or in jelly pane. The cooled gelatin ia then 
e nre d out in a drying tunnel, and, by exposur e there to 
the f orce of pure ai ~ is rapidly rlr ied. The gelatin ie 
then ground up f or fu rt h er manu f acture by some other con-
cern1 as the large packers do not eell flavored gelatin . 
I ce ere m manufacturers consume four tenths or an 
ounce of gelatin in the manufacture of a gallon of ice 
cream . Th i s i e~ rue with 90 per cent of all ice c ream 
manufactur er s in th9 Unit ed Statea today . • The annual 
* Swift & Company Year Book, 1929 . Pg. 46 . 
••" By-p r oducte of the Packing lnduetr y " Clemen. Pages 293-4. 
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consumption o~ ice cream in America is about 250,000,000 
gallons•. This means that for ice cream manufacturers 
alone, the packers provide 6,250,000 pounds of gelatin 
annually. M~nufacturere of package deserts form the sec-
ond most important channel of distribution. Other im-
portant edible uees are bakery products, pharmaceutical 
products, capsules fo~ unpleasant tasting medicines, coat-
ings for pille, and manufacture of marehmallows. Principal 
among commercial usee we find photographic aidei as coat-
ing for films and developing papers. 
Gelatin manufacture has become such e.n important ad· 
dition ~to the packing-house industries that now, only eight 
years after its inception, Swift & Company reports that the 
volumes of sales and number of customers have showed a rapid 
increase each year. This Company has even considered the 
product of sufficient importance to warrant the establishment 
of a sAparate sales force for the exclusive function of 
gelatin dietributionff. 
f"By Products of the Packing Industry,~ Clemen. Pg. 295. 
**"Swift & Company Year Book, 1929". Page 71. 
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H. 
Research in the Pack~ng Industry. 
Research* ie replacing the old fashioned procedure 
or conducting business. Modern business conditione are 
eo complicated that it ia impossible to attempt a euccess-
rul enterprise without riret analyzing the elements and 
learning everything possible about correct procedure. 
In genera~ research may be divided into two classifications: 
pure research and specific reeea~ch. Pure research ie a 
study of methode and results in general with a view to-
ward gaining information ror the benefit of a particular 
concern, or for the world in general. Specific research 
differs in that its studies are particular and specific 
in nature ·with a view of discover~ng short cute . and 
improvements. The packers have engaged extensively in 
both kinds of research, both in laboratory and in the 
field of action. 
The research department in the labor~tory is closely 
connected with the analytical and control - d epartments , 
and in most organizations is dorie by a group of chemists 
who are transferred from one department to another, as 
work increases or decreases in a specific department. 
The modern trend is toward separate departments, however, 
and experts forecast the complete separation of these two 
functione within the next four years. The research 
laboratory is organized into departments corresponding 
~)~~~~~~}~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
*Classification given in ~r.B-1, December 1929. 
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For instance a ty~ical research laboratory would con-
sist of the following branchee:fats and oils, glue 
and gelatine, animal glands, commercial fertilizers, 
pharmaceutical products, soap _and glycerine, dairy 
products, meats and curing, and possibly a deuartment 
of nutrition and a laboratory for bacteriological work. 
The function of the department of analysis should not be 
confused with that of the research department. The form-
er has as its job the an•lyzing of products bo th before 
and after processing to insure maintenance of gf standards. 
The latter has the function of investigating con ~ itiona• 
with a view of imuroving old processes and products, 
inventing new processes and products , and assimilating 
inventions made by othero with the purpose of apulying 
them to the industry if they prove suitable. The proce-
dure, after the research departme~t has completed its 
wor~ on the new proposit i on, is for a utilization test 
in the plant before the new idea is put ~hrough on a large 
scale. Suuervision of the innovation is carried on for 
a satisfactory length of time until the executives are 
ready to uase or discard the idea. Ther Pf ore, complete 
cooperation between denartmenta is essential to the 
success of modern operations. As· ari illustration of this 
test period, I noticed recently a ne~ product in hams 
nlaced on the market by a Booton pscker. This ne w pro-
duct is a s kinn ed and hocklese smoked ham which is 
• Information on research from Bulletin #2650, Boston 
Univ e rsity, C.B .A. 
* S ource of information, MScience · in Pac ~ing Industry,M. 
Richardson. 
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p roving quite satisfactory. However, before placing 
t he n ro duct in th e hands o ~ the saleshlen for distribu-
tion throughout New England, it was sold at the whole-
sale o u tle ~ in Boston for a few d ays. He r e, we f ind the 
~ractica l an n lication of this trial period of new im-
ur ovement s. 
The ne w imurovementa suggested by outsiders carry 
much i muortance but packers claim that if each suggestion 
were given a working trial, the coat of research would 
increa se tr e mendously. Yet each suggestion is considered 
by an exuert and if he believes it to be of no value, is 
discarded. In this way, ~othing of value is passed over 
and at the same time reseach coats are minimized. 
Another modern trend in research work is the installa- . 
tion of libraries which include literature of science, 
technic al works, current scientific literature, and uatent 
information. The librarian himself is a trained technical 
man and it is one of his duties to keep himself posted on 
all developments and where infor mation may be found. 
The Institute of American Meat Packers is described 
· by Thomas E. Wileon, its pres~nt president, as -the trade 
and research association of the meat-packing industry of 
which the products exceed in value those of any other 
industry in America.~• Thi~ institute is composed of 
over two hundred and fi~ty members representing prac-
tically all of the leading establishments in the country. 
• Page 3-"The Institute and Ita Development Plan,~. Wilson. 
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The cost o~ membership is determined by the number of" 
cattle slaughtered by the individual packer as follows: 
one cent for each head of cattle(calves exempted)and one-
fi~th cent for each hog slaughtered. Those companies not 
emp l oying the slaughtering operation are required to p ay 
annual dues of twenty-five dollars~ Thus, the result is 
that the companies having the largest production pay 
the greater prouortion or the dues and are naturally 
the ones which obt~in the greatest benefit from the 
Institute. A quotation from the Constitution and By-
Laws will express the purpose of the Institute*: 
• 
"The Institute ie organized: 
a. To secure cooperation among the meat packers of 
the United States in lawfully ~urthering and 
protecting the interests and general welfare 
of" the industry; 
b. To afford a means of co-operation with the federal 
and state governments in all matters of general 
concern to the industry; 
.c. To promote and foster domestic and foreign trade 
in American meat products; 
d. To promote the mutual improvement of its members 
and the study of the arts and sciences con-
nected with the meat-packing industry; 
e. To inform and interest the America~ public as to 
the economic worth of the meat-packing industry. 
"Institute", Wilson. Page 4. 
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~. To encourage co-operation with live stock 
producers and distributors of meat-food pro-
ducts. " 
It is apparent that, with these purposes clearly defined 
in the by-laws, the Institute is involved mainly with 
research, for not one of the six purposes mentioned can 
be fulfilled without considerable study in that field. 
The system employed by this body is to elect standing 
committees to in~estigate various aspects of .the packing 
situation. For instance the.re is a committee on Packing-
House Practice;another on Traffic;another on Nutrition 
and another on Live Stock. By means o~ these committees, 
all members of the Institute rece iv e the benefits of 
research which these committees undertake. Thus 1 general 
and specific knowledge is considerably increased, for no 
one traffic manager has the time to investigate his field 
as thoroughly as does the committee appointed. · The same 
principle applies to all other lines in the industry. In 
order to a void pub 1 ic critic: ism, o the !net i tute makes no 
attempt to report sales, production, shipments and stocks, 
for the meat-packing businees is watched rather care-
fully by the public; and such reports might cause a suspicion 
o~ attempts at price fixation which, although untrue, would 
be detrimental to the purposes of this organization. 
The Institute adopt.ed, in October, 1922_; a two-~old plan 
as its development program. Thie plan called for the 
raising of $150,000 by voluntary eubecription(which amount 
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was promptly donated), and provided for the •ultimate 
development of a structure and organization which shall 
be ~ combined trade association, an industrial museum, 
an industrial research institute, and a technical 
educat.ional institution•.n It is the industrial re-
search phase with which we are especially concerned at 
this point. The idea was derived from successfully con-
ducted ones in Germany which analyzed industries and 
presented the solutions to orobleme which wer~ too large 
for the average research deoartment to attempt. Thus, 
German industrialists learned of improved methods, and 
gained considerable valuable information which they other-
wise could not have had. These research institutes were 
glad to straighten out industrial difficulties present-
ed by any individual organization, and it is conceded that 
Germany owes a large part of its industrial expansion to 
these organizations. American industries have, for the 
last ten years, been developing this phase of research. 
The advantages of a central agency for conducting the 
research or an industry are many. There are some minor 
researches which would help e•ery concern in the industry, 
but from which no single packer could derive sufficient 
benefit to ~arrant t~e total exp~nditure. fhue, by con-
ducting the experiment through the offices of the re-
search institute, all contribute towards its expense and 
everyone benefits. A second item worthy of consideration 
is the instance in which no immediate return can be ex-
- - - - - - - - - - -
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pected . Under this condition it would be unwise ~or an 
individual packer to inveet heavily unless he was reason-
e.bly c ert ain of the . reeult.e. A t hird condition might be 
t he eol~tion of a problem which every one of the packers 
might have to solve for himself. There are more than two 
hundred and fifty members of the Institute. Multiply the 
expense which the re~earch division of the Institute incur s 
in solving the nroblem b y two hundred and fort y -nine and 
y ou have a minimum figure of the savings resulting to the 
indus try. It is evident then, that this last point alone 
is sufficient argument to o rove the economic necessit y of 
such a research institute. As examples o f the possible 
problems wh ich might be solved at one time for the entire 
membership, I will mention a few of the pu rposes of the 
Institut e ' s plan for research. It intends to: • 
~a . Deve l op and syst~matize a body or scientific and 
practical data for th e service of the wh ole indus-
try; 
b. Carry on researches into new scientific and prac-
tical problems common to all packers, without in-
fringing on research along individua l lin es . being 
done by specific companies; 
c. Conduct experi~ente on the extension of products 
and reclamati ons of ma te rials (except where such 
experiments would infringe on original work by 
some individual company); 
* M Th e Institute and Its Development Plan• Thomas E. Wilson 
pages 19-20. 11 
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d. Collate and disEeminate infor mation concerning 
discoveries and develo~ments having relation 
to the nec k ing industry, without invading 
material develoned for particular comnanies; 
e. Conduct merchandising surveys and commercial 
research work; 
f. Di~cover waste and means of eliminating it; 
g. Test materials and equipment offered to the 
industry.~ 
Aa a result of research, and closely allied to 
it, is another phase of the Packers' Plan of 1922. 
This applies to th~ training of personnel for packing 
house positions. The Institute is interested in ob-
taining college graduates with which to build future 
executivee:and graduates would be of more value to 
the industry were they taught a certain part of the 
packing game as a part of their college curriculum. 
Therefore, plans alread y have been developed whereby, 
coureee are offered at a recognized institution o f 
learning,(The Iniversity of Chicago), by which interest-
ed students c an learn something . of the indu stry before 
graduation. Another class of people to whom the packer 
is now giving his attention is executive material now 
in the employ of the industry. What these individuals 
learn : in addition to their partic~ler jobs is usually 
nicked up during spare moments tram some executive. 
Wils on bel i ev es that instead of ~retailing~ suc h i n f or-
~ation, the results would be much more satisfactory 
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were the executive to "wholesale• it to a group of fifty 
employees. The effort would be no greater and the benefits 
derived ~hrough increased interest in w o~k and preparation 
for the future would adequately repay the . firm for its 
tr ouble. The Institute publishes a series of lec~ures 
by leaders in the industry for the benefit of those who 
desire more knowledge concerning their industr~ and it 
is to these lectures that I am indebted for much material 
used in writing .this thesis. The third class which the 
Inst i tute is anxious to help is composed of those who 
have not had sufficient education to handle bigger jobs. 
By providing continuation instruction for this class, 
the Institute fe~ls that the packer will make his 
employee more capable on the job he now holds, better 
adapted to more important work, and anxious to de~elop 
whatever ability he has in order to get ahead. In 
other words it will give the man the necessary incen• 
tive to make good. 
The plan which provided for the developments which 
I have just discussed was adopted in 1922. There-
fore 1 as a sequel to their discussion I will show some 
of the outstanding resulte *of this plan. Research showed 
the necessity of education and part of the plan pro-
vided for adequate educational facilities to train the 
personn~l of the industry. The University of Chicag~ in 
cooperation with the Institute of American Meat Packers
1 
has established training courses at the university for 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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training men already in the industry as well as those 
planning to enter it upon the completion of their co l lege 
courses. The Inst i tute is well pleased with the results, 
since over 5 1 000 registrations were made in the period 
from 192~ to 1929 among those engaged in the industry, a n d 
many more attended the regular resident courses. Ten 
texts have been written expecially for these courses 
and are proving o~ great value as re~erence books for 
member companies. There is no question but that the 
study of meat preparation is gradually gaining a 
place in education similar to that which the st u dy of 
other phases of engineering now holds. 
There is no question but that the value of sys-
tematic research has permanently established itself 
in the meatwpacking induatry, for vast improvements already 
have been accomplished in equipment and manufacturing 
methods~and research is discovering new methode every 
year. The Committee on Improved methods of Slaughtering 
carefully analyzed plans for improvement in this field; 
and although the ~ork of the committee ie still in 
the experimental stage, recommendations have been made 
that prizes be awarded to the inventors of new plane 
pertaining to this function. A savings in actual cash 
was the result of work done in standardization by the 
committee on that subject. The committee on Accident 
Prevention waged active campaigns against accidents. · New 
devices for f acilitating operation, such as hide-skinning 
knives, r efr i gerated trucks, automatic recording scales, 
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and beef splitter, were submitted and approved by the 
Committee on Engineering and Experimentation. Another 
invention ~as a device for measuring the stability of 
lard at each stage of its manufacture. Spoilage 
has been decreased due to conclusions made ~oncerning 
the effe~t of temperature in the curing cellar on the 
souring organisms of hams. Ham sou r ing can now be 
nrevented by a careful control of the temperature at 
the curing plant. Another study shows the elements 
conducive to discoloration in boiled ham and sausages. 
• In order to stimulate interest in workmen as 
well as M to keep up with the timesM the Institute 
has inaugurated a Committee on Awards to which prize 
money of $1,000 has been handed for distribution to 
the inventors of practical ideas designed for meat~ 
packing utilization. In the y~ar 1929, the Committee 
received thirtywfive entries and awarded six prizes 
and ten certificates of merit. Inasmuch as there 
was no one idea which would vitally improve the 
business, but $700.00 waa spent in prizes. 
The first prize($200.00) went to a Swift and Company 
man, P.T. Long, who appl i ed a common centrifugal 
laundry wringer to the curing and salting operations 
of casings. Formerly, the method of dry salting in 
wooden bins was employed. By using the wringer an operation 
can be completed in three minutes which formerly required 
seven days. 
* Information from Report of H.P. Henschien, Chairman 
Special Committee on Awards. 
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The second prize($150.00) was earned by A.N. 
Benn cf Hammond and Compawy, Chicago, who invented 
a new method o~ smoking bacon. Instead of hanging 
it on combs he places it in a mold of galvanized 
iron which shapes the product as the producer desires. 
There is an improvement i n slicing facility and gen-
eral aP,pearance of the bacon. 
The third prize ($100.00) was awarded to William 
Miller, of Cudahy Packing Company, Kansas City, who 
brought forth · a machine operated by electricity for 
measuring casings. It is based on five year~' exper~­
~nce and is said to be practical, simple and dep6ndable. 
The fourth prize ($100.00) went to T.P. Middleton, 
of Swift and Company, who invented a safety type bowl 
for a sausage hasher. Swift ~nd Company considered 
this safety apparatus superior to any other on the 
market. Inasmuch as the machine which it g~ards is 
one of the most dangerpus in the industry, there is 
little do'ubt that it will be a life-.eaver for work .. 
men. 
The fifth prize ($50.00) was awarded to W.A. 
Schwerin, of Charles Wolff Packing Company, Topeka, 
Kansas, for hie invention of a loin-pulling knife to 
be used on the cutting floor. It is a simple tool, 
with detachable handles wh ich is destined to save a 
part of the cost of replacing tools in the cutti~g 
room. With the fifth prize went a special prize( $ 100.00) 
which was awarded for the best submitted ent~y. 
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Inasmuch as this thesis ie based on modern trends 
in the packing industry and research is the fundamental -
unon which development has been built, through-out the 
thesis are found re.sults of research. Therefore, rather 
than discuss them again here, it is sufficient to enu-
merate some of the studies which the I nstitute has 
undertaken along with some improvements now in use. 
A principal problem• of the executive today is 
relationship, economic and ~ueinees;in other · words, 
how - hie part of the game of business fits into the 
general scheme. One such problem for the packer is 
how far the chain store is going to cut into hie diatri-
buting channels. In order to settle such problema, or at 
least discover all the facts concerning them, the 
reaearc~department has, during the naat year, carried 
on the following economic researches: 
A study on ~Consumption of Meat and Meat Pro1ucte~, 
wes carried on under the direc tion of John H. Cover of 
the Bureau of Business Research, University of Pittsbu rgh. 
Price was the prime factor for consideration, and re-
l ations as to price were established between meat prod-
uct~ and substitutes for meat. Consideration was given 
to the changing value of the dollar, the relation of 
supnly t6 price, the relation of demand to ~rice, and 
the attitude of the world in general toward pa ckaged· 
goods. 
S .P. Meech of the Un iversity of Chicago conducte d 
• Material from report of E.T.Filbey, Director Dept. o~ 
in du strial Education. 
a study on Mcapitalization Coats and Profits in the 
Pac~ing Industry~. He classified the packing com-
panies, and then determined the cost of various financial 
phases of the industry for each class. The renorts 
have been distributed among the members and are ex -
pected to aid them in financial decisions. 
The Assistant Director of the Institute,D.L. 
Rhodes, carried on an exhaustive research on chain 
stores and their relation to the pac~er. This is a 
vital question for the packer's consideration end the 
conclusions are found in my discussion of rtchannels 
of Distribution•. 
Reoearch has revealed decided improvements in 
slaughtering methods, in . that more humane and at the 
same time more productive systems are now employed. 
In the cutting department we find improvements in the 
form of mechanical tables , conveyors, saws, etc., 
and the chilling room is now more efficient due to 
an innovat·ion in freezing wh ich allows quick extrac -
tion of animal h eat , and thus speeds u p the cooling 
sta ge in food prenaration. 
In concluding this discussion on research I should 
like to i mpress th e read~r with the f ac t that t he 
limited space which I have given to this subject is 
no basis for judging its importance. It, aided by 
Chemistry, is the princip~l factor to which meat-
packing owes its trem endo u s growth, and is so cloeley 
related to all phases of the industry, that the results 
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are scattered through thia thesis, and therefore are 
not repeated at this time. Other industries have 
instituted syst ems of research which are much more 
exp~nsive and extensiv~ but whose result o cannot be 
measured with thos e o~ the packing business, for 
experts employed by the Institute are all leaders 
in their specialized line s and have an industry in 
which to work which has unlimited possibilitiee for 
the research man. 
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Statisti c ~ l Summary. 
Explanation of Chart - "Stocks and Sales.rt 
Percentage of Control Held by Five Chief Packers. 
Average Monthly stocks held 
by inter s tate slaughterers. 
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The chart on the succeeding page presents graphi9 a lly 
th e statistics given above. In order to show the distinction 
between "stocks held" by the five chief packers and the nsales" 
mad~ o y them, I have shown the former in red and the latter in 
black. The pre dominating in~~uence of the "Big Five" in 
American industry can readily be see~ from these figuree. The 
above figures ehow only the power of these pa6kere in one line 
of industry. When we consider the influence which was main-
tained by the same group in many diversified and quite unre ~ 
lated l i nes, including production, financing, and distribution, 
we can easily realize what an immense power was vested in this 
group. 
The statistical data above, and the accompanying chart, are 
reproduced ~rom Report of the Federal Trade Commission on 
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I. 
Regulations o~ the Packing Industry. 
The meat-packing industry has been the object o~ 
much government legislation during the past ~ew years. 
There is no question in the minds of leading packers• but 
that thsse laws have been detrimental to the innuatry 
rather than help~ul. F.Edeon White, a leader in the in-
dustry, feel~ that, ~With the single excention of the Federal 
Meat Inspection Act, the packing industry have never ha d a 
governmental or de r other than one limiting our ~acilities 
and opportunities.~ Among the laws now in force which 
affect the packer are the following:Federal Anti-Trust 
Acts;Federal Trade Commission Acts;Federa l Pure Food ~eta; 
Feder~l Butter Act;Federal Labor Ac~;Fed~ral In~ernal Rev-
. ~ . ~ 
enue Acte;Federal income and excess profit lawe;lnterstate 
Commerce - Commission regula t ions;Department o~ Agribulture_ 
regulations;State anti-trust lawe;State corporati on laws; 
State public utilities regulations;State inspection laws; 
State oleomargarine lawe;State cold Storage laws;State san-
itary laws;and city inspection, sanitary and tax laws••. It 
is agreed that any law which tends to guarantee wholesomenese 
in ~ood products is bene~icial, but according to the packers, 
many of these laws have been designed from a prejudiced 
viewpoint rather than with open minds. 
Let ue now review breifly the chie~ ~eatures of the 
difficulties which the government and packers have had in 
* ~Distribution of Meat Products• - F.Edeon White. 




their relations with each other during the twentieth cen- ~ 
tury. •For several years preceding the beginning of the 
centur~ the large packers had a co-operative arrangement 
whereby the amount of beef shipped to eastern markets by 
each oacker was controlled. The only object of this ar-
rangment was to keep market sufficiently euppl ·ied 1 thus 
stabilizing the condition in each community. In 1902, how-
ever, considerable agitation arose, due to the belief that 
these arrangemen~a were pooling agreements with the purpose 
of manapulating prices. The courts issued an injunction 
which prohibited combination in restraint of trade, but 
allowe~ the continuation of the co - operative arrangement. 
The packers, however, felt . that the public would not under-
stand the benefits of this arrangement, and therefore, dis-
continued it. This has been the only arrangement among the 
packers for the division of receipts of raw material, for 
the division of trade areas, or for the control of shipments.•• 
This action of the packers, however; did not atop the 
agitation. Another investigation was made, in 1904 and 
1905, by the Bureau of Corporations. The results were favor-
able to the packers, for · no information could be found on the 
Packers' books to prove that profits were unduly large or 
that profits had any effect uoon prices'!<**. Still .the feel-
ing of distrust continued. Upton Sinclair's book, ~The Jun-
gle~ aopeared at this time and did much harm to the reputation 
of the packing in dustry by exaggerated reports of existing 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
fThis information frem ~The Packing Industry - Its History 
and General Economics~ - Weld. Page 91. ,, 
•••The Packing Industry - Ita Hiatory and Gen. Economics. Pg. 92. 
•••"The Pac l<:ing In dustry - Its History and Gen. Economics '~ Pg. 
92-9). 
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conditions. Then foll wed a modification of the Federal 
Meat Inspection Act by which the scope of the act was en-
larged to include sanitary conditione in packing plants. 
The •Immunity Bath~ case of 1906 was one in which the pack-
era were charged with the violation of the Sherman Anti-
Trust Law. This charge was dismissed on the first de- · 
fense of the packers that the basic information ef the case 
had be~n gathered in such a manner as to preclude the pack-
ere from proeecutibn. This defense increased the suspicion 
already prevalent regarding the packer~ for it was felt that 
the defense submitted was merely a blanket to cover unaat-
isfactory ~ractices. The packers were again tried in 1912 
on a charge involving restraint of trade. Again, the evi-
dence was not conclusive and the defendants were found not 
guilty. 
In 1917, the most important attack of all was waged 
against the packer, for in that year occurred the famous 
investigation and report of the Federal Trade Commission. 
A quotation rr~m one gr ~hese repo r~ s gives us some idea as 
to the·gov~rnment 1 e side of the caee:•The divers devices by 
which the combination ha• sought control have been repeat-
edly challenged, with the result that the members of the 
combination, conscious of public watchfulness, have become 
skilled in concealing combination, and at the same time in 
giving emphasis to all actions which keep before the public 
the ·appearance of competition•.• On the other hand, the 
packers claim that the entire investigation was conducted 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
••Heport of Federal trade Commission on the Meat-¥acking 
Industry•. ~age 12. 
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in an unf~ir manner. Prejudiced witnesses were allowed to 
testify. Evidence favorable to the packer was precluded 
from the report. Individual items in letters and telegrams 
were used against the pac k ers, while,in the same letters and 
telegrams, were items whi c h disproved the testimony used. 
The results of the investigation were not ee~ecially satis-
f~etory for, w~ile the cemmission reported guilt and there-
. ' 
.fore the packer ordinarily would have been punished, the 
special attorneys assigned to the case, together with a grand 
ju r y, were unable to produce any grounds for indictment.• 
Th i s investigation aroused so much public sentiment that the 
packers agreed to "The . Consent Decreen, which states that the 
packers are not judged guilty of unlawful acts and that the 
a c cept~nce of th i s decree is by ne means an admission of guilt. 
The decree calls for the disposal of all packers' heldings 
in public stockyards, all interests in stocky~rd railroads, 
all interests in market newspapers, all interests in public 
cold storage warehouses, except those necessary for the pack-
er's own products. Further stipulations require the abandon-
ment of unrelated lines, such as groceries and the cess a tion 
o~ the use ef branch house~, route care, and automobiles for 
the distribution of other than meat and dairy products. The 
packers agreed to refrain from organizing combinations or con-
epiracies;from monopolizing food products, from indulg~ng in 
unlawful or unfair practicee;and from engaging in retail 
business.** 
A law enacted nine years ago, the Packers .and Stockyards 
* "The Packing Indastry - I ts History and General Econ~ Weld.p.94. 
** "American Livestock and Meat Indus~ry• Clemen. Pg. 782-786. 
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Act, ap~lies to products intended for interstate or for-
eign c mmerce. Under this law the packer ie forbidden to 
employ ~any unfair, unjustly discriminatory, or deceptive 
practice, giving undue preferences, apportioning supplies, 
or manipulating or controlling prices which in any way 
would creat~ a monopoly or restrain commerce•.~ ~ackers 
have to keep detailed recorda of all accounts and owner-
ship, which are subject to examination by the Secretary of 
Agriculture, to whom this act transferred the power of in-
vestigation(formerly held by the Federal Trade Commission). 
~ ractically the same requirements were established for the 
stock yard owners. - ~ublic sentiment demanded some type of 
government regulations and this law, thus far, has been ben-
eficial to the country in general and the packing industry 
in particular~ There ie now a spirit of comnlete cooper-
ation between the go•ernment supervisor, the Secretary of 
Agriculture, and the meat-packers's association, the Insti -
tute of American Meat Packers. 
A most important trend in the packing industry• had 
its birth at the meat packers' convention last fall. A 
set of resolution• was drawn up which declared certain prac-
tices of the trad~o be unfair and excluded these practices 
from the use or members~ Inaamuch ae meat packing is one of 
the few major induetriee which are governed by the Department 
of Agriculture, rather than the Department of Commerce, these 
resolutions had to meet with the approval of that department 
- - ~ ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
*~Address or H.C. Wallace before Institute of American Meat 
Pa~kere, August 9, 1921. 
••Inf ormation from •Trade ~raetice Conference.• Natl. Prov. 
pg. 164-167;and •proposed Hules to Govern Trade ~ractices•. 
White. ~agee 1;1-1;4. 
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before they bec a . e law for all nackers. When a group of men 
who know their own indu9try get together and decide what is 
needed to make their business more economically sound, and 
then apneal to the sovereign for laws to that effect, we most 
certainly have a modern trend. Other industries heve preceded 
the nackere in this action, including petroleum, glass, fer-
tilizer, steel and about forty othe~. However, this is the 
first step which the nackere have ever taken in this di-
rect ion. The action had its impetus at the convention in De• 
cember, 1928 , when the Commission on the Elimination of Waste 
was requested to study th e industry in all sections of the 
country with the view o~ drawing up a list of practices which 
should be declared unecon omic, unethical and of such ana-
ture as to be outlawed. The commission did the assigned 
tas~ with the result that at the convention one year l ater 
the resolutions were presented and adopted. To examine these 
resolutions in detail would require more space than I have 
~ere, eo I will attempt to give the main pointe in a con-
cise form. 
Resol uti on 1*; This set of resolutions ~ a to be known 
as ~The Code of Trade Pract ice s of the American Meat Pack-
in ~ In dustry~ . The purpose is to eliminate wasteful prac-
t icee, unfair and uneconomical production and distr~bution. 
These resolutions apoly to p roducts of which the American 
nac ker ie the predominant manu f acturer and to liveet ock;and 
do not apply to products such as soap, shortening, canned 
foode, and kindred products which are controlled by other 
* In for mstion fr om ~ National Provi s ioner~, October ~6, 1929. 
pages 131, 165, 166. 
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industries. 
Resolution 2: This resolution contains the premise 
of the packers to abide .by the ether resolutions and gives 
the reasons for adopting such a set. 
Reso lution ~: In order that competit i on may be carried 
on on a fair and honorable basis, the following rules were 
drawn up: 
a.Secret rebates, concessions, or allo wances are 
un~ai ~methods o~ business. However, a variation in price) 
due to difference in grade, quantity, transportation expense, 
or made to meet competitio~ is not included in the ~bove 
class es. 
b.Selling ostensibly at a certain price and a llow-
ing secretly unusual terms or discounts is unfair practice. 
c.Diecrimination among buyers in discounts, prices, 
terms, services, or allo wanc es in order to reduce competition 
or inj u r e a competitor, is unfair. However, differences in 
grade, quantity, coat off selling or transportation, or agr ee-
mente m~de in good faith to meet competition are sufficient-
ly different as not to come under this classification. 
d.Redeemable coupons packed in products is an un-
fair method of business. 
e.Guarante eing prices against market ad vances or 
declines ia an unfai r trade practice. 
r.The fixing of a selling price below reasonable 
value for the purpose of i nj uring a competitor is unfair. 
g.Packers will not evade any agreement to s•ll or 
buy, receive or deliver, either by outright repudiation or by 
excessive claims for allowances. 
h.The issuing o f any false or misleading s~ate ­
ment regarding any p ackin g house ~roduct is unfair. 
i.No packer will make or cause to be made any 
defamatory or untrue statement regarding a competitor. 
Resolution 4: This resolution refera to the buy~ . , 
ing of l ivestock. Inasmuch as competitive buying is car-
ried on most economically when conducted on a one day basis, 
and in order to give eqtia l opportunity to all buyers, the 
fo llowing were . adopted, 
a.The shipper's option shall be confined to one of 
t wo days, · either the day of shipment or the day of' arrival. 
The granting of more than one day's o p tion is unfair. 
b.No secret allowances will be tolerated. This ap-
~lies to ~llowances in weight, ~rice, and shrink, which tend 
to make the producer sell to one buyer only. 
c.Any price discrimination or any like favor gr~nt­
ed by any uroducer to any buyer shall be conei~er~d un f air, 
nrovided such diacrimination is unfair to other producers. 
Thus, we have briefly what is considered by the packers as 
the beet year's work ever done in the industry. The re-
aults wi l l be far greater than is at f irst evident. The 
carrying out of' these reso l utions will be very difficult for 
many of the packers because each of these resolutions was 
included because a sufficient number of the packers were 
violating the principle as to make a change advisable. 
Many packers, then, have to modify habits of years' stand-
ing, and many others have to retrain their personnel in 
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Mthe straight and narrow path~, ae laid down by the con-
vention. The Secretary of Agriculture received over seven 
hun d red accfot~nces to attend the trade practice conference 
the following day and not a single opposition. This fact 
tends to show how much interest there is among the packers 
in this new law. In discussing this modern trend, F.Edeon 
White, of Armour & Company, said, •~We m~at recognize that 
if we do not regulete ourselves, someone is going to do 
it for ue. We have set uo here a wonderful piece of ma-
chin e ry . If we enter uobn thie thing in all the seriousn e ss 
with wh ich it is oresented, and we go all the way in carry-
ing it out, the value to the individual company and the value 
to the industry as a ~hole, and the value to the nation is 
unlimited.~ Thus, we have the approval of one of the na-
tion 1 e induitrial leaders to this most ~ atrange piece of 
legislature. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
• ~ Proposed Rules To Govern Trade Practices•. Pa ge 131. 
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exp l anation of Chart . 
MFive Great Packera ~ Estimated Net Profits". 
(Excerpt from Federal Trade Commiseion Report on Meat 
Packing Indust r y -Part 5 - beginning on pag e 37.) 
"The foregoing table shows the amount o f n e t profit 
estimated to h~ve been retained by stockholders which either 
can be distributed in the· f or m of dividend's or left ae a 
nart o f t heir equity in the business. The "Percent of ex-
cess~ for individual companieein the war y ears are not as 
great as in the case of_~~t proflts, due mainly to the fact 
that in I9I7, the government collected a heavy income and 
excess ~rofite tax which came out of net profits befor e 
the stockholders equity accrued. While these Federal Taxes 
in 1917 have undoubte d ly operated to hold down retainabl e 
profits, it is clear that, taken as a whole, the · three war 
years, and even the year 917 itsel~, were extremely profit-
able to the stockholders, giving them an increased equity 
far in excess of what they had enjoyed immediately preceed-
in g th e war." 
As is evident from the chart on the previous page, 
f'or . the six years f'rom 1912 to 1917· net profits for the 
five packers aggregated over 251 ~illion dollars. Of this 
total only ~pproximately 59 million~ were earned in the pre-
war years and 192 million in the three war years. This is 
en excess of 223% over the prewar total. As I have men-
tioned elsewhere in this thesis the fact that the packers 
saved a large amount of this profit for post war exigienciee 
was the fundamental reason why the industry di 4 ~ not " go 
under" in the return of i ndustry to normalc y. 
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J. 
Marked Trends of the Industry. 
In addition to the numerous modern trends which I 
have discussed throughout this thesis, there are three 
modern trends which are of sufficient importance to war-
rant their receiving an entire section in this thesis. I 
refer to large-ecale pruduction, large scale distribution 
and the adoption of a new system of freezing. The results 
of the first two items are already apparent in the indus-
try, end the last item i s well out of the experimental 
sta ge. 
Large scale production is evident in all modern indue-
try and among the most important users of this type of pro-
duction is found the packing house. For, todaY, practically 
every operation from the stunning of the cattle to the final 
preparation of the product for market is carried on in a 
wholesale m~nner. *An electric stunning machine is now 
being used by Armour and Company in place of the cattle 
knocker. This machine is more humane and at the same time 
speedier. If this apparatus, or any of the others which 
are constantly appearing, should prove successful we will 
find large scale production on a larger scale. The same trend 
is evident throughout the slaughtering operation. Instead · of 
a single workmen c~mpleting the slaughtering and dressing of 
a single animal, we find specialized workmen, each perform• 
ing a sing le o p eration, and then passing the carcass along 
to the next man. This ia the same system which Henry Ford 
- - M - - W - - - - W - - - - - - ~ W - ~ - M - - - - - - -
* "National Provisioner" - •Address of President toods•. 
Oct. 26, 1929. Pg. 124. 
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made famous in the manufacture of automobiles and is one of 
the fundamentals for larg~ scale production. In cutting 
up the meat into finer cute, suitable for various districts 
o~ the country, modern scientific managements plays an im-
portant part, with the re s ult tha t the work ie standardized 
and conducted in an economic manner. In all operations 
where machines can economical~ replace man power ~e find 
this change taking place. The principal cause for the rise 
of large scale operation i n the industry has been the de-
velopment made in the refrigeration, which I have already 
described. Before this method of preserving present supply 
for future use was established, packers could slaughter and 
dress only what could be used within r a small area and with-
in a short time. The unused surplus was cured and preserved 
in that manner. Today, with cooling facilities to handle 
all of the beef delivered to the stock yards, the packer 
can employ large scale uroduction methods and thus save time 
and money. 
Besides the tendency toward large scale ~reduction in 
the operation of a single business organization, there is a 
tendency today toward amalgamation of several companies in 
allied lines, thus placing the operations of several com-
panies on large scale plana. The trend seems to be toward 
combinations of several manufacturers of diverse food prod-
ucts so that the final corooration produc~s practically all 
lines of foodstuffs. As an example of this, consider the 
General Foods Corporation•, whose gross bu s iness for 1928 
*Statistics from Financia l Section, Boston Poet, Jan. 13, 1930. 
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was over $100)000,000, and net earnings were $,.11 per 
share after a one hundred per cent stock . dividend had been 
de c lared. The business is rapidly developing, for the n~t 
earnings of the first nine months of 1929 were $14,A40,500 
as against $10,840,,00 for the same period the previous year. 
The full year 1 s dividend was earned during the first nine 
months and these figures are small compared to what ie ex-
pected;because amalgamation expenses, economies of large 
scale operation, and increased business are factors wh~ch 
must be considered when one draws conclusions from these 
figur~s. The company etazted as manufacturers of "Poatum", 
"Instant Poetum", "Grape Nuts," and "Poet Toaeties." 
Within the past four years, the name of the company 
has changed from Poetum Cereal Company to General Foods 
Corporation because of the numerous leading food concerns 
which it has absorbed. Among the products taken over are 
"Jell-o", "Swans Down Cake Flour~, "Minute Tapioca", Baker's 
I 
Chocolate and Cocoa, Baker's pocoanut, "Log Cabin Syrup", 
"Richard Hellmann Mayonnaise ", "Maxwell House Coffee", 
"Calume t Baking Powder", "Certo Concentrated Syrupi1 ,"Diam9nd 
Crystal SaltH,~North At~an~ic Oysters", Batchelde r & Snyd er 
meat products, and the Bi~dseye frosted products. The f ac t 
that this company has bought controlling interest in one of 
New England's leading packers, (Batchelder & Snyder Company), 
and since theri has purchased two other Boston meat whole-
ealere,(Arthur E. Dor r, and William A. Doe Companies) shows 
th~t the General Foods Corporation ~s vitally interested 
in the meat business, esp ecially in Boston. A plant is now 
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b e i n g prepared, adjo i ning the main p lan t of Bat c he l der & 
Snyder Company f o r the quick-free zing of me ats by me a ns of 
the Birdseye System, which the General Foods Corporati on has 
recently acquired. We see in this comb i nation{and this is 
but one of several now prevalent in this country) the ten~ 
~ency toward econom i e s th r ough large scale operation. 
Another marked trend of th e indus tr y is la~ge s c ale 
di stribut i on . In s tead of the p ac k e r ma k i n g i nd i v i dual s hip-
mente of meat products t o hie cust omer s , he no w s h ips ·. 
b y carload lots to territories along t h e same "car route". 
Thus, a full ~ar, not only of meat but also of pro d uce p r od -
· u cte, edible by-products, soap, etc, is shipped to each 
district, and . each customer has h i s desired goo d s in improved 
shape, and at "car route" cost. 
* The chart on page ~~ shows another trend toward large 
scale distribution. Instead o~ having many salesmen, many 
credit departments,book-keeping and billing departments , and 
many d elivery systems all serving the same dealers and operat -
ing from different packing houses, a system has been devised 
whereby all packers operate through the same central ware-
house. The result is economy in sales efforts, office work, 
and delivery service; one credit department or one delivery 
s y stem can as easily do the work o~ all the packers as , ac-
complish1 that of a single packer. This scheme h a s been tried 
i n five cities and seems to be working very well. 
A third phase of large scale distribution is found in 
the growth of the t chain store. At first chain atores sold 
• Information from " Merchandising",by Rhodes. National 
Provisioner, Oct. 26, 1929. Pg. 157. 
packaged goods on a price basis. Today, chains are or-
ganizing on a new basis, that o~service;for it is a fact 
that •no one today can enjoy a commanding price advantage"*• 
With this service idea in mind, the chaine have analyzed 
conditions and discovered what the c consumer demands are, with 
the result that within the last year. and a half over twelve 
thousand retail meat departments have been opened in chain 
stores. The packer can, by s e lling a single purchasing agent, 
place hie goods in all of the stores df a chain. Another 
advantage in the way of distribution is that the pac k er ma kes 
one shipment of several hundred pounds to the buyer's ware-
house, rather than making hundreds of individual trips to as 
many independent stores. There is no question in the minds 
o~ the leaders o~ the packing industry but that the future 
distribution of the meat industry will b~ on a large scale 
along ~he lines of chains or voluntary chain•t. 
Closely allied to large scale production and large 
scale dietribu~ion is the third and most radical of all 
changes in the industry, the development of the Birdseye 
Quick-~reezing Process. The o~eration of this process will 
tend to open new fields for large scale production, for 
this process removes the element of perishability to a large 
extent and thus allows more opportunity for the packer to 
produce on a large scale ideas. At the same time, large 
scale distribution will be as vitally affected, for with the 
removal of the element of perishabili~y from the product, 
radical changes can be brought about in distribution. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - w - • -
• "Present Trends in Dietrabution of Food".corbally. 
National Provisioner • Oot, 26 1 1926. Pg.l37A 
•• •Merchandising n Rhodes. National ~Rovis~oner. oct. 25,192y. 
Pg. 158. 
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The preparation and packaging of quick-frozen meat 
products, the moat recent trend in the industry, is having 
its birthplace right here in Boston. This new phase has 
been considered eo important by one of the city's lead-
ing packers that his company is spending thousands of dol-
lara to equip a new plant for the preparati~n of this type 
of fodd. The great advantage of this process is that it 
allows the packer to produce perishable goods, treating 
them as imperishablee. The obvious revolution such a change 
will make in the indust~y is worthy of considerable space 
• I • in th1~thes1e. 
While talking with en advertising men in the ~acking 
game recently, I brought up the poLnt that the public would . 
have to be educated to the truth that this new process of 
freezing is altogether different from the old process. He 
agreed and stated that it would take some time and considerw 
able money to remove the stigma of the word "frozen" from 
these new products. I should like at this point to point 
out the difference as explained by Clarence Birdseye, the 
inventor of this process. 
•A section of animal flesh, no matter whether it is 
meet, f i sh, or poultry, if placed under a microscope, would 
reveal countless cells. The jell with which these cells are 
filled is made up of salts and eolutions. Principal among 
the ingredients are sodium and calcium. As the solution 
freezes, it does so gradually, bringing to the surface the 
quickest freezing ingredients in the form of ice. At this 
*"Merchandising Quick-Frozen Foods". Birdseye. National 
Provisioner. October 26, 1929. Pg. 142. 
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point when the slowest freezing salt has been reached, we 
have the ~roduct completely frozen. Inasmuch as the long-
er the period allowed for freezing, the larger the crystals 
of ice, it is desirable to pass the product ~hrough the point 
of maximum crystal formation,(thirty-one degrees to twenty-
five degrees fahrenheit) as quickly as possible. Since air 
is a poor connuctor of heat, under the present freezing sys-
tem, the products are passed through this maximum crystal 
- point very slowly. The result is that the tissues in the 
cell are destroyed by the crystal's forming in the individual 
cells and in the liquid surrounding them. These cells which 
are not destroyed are so ruined that they never regain their 
original construction. When the product thaws, it loses 
considerable of its moisture in the drip, because much of 
the food value is soluble in water and hence runs off with 
the drain. Therefore, the results o~ this process are quite 
unsa t isfa ctory as compared to fresh products. Even after 
t J:te f -ros t h a s been removed the product will not keep for 
any l e ngth of time, because the cells mentioned above have 
been destroyed. 
Mr. Birdseye claims that under his process all of the 
pronerties of fresh meat are present when the quick-frozen 
product is thawed out, because ther~ ha ~been no bre a king . 
down of cell tissues and there is no more d~ip or leakage 
than there would be to fresh products. *As an experiment, a 
quantity of steak, pork chops, beef tenderloins, lamb chops, 
lamb kidneys, and calves livers were each weighed l and subjected 
- ~- ~ ~ - · ~--- - - - - - - ~ ~ ~- ~ w ~ ~ -
•"More Rap~d Freezing Means Better Preservation". Birdseye. 
Page 8. 
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to the Birdseye system. The pork chops alone showed a 
shrinkage and that was but .002 per cent,(about one ounce 
for every twenty-five pounds). There are four methode of 
quick-freezing, each or which should be mentioned briefly: 
Direct immersion or spraying with liquid insures freezing 
with sufficient rapidity to make the product as good aa fresh 
products. The indirect aystem is similar except that molds 
are used instead of a direct to the product system • . Each 
or these plane produces excellent results) but - the l~rge 
expense involved make• the final seiling price out of line 
with competition. The third method is to draw the heat from 
one side or the product by means of a cold plate. One can 
see that the speed by ~hich ~he freezing can take place de-
pende u~on the thickness of the product. Hence, it would be 
impractical to package first and freeze afteiward under this 
system. 
This discus~ion• opens the way for the fourth and most 
important scheme, that of packaging first and freezing later. 
The advantages were shown by an experiment made in Gloucester 
recently. One pound of fish was frozen and packed in the 
smallest conta~ner into which i~ would fit, one containing 
nhnety cubic inches. Another pound of the sam~ product was 
packaged and then frozen. The second product fitted compactly 
into a carton containing thirty cubic inches. The results 
are evident:cheaper wrapping, more compact wrapping, cheaper 
transportation, and greater conv~nience in handling. The 
method by which this is accomplished in very simple. The prQd-
- ~ -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -
••Packing Flesh Product• for Qu i ck Freezing". Birdseye. 
Page 5. 
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~ct - is packed while fresh and soft, thus compactly filling 
a smaller carton. The carton(filled)is then placed between 
two plates, thus ~reezing ~rom both sides aimultaneously and 
extracting the heat very rapidly. •The freezing machine con-
sists o~ two endless Monel Metal belts which carry the pack-
aged product through a tunne~ where the outsides o~ the belts 
come in contact with an extremely cold calcium chloride 
brine( 45 to 50 degrees below zero). In this manner the 
contents o~ the cartons are frozen simultaneously ~rom top 
to bottom and after about a half hour, pass out at the other 
end in a rock-like form. 
••Research has shown that the total coat of packaging 
such a product is 2.1 cents per pound;and the cost of freezing, 
about .75 cents per pound. Thus, the total cost of freezing 
and packaging for shipment from Boston to the Western coast 
without refrigeration is 2.85 cents per pound. In the fish 
industry it has been found possible to package and freeze 
fish while it is a drug on the market and sell it in the winter 
J 
when it is relatively scarce. Birdseye made the statement 
before the meat packers' convention last October that his 
company was in the habit of buying haddock in July at two 
cents per pound(in the period of great supply), and selling 
it in February when it is very scarce. Such a scheme as this, 
if carried far enough in the packing game, would tend to eta-
bilize t he prices, for products would be then available at 
all times and the supply frozen in time of plenty would be 
ready for use when the market was short. This appears to 
• "Sanitary Measure in a Fish Dressing Plant." Birdseye. Pg. 6. 
•••Merchandising Quick~Frozen F~ods•. Birdseye. National 
Provisioner, Oct. 26, 1929. Pg. 14~. · 
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me to be one of the most radical changes possible in our 
present merchandising system. 
Another phase which results in a decided economic ad-
vantage is the improvement in the handling of waste. We 
have all noticed the buckets under the meat benches where 
the butcher throws the scrape ot the meat we buy. This is 
collected, in most cases, and combined with that of other 
shops to manufacture the by~producta o~ the industry~ Under 
the quick-frozen system, this . w~st~ Jwould be removed and turn-
ed over to the manufacturer of by-products at the packing 
house. The shipments which the meat market will receive will 
consist entirely of edible material. Much unn~cessa~y ex~ 
p e nse incurred in shipping waste material to the retailer 
will be avoided and the results may even go so far as to re-
duce the price of the by-products themselves, for expenses 
brought about in collecting this material over ·large are a s 
will be cut down to that involved in collecting from a few 
p ac k ing houses. 
Anoth e r fact to be considered is tha~ the old type 
butcher has practically va nished and the meat cutter has 
taken his place. However, i have discovered from talking 
with a man of some importance in this industry that the trade 
of meat cutting does not hold sufficient allurement to at-
tract young men to its positions. This apparently has been 
one of the problems which the packers have had in mind. The 
new system seems to prod~ce the answer in that meat is pre-
pared in the packing hocise by experts and shipped to the var-
ious retail channels all packagel and labelled. Under this 
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system the retail proprietor needs clerks, whom he can em-
ploy for twenty or twenty~five dollars per week, instead of 
meat cutters at from forty to forty.five dollars. There-
fore, it is not improbable that the operation of cutting 
the meat will be entirely taken care of at the packing house. 
An advantage yet to be corisidered lies in the distribu-
ting channels for these products. It is claimed that these 
items can be shipped as far west as the MissiBsippi, e~en 
in Summer, without any ice o~ other means of refrigeration. 
The product• is so compactly packed that it will keep in its 
own wrapping. Even the heat which gets through the sides of 
the cars in transit is taken care of by the insulation around 
the product. West of the Mississippi, some icing is advis• 
able, but the expense connected with this is nothing as com-
pared to the great · expense which must be met today. 
We can draw certain conclusions from the manner in 
which fish is being marketed ~nder the Birdseye system to-
day. •The General Sea Foods Company in Gloucester estimates 
that not twd per cent of its ·output is marketed in fish mar-
kets. This fact seems ridiculous but is taken from a speech 
made by the vioeMpresident before the meat packers! con-
vent ion. It is wholesaled and retailed through packing 
houses and chain stores, and even in drug stores. The fact 
that the wrapping is moisture-proof allows a druggist to pack 
tha fish in his ice-cream refrigerator without any odor es-
caping to spoil other products. A filling station in New 
York state is claimed to be one of the company's best dis-
tributors. My first impression on discovering these state~ 
; iM;r;h;n~i;i~g-Q~i;k:F;o;e~ io~d;•: ii;d;e;e: Natl.-P;o;. 
Oct.26,1929. Pg. 144. 
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mente was that probably this company was very small and rela -
tive figures were not so important. However, upon inveeti-
gation, I found that this country has but very few food com-
panies which can compare in size with the General Foods Cor-
poration. •This particular branch located in Gloucester, be-
gan packing un d er this new system in February, 1928, and with 
absolutely no advertising, in the month of September, 1929, 
sold more than 1,;;;,000 pounds of the finished product. In 
addition to this, two new plants have been established in 
Boston, one in Halifax, and another in Oregon. It is expec-
ted that during the present winte~ the total output of these 
plant~ will be inadequate to meet the demands. 
As I have mentioned above, one of the greatest prob-
lema is to train the buyer to the truth that fresh-frozen 
products are not to be confused with regular frozen products. 
Disas ter to the enterprise is evident if , packers do not in-
siet that whatever goes out for consumption under their label 
be absolutely perfect. Once a customer receives an unsatis-
factory steak or chop packed under the new system, he is go-
ing to insist on fresh products again. The package must be 
carefully chosen for if the package deteriorates, the con-
tents have to be dumped. A careless packer is in line for 
heavy losses on this score for when a whole loin or other 
large bulk piece becomes deteriorated on the exterior it can 
be trimmed and the center saved. However, on the smaller 
cute, a slight deterioration is sufficient to spoil the 
whole unit. 
- - - ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ - ~ - - ~ - ~ - - - - ~ ~ ~ ~ - - - - -
• 'Merchandising ~uick-Frozen Foods". Birdseye. Natl. Prov. 
October 26, 1929. Pa ge 14;. 
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Let us glance at the proposition from the consumer's 
point of view. Instead of calling the meat market every day 
for her supplies, the housewife will be able to order her 
supplies as far in advance as she cares to and keep ~eat 
in the house as she now does her flour and canned goods. 
Meats can be kept in the house for emergencies and a real 
dinner can be served to unexpe~t~d guests instead of the 
~amous delicatessen lunch. Another fact to be considered 
is this:the packer is packaging the product under hie own 
' 
label. The good or ill will which he obtains will depend 
unon the quality or the product contained therein. There-
fore, the housewife can be sure that the content$ of the pack-
age are good and are uniform with the last purchase of the 
same product. We all have had the experience of buying a 
piece o~ steak from a ~eat market which p~oved to be very 
good. However, on our next visit, the -steak might have been 
of an inferior quality at the same price. In the future, we 
can be more certain of a uniform quality each time, for the 
large scale sorting and packing operation at the packing-
house allows a m~ch greater opportunity for standardization 
in products than does the small retail market. 
An article written•for"~he Ladies Home Journal" of last 
September, and republished by the General Foods Corporation 
recently, gives us a very good idea of the expected results 
of this system in the future. The author states that the 
family food supply, a very few years hence, will not be pur-
chased at a grocery store, a meat market, a fish . store, a 
- - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - ~ ~ - ~ - - -- - - ~ 
• "A New Food Vision•. Gove Hambidge. Pages 5-7. 
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delicatessen, a dairy or a rrui~ and vegetable market, but 
that the F6od Store, made possible by the development o~ this 
freezing system into the field of large scale operations 
will re~lace. all o~ these agencies. Everything in th e store 
will be in seale d packages;no catchalls for dir~ or disease 
wil l be in evidence. In one section will be the groceries, 
such as canned and packaged foods~ coffee, cereals, p reserves, 
etc. In another section will be the fresh foods stored in a 
show case which is maintained at a lower temperature than any 
now in use. The refrigerator manufacturers are keeping abreast 
of the times by exnerimenting with such refrigerators now. 
In the fish depart.ment, we may expect to find all kinds of 
fish, in all seasons, and in every case, entirely prepared 
for cooking. The meat section will be the same way, and the 
larger cuts will be w~ap~ed .in cellaphane paper, ready for 
insnection while those adapted to cartons will be eo n ac k ed. 
The fruits and vegetables will have been subjected to t~e 
quick-freezing apparatus, and hence will be all ' prepared for 
consumption without the bother of shelling the peas or string-
ing the beans, or even peeling the oranges, for they .will come 
peeled and divided into sections. This system ie applicable 
to milk and even to ice-cream for that product may be frozen 
in forty-five minutes by Birdeeye 1 s system, as against eight 
to thirty-six hours under the present system. 
This new process is out of the research and ex ne rimen-
tel stages;end shortly we shall see ~ackaged steaks, chops 
and other cute of me at f or sale in heretofore unthou ght o f 
channels. The c h ain .stores, which at p r esent handle groceries 
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alone, will, with practically no additional equipment, be 
enabled to carry a line of meats;and if drug stores and 
even filling stations are now selling quick-frozen fish, 
the ultimate channels of distribution for meat products is 
a question which time alone can decide. When we realize that 
the important nackers of the country have considered it in 
detail at their conventions and that certain of them h av e 
ta k en constructive steus toward preparing their plants for 
free zing and packing, we can easily see that we have plenty 
to watch for. 
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Conclusion. 
The modern trends which I have sho wn in thie thesis 
ma y be divided into two classes: 
1. Those which are the natural result of .development 
in the industry and which will tend to develop the pecking 
b~siness along lines already establiehed;and 
2. Those which are radically di~~erent ~rom any pre-
viously existing trends, and which are scheduled to result 
in radical chan~~e in the packing industry. These trends 
have all been discussed in detail in the course of this 
thesis;therefore, in this section it is my purpose to pre-
sent a summary o~ the more important modern trends, and to 
draw certain crinclusions from these ·facts. 
The tren~ which in the past has produc~~ th~ most radi-
cal change of all in the packing industry, was brought about 
by the aid of science and research. I refer to the utilize-
tion of waste material from the packing house as raw material 
for t he manufacture of by-products. This trend has appeared 
sufficiently important to me to warrant my devoting many 
nages ~n this thesis to its discussion. The yield* of actual 
meat in cattle is nlaced at from 50 to 55 per cent of the 
live weight, that in sheep at ~rom 45 to 50 per cent, and that 
in hogs at from 70 to 75 per cent. The remaining weight, 
which runs ~rom a maximum of 50 per cent in the case of cattle 
to a minimum o~ 25 per ceht in the cas e o f hogs , rormerly pre-
sente ~ only an additional nroblem for the packer in the way of 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
* ~The Story of Meat~. Amer. Inst. Meat Packers. Page ~4. 
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disposal. Today, under the operation o~ this modern trend 
we find that everything which enters the packing house : as 
raw material comes out in some form suitable for utilization. 
The results of this trend are more extensive than is at first 
apparent. The farmer receives a higher price for the results 
of his efforts1 because the packer can figure a definite return 
from the whole carcass rather than from only the actual meat 
content. The consumer at the consumption end of the process 
has the same advantage when buying the finished goods, for 
the value of by-product material _ is applied against the pack-
ere' first cost and thus, has its effect on the final price 
of meat products. The many new lines of business d~signed 
for processing the by-products o~ the packing game all owe 
their existence to this modern trend. Inasmuch as this phase 
of the industry is well established at the present time, no 
further radical changes can be expected from the development 
of' this trend. 
Many prominent trend.s can be traced to the app 1 ica t ion 
of modern scientific management throughout the industry. 
For instance, under this clas s ification comes the curtailing 
of time consumed in preparing cattle for ma~ket, (from five 
years to lees than three years~;the saving of seven weeks 
in the preparation of cured products••;the application of 
~string gang" operations to the work of the slaughterhouse***; 
t h e use of m~chinery in all operations where such use is eco-
nomically ~dvantageous;and the use of modern business practices 
,in the management of the packing house. These trends are but 
•Section C. in this Thesis. **Section D. in this Thesis. 
•••sections D. and G. in this Thesis. 
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the natural result of developments along lines already 
established, and by their operations do, and will in the 
future ef~ect much improvement. 
Large scale operation): in both distribution and pro-
ceasing of the products), is but the result of fitting the 
functions of the industry into modern conditione. Thie trend 
has been gradual and ,the • effects are but in proportion to 
those o~ other lines in industry. The financial institutions, 
the wholesale and retail distributors of foods, and,in feet , 
all types of industry have been combining for the purpose 
of increased efficiency. Therefore, it is not surprising 
that packers are following these leaders in combining to as 
great an extent as the law will permit. All industries are 
taking active part in the trend tow&rd large scale operation~ 
both in t he conduct o f individual bus inesses and in the con-
duct of groups of concerns under a single organization. The 
packers, then, are not distinctive in following tpie trend, 
and the resu lts of this action will not be radical, but will 
eerve to keep this industry in line with the other industries 
of the country. 
The government has for many years made the packing indus-
tiy one of the principal objects for legislation. This legis-
lation has been effective and will continue eo in the future. 
However, the legislative ate~ which the packers · took, on 
their own initiative, last fall at the Convention of American 
Meat Packers, is bound to bring about radical changes in the 
industry. The formal adoption of a code of trade practices 
•Section I. in this Thesis. 
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for the entire ind~stry is a step which nev e r befor e has 
been attemote~ by the packers. T~is action will tend to 
nro duce cooo~ration among the oackers, for each will have 
to discard all nractices detrimental to the industry ae a 
whole;and as a reward, each will b e a me mber of an ind~s­
try in which the relation between members will be maintained 
on a Utonian bssis. The results of this conference will 
vitally effect th e future o~ the industry end will effect 
a degree o~ cooperation heretofore considered impossible. 
The second vital trend which the industry is experi-
encing is due to the apPlication of the Birdseye Quick-
Freezing System to the nro~ucts of the industry•~ Of a ll 
the trends with which l have come in contact while preparing 
this thesis, the succesgful utilization of this system for 
the preparation of meat products appears to be the most im-
po rtan t . The subject has been covered in detail in Section 
~J~, but the future changes possible by means of this syetem 
are sufficiently extensive to have some effect on practically 
every oha~e of packing house operations which I have mentioned 
in the entire thesis. The system of the packing houst' will 
~ave to be modified in order to provide for the operation of 
this procees;and the system and channels of distribution will 
be greatly modified. The habit.o of' the c on sume r in purchasii.1g 
will be changed to conform to the ad~antages o~ this system; 
end th~ results may everi go so fa~ ae to re-establish our 
importance as a world supnlier of meat. (Meet could then 
be ehinped to d istant pointe for arrival in a condition com-
• Section ~J~ in this Thesis. 
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paring favorably with the fresh product.) This trend is 
radical, but is now beyond the period of uncertainty;the 
packers have admitted its value; and with this phase as a 
basis, the future developments of the meat packing indue-
try will be more revolutionary than any other industrial 
development yet in sight. To my mind the increased ef-
ficiency of the industry, due to the O?eration of this . single 
trend, will have a similar relation to the present degree 
that the modern electric light bulb has to the old style 
kerosene lamp. 
&/The tremendous importance of the efficiency trend in 
the industry is shown by the fact that during the last fifty 
years the population of the country h~a doubled yet the num-
ber of livestock on the farms in ~he country is practically 
the same. Still, we are not short of meat. The answer ie 
that we are producing ae much meat per capita ae we did fifty 
years ago, but from greatly reduced herds•. This is but a 
sing le illustration to prdve that the industry has increased 
one .hundred per cent in efficiency during the last half c~n-
tury. 
The future of the meat packing industry is eacure, for 
as long ae men live they must eat, and in the course of this 
thesis I have shown the relative importance of meat in the 
daily diet. Since•• 1914 the population of the country has 
increased by more than 20,000,000persone, and during the same 
period the American food bill sho~ed an added increase of about 
$ ;,4oo,ooo,ooo. This fact alone shows that the industry of 
--- ~ ~- ~- ~------ - - .---- -·----
*"National Provisionet" . Oct. ?6, 1929. Page 177. 
**"The Facts In Food Distribution". Feb. 1, 19;0. Page ;. 
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producing food for American consumption is by no means 
facing disaster. ,( Having· established the fact in this the-
sis that the future of' the industry depends to a large ex-
tent u~on the population of the country which must be fed, 
I quote the following figures recently released by the Un i ted 
States Bureau of Statistics in order to show the trend in 
population: 
1 Every 1; seconds a baby ie born in the United States; 
Every 2; seconds somebody dies in the United States; 
Every 90 seconds an immigrant enters the United States; 
Ev e ry ;oo seconds an emigrant leaves the United States; 
The net result is that our population increases one every 
thirty-three seconds, and births exceed deaths by 900,000 
annually.•• 
Thus, with ~n average of' 2,618 meat eaters being added to our 
po pulation daily, there is every reason to believe that the 
production and distribution of meat is destined to be among 
the most important of all Americ~n industries. 
Thus, we have the modern trends in the packing industry; 
and, as in all modern industry., they are numerous and vitally 
important. The packing industry is on the way to bigger 
thinge;and it behooves the world to "Stop, Look, and Listen«, 
for there is no doubt but that these t~ende will effect radi-
cal changes in our lives. 
* * • w - ~ ~ - - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - - ~ - ~ - - - - - - - - ~ * • 
* "The Boston Traveler,• January 18, 1929. 
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The Value of This Study. 
The preparation for and composition Q~ ~ thie t h esis 
have resulted in a decided benefit to me personally in 
that I have gained a vast amount of information about 
the indu s try in which I am employed. While the know-
ledge is not of definite value to me in my present po-
sition, it is similar to a college education in that 
although it may not be utilized for some time, it is 
something which cannot be taken from a man, and which, 
when the opportunity presents itself, will be available 
for use. 
It is hoped that this study will be of value to the 
reader in the following ways: 
1. To acquaint him with the history of the meat in -
dustry; 
2. To show him the place of meat in our economic 
structure; 
~. To prove the value of meat ae a fundamental food 
for the American diet; 
4. To furnish him with the knowledge of our live-stock 
supply,together with modern trends in its preparation for 
food; 
5. To supply him with an understanding of the methode 
employed in financing the packing industry; 
6. To show him the various problems which the packer 
must fac~ in planning the distribution of hie products; 
7. To prove to him the vast changes made possible in 
the packing industry by the utilization of ecience , and re-
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search; 
8. To acquaint ·him with the regulations which the 
government hae placed ~pon the members of the industry, 
as well as those regulations which the members of the in-
dustry have placed . on themselves; 
9. To show him all of the leading trends of the in-
duetry at the present time; . 
10. To open up for him a phase ofthe industry, the 
I 
operation of the Birdseye Freezing Process, which is dee* 
tined to radically affect the industry, but which is not 
as yet understood by the general pttblic. 
I 
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